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The Current Unfoldments and the Dimensional Shift
Jan 10, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers have been diligently working with the
Galactics to open the Solar Gateways and Solar aspects of the New Grid
systems. This activity began last year, and took a huge leap midDecember. Solar influxes of a much higher frequency than the charts can
track, began January 4th and have been steadily increasing to compliment
upcoming global events. Remember the plan includes as much ease and
grace possible, however the influxes of light are less diluted as the
thoughts, actions and emotions of the Lightworker collective affect the
acceleration of our timelines.
Fortunately, the High-Vibe Tribe has more decision-making power as we
progress, and in the past month a split was made to override – or bypass
– the influence of the decaying external hologram. We are focusing on
bringing in a more pure experience of these Solar influxes for the Tribe, so
it can be anchored and available for all of HUmanity.
You may see some flashing and extremely bright light in your visions,
dreams, or meditations. Embodiers are taking it to the next level of Solar
Cosmic Christ manifestation, and with the assistance of Divine Cosmic
Mother, are allowing the Divine DNA to adjust the body accordingly. Rest
and meditation are important now; remember the guidance to be in
stillness twice a day.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Our Unified Experiences and Gateway Unfoldments
Feb 4, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
I have returned to Mount Shasta after two weeks of Gatekeeping in
Joshua Tree, the Mohave and Sedona. It is stunning to see the effects of
heavy precipitation on California and the desert. Perhaps the December
vision of sending plasma into the skies along the Pacific Coast has come
to fruition; significant healing is taking place, and the elementals are
reflecting the larger operation unfolding. Purification, Divinitization, Pure
Consciousness. Thank you to everyone denying the programs aimed at
creating doom and gloom. Thank you for calmly, peacefully creating the
un-veiling of the Ascension experience, moment by moment. We Love
You, We Bless You, We Thank You.
Kindwhile, I have noticed the amplifications during our SUNday Unity
meditations. Unified meditations have always provided significant visions
and sensations for me, and now our Tribe is reporting similar (if not
identical) visions during these meditations. Last week a brilliant shift in
Gaia’s crystalline tube torus core presented in the second session for
many Lightworkers. In the third session, Solaris (the SUN) and the Great
Central SUN visited our visions, reflecting the recent Gatekeeper visions
of great Solar bursts that were common in January.
Personally, I AM still experiencing the intense vibrant light through my
Ascension column in meditation (2 years now, and it continues to amplify.)
During our Unity meditations it becomes even more vibrant, and is paired
with that gorgeous bliss-gasm sensation that many meditators experience.
Plus a new level of the stillness, characteristic of deep internal peace. This
is a precursor to the final merge of the Ascension experience. My friends
and co-creators notice it in my fields; something new is unfolding in the
process. Gatekeepers and Gridworkers anchor these experiences into the
HUman collective consciousness, so that the Global experience may step
forth with ease and grace. It assists to dispel the fear of Ascension (still an
issue with many.) As always, we aim to show HUmanity what is possible
with Ascension.
I also had a visit to the Solar Center HQ and Gaia is aligned to receive a
dramatic influx of light. This may occur as early as this month, during our
February Gateway (February 22-25). We are still monitoring the collective

emotional level, as current external events continue to pull Creator-incarnate (HUmans) into creating timelines that technically cannot survive in
this new level of light. Major changes are on the table and your
Wayshowers are holding space for the highest intent to step forth.
For clarity: Parent your focus, beloveds. If you have not learned how to
stop/clear/rewrite your thought patterns to create positive, loving, peaceful
timelines for yourself and the collective, use this simple Ascension Path
tool:
The *So It Is*.
– Say/think So It Is after every word, thought, action and intention to
identify what you are creating, and what you are amplifying for the
collective.
– Once you are aware of your creator habits, you may choose to change
them.
– Halt thoughts. actions, words and intentions mid-stream and redirect
them toward positive outcomes.
– It takes practice. It also identifies where you need to clear
uncomplimentary emotions and beliefs.
– Until you Master Divine Neutrality, use Commands, Decrees, Mantras,
Prayers or Positive affirmations to retrain your neural pathways as the So
It Is reveals your old patterns. These are basic to the Ascension process,
because they work.
Be diligent as lower agendas attempt to direct consciousness that is
confused or weakened by the incoming light. Know that the higher
trajectory of Ascension is inevitable. Delay tactics are powerful, since
many have learned to use suffering as a safety net (believing it is easier to
stay in suffering than shift to a higher experience.)
This is a very powerful passage for HUmanity as the Division of Worlds
unfolds. Please remember that as old systems break apart, your focus
must stay on the higher experience, the highest outcomes. The
accelerated timelines are vibrating, shifting all timelines, dissolving the
lower vibrational timelines, and it is still up to the High-Vibe Tribe to
stabilize the higher timeline experiences for all. Embrace your Wayshower
Self and do the good work, right now.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

February Gateway: Utilizing the Eclipses, DNA, Timeline Alignment
Feb 7, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
We are utilizing the portals of the February eclipses (Lunar Eclipse on
February 10 at 4:43pm PT and the Solar Eclipse of February 26 at 6:58
am PT) to support the February 22-25 light influx. The next two weeks
provide energies which further refine the dismantling of old systems which
are not in alignment with the higher trajectory created by the accelerated
timelines. As always, these passages are utilized for global as well
personal dismantling of that which does not serve the highest interests.
Challenging Your Spiritual Choices
Your Higher Selves attempt embodiment through the Ascension process,
and these higher perspectives reveal what is needed on the journey, and
what must be discarded. As the light level and timelines continue to divide
realities, this great sorting out of belief systems is both purposeful and
necessary to bring forth the higher realities of pure unity consciousness.
Our Gateway of February 22 – 25th, just prior to the trigger point of the
Solar eclipse on the 26th is a choice-point for the larger wave of light
anticipated around the March Equinox. We still have intense timeline flux;
many primary and secondary timelines are still adjusting to the collective
vibration. Our conscious choices, actions, thoughts and emotions greatly
affect collective outcomes. While those aligned with the Mastery
experience tremendously affect the raising of the collective vibration, and
make those timeline experiences available for all, the rift between
experiences can only grow so wide before they divide. This is why
Gatekeepers have been focused on the Solar aspects of the new grids,
awakening of the Solar temples, and opening pathways through the SUN
with the higher Councils of Light.
Utilizing the Eclipses and Wave
Eclipse passages always include a bit of karmic clearing. Obviously there
is a global-level karmic clearing playing out on the world stage. Just as
with your personal journey, the more intense the show gets, the greater
the clearing. Gaia is unique since she is used for Galactic clearing and the
creation of a dimensional shift with HUman DNA, Photonic Light and a

multidimensional operation that truly defies our complete understanding
(hence all the numerous higher beings involved.)
As you know, we have Master-level transmuters In-Carnate on this planet,
taking a huge load off the collective and Gaia. To those dear In-Carnates,
this is an opportunity to shift fully into new creations which support the
next levels of light. In brief, if you have not shifted to the freedom,
creativity and expansiveness of the higher trajectory, now is the perfect
passage to do this, consciously, and abandon the old Self’s lower
interests, beliefs, habits, actions, words, thoughts and emotions which are
not energetically supported by a higher experience.
For those engaging with higher trajectory of Ascension, this is when deep
choices about the trajectory of your personal path, your service work, the
creation of the New self, and the emergence of the Higher Self must be
examined within the context of this new light. All the work that has been
done to get us to this point of the Shift (well done, Beloveds) is complete.
Now we reevaluate in this new light.
Many of you experienced a profound death of the old self as the timelines
shifted in September. You are still receiving a deeper understanding of
what that meant for your personal path, your service work, your lifestream
trajectory, and the higher trajectory of global Ascension. Great acts of
clemency and forgiveness were utilized in January so that the collective
could receive some relief from the collective angst from this timeline shift.
As you break your addictions to drama, concern, or worry about the
external, and shift to heart-based action, empowerment and divinity, you
resonate with the higher trajectories of the Christed timelines which deliver
peace and opportunities for global divine alignment.
While it did take a few months for many to realize what is unfolding, and
integrate that realization, we now move forward with more expansive
creations with this next influx. Remember this is a collective effort, so
dream your largest creations, plan your collaborations wisely, and
consciously release the old design of Self. The new templates of Self will
receive a significant boost with the Equinox, as will Gaia.
Creator Consciousness in the Now
Remember that the heart is infinite as you play with the finite constructs of
the mind level. As the frequencies emanating from Gaia support pure

creator beingness, the responsibility becomes yours; how you direct that
energy for both your personal path and your service work. Practice
responsible creation, and do not ruminate or stagnate in the old timeline
energies as they drop away. Move forward with clarity, joy, and an open
heart because so much is becoming available to us.
Divine DNA – Our Key to Shifting Dimensions
The energies are challenging to the mind and the emotional levels
because that is what affects the collective Ascension the most. That is
where the most distortion takes place, in beliefs, emotions, judgments,
and thought forms. They become triggered by the pure light coming on to
the planet, and now from Gaia herself. Thoughts and emotions are directly
associated with DNA activation. You know this if you are studying
Ascension or spirituality; you change the biolandscape of your body
vehicle and energy fields to receive the truth of Love. You feel the freedom
of this new light because you are creating ways for the light to enter.
DNA is our key to shifting dimensions. In order for the DNA to reawaken,
re-bundle and etherically reconnect, it cannot contract into old thought
forms, habits, addictions, or beliefs about the self. This is why self-love,
love of Source, and love of all of Creation is vital to the Ascension process
and to restoring, reactivating, and ascending the DNA within you.
Divine crystalline HUman DNA is unique. We have access to pure Creator
beingness, and to Source. We are creating a Galactic Legacy by learning,
teaching and setting forth creations which demonstrate the finer
capabilities of HUman DNA. As you Ascend, you might see the spiral of
the helixes surrounding you, or entering your Ascension column.
Gatekeepers are working with this right now (and through the SUNday
Unity Meditations). Make it conscious and active. Talk to your DNA just as
you do the crystalline structures within you. Feel the Divine love available,
and radiate love to your DNA through the heart center. The heart contains
the keys to the kingdom; the spark of Source which will receive and
broadcast the Solar Cosmic Christ activations, just as Solaris receives and
sends forth information and upgrades. As above, so below.
The light is growing again after a period of stabilization of the grids. Get
out in nature, and in the SUN, as often as possible. It may benefit you to
have a long conversation with Gaia; ask her how you may assist as she
takes on these higher frequencies. As I stood in Council with the Galactics

last week I saw a great model of Gaia, and her etheric bands had aligned
around the Equator. She was also upright (no axial tilt); she was in
absolute alignment. This is what is ahead of us, Beloveds. These higher
timelines are pushing us into alignment, as well as the planet. As we
become capable of holding that alignment, holding that light, aligning
ourselves with the higher aspects of divinity, purity and unity, we call forth
the Ascension in the Now.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Gatekeepers and Gridworkers utilizing the Eclipse window
Feb 9, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
You may notice a dramatic increase in the energies as this Eclipse window
ushers in the next wave. Gatekeepers and Gridworkers will be activating
and releasing the Solar aspects of the grids over the next weeks.
This directly affects your pineal-pituitary complex, DNA and Heart center
as it unlocks the new HUman template encodements. Expansion, blissedout sensations and exhaustion are expected; it is what it is. Take care and
welcome the activation with an open heart. Side-effects within the body
are one conversation; receiving all that is available and assisting Gaia,
HUmanity, Kingdoms and Elementals is another.
As mentioned in the previous post, the death of old Self can be complete if
you surrender to this, and actively allow the new template of the Higher
Self to step forth.This always works in tandem with the external events
unfolding; death of old systems. Much is happening behind-the-scenes as
well; let it be. All is incredibly well, Beloveds. It is our responsibility to
create and call forth the New. Shifts are occurring to fully empower the
Light Tribe who are focused on embodiment and activation of global Christ
Consciousness templates.
Get your crystals out in this energy to receive and amplify the frequencies
emanating from Gaia and Solaris. Get your crystalline self out in this
energy, tap in and fuel this powerful wave. Pure intention, pure service.
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers; we are aligning to transmit the Solar
activations. Prepare your gates, portals, sites and grid points. Remember
purity of heart and purity of intent creates the Christic flow though your
vehicle. Gridwork is intense during this passage, in the most divine way
possible! Gatekeepers are getting a boost this month; be sure to check in
with your councils and teams for direction. As always, in our Mastery we
don’t wait for the energy, we use it.
Let the New Light do what it needs to do, in the highest interests of all
concerned. We Love You, We Bless You, We Thank You.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Stargate Activated: Gateways Open for Embodiment
Feb 20, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our Gateway week is upon us. Gatekeepers opened for the influx on
SUNday, and the energies increased immediately. This is a powerful and
transitional stargate for HUmanity, which will greatly affect those engaging
with Solar Cosmic Christ embodiment. This massive stargate portal from
the Great Central Sun is a highly encoded geometric template. The
Gateway of this week – beginning on the 222 (February 22) will trigger
aspects within the new HUman templates, and launch many of you into a
stronger experience of the Cosmic Christ.
In December we received the vision of a timeline division this year, which
appeared as DNA splitting the higher and lower realities. The 222 also
presented as a turning point – a cosmic click in the combination lock – and
our first trigger that would align us, prepare us, for the March Equinox
shift. The split appears as DNA because our activated DNA is the key to
shifting dimensions on a personal and global level. During this Gateway,
your current timeline trajectory will become clear. Embodiers may
experience a dramatic blissful state of consciousness as the new HUman
crystalline templates activate to a new level.
The massive stargate approaching (it looks like multi-layered geometry
burning with sacred fire) has already begun to trigger DNA codes and the
new crystalline templates. Engage with your sacred Ascension practices
and zero point stillness during this window. Be willing to surrender the old
trajectory, thought forms, beliefs, habits completely if you desire
embodiment. Breathe through the stronger activations, meditate often, get
outside to receive the stronger light emanating through Gaia. Gaia will be
adjusting to the approaching stargate as well, however the focus on
activating the Solar aspects of the grids allows this to unfold with as much
ease and grace as possible. The etheric bands of light are aligned at the
equator; another indication that Equinox will provide accelerated shifts in
consciousness. Wayshowers, open to receive these frequencies and
embodiment experiences in the Now. We anchor this into the HUman
Heart grid to create a smoother experience for all.
Starseed Gatekeepers and many Gridworkers carry unique encodements
within our DNA which activate at certain stages of the Ascension process.

These encodements also trigger the opening of Gateways, portals, and
Solar aspects of Gaia. This is why it is so important to follow the intuition
when guided to travel to certain areas, or engage in Gridwork. Your DNA
aligns with crystal beds, sacred sites, or ancient sites underground where
you or your Divine Team have left specific codes to activate during the
Shift. Your Solar Heart center becomes the mechanism for serving as a
pure conduit, and reactivating those sacred aspects of your DNA in
absolute presence during Gatework or Gridwork.
In the state of Divine Neutrality, when calling forth the highest light, highest
activations, highest Christed timeline acceleration possible, in the highest
interests of the Ascension, you become the pure conduit of Source via the
Multidimensional Self. There is a merging of consciousness, and this
consistent practice has prepared us for what is about to unfold. For those
pursuing a path of Ascension, the intention of pure service and calm, clear
resonation through the Solar Cosmic Christ Heart center is key to
receiving what has been activated upon this planet. Vibrational match of
pure intention.
Solar focus: Your internal Solar Gateway
In order to create the Christed embodiment, our Heart center torus
becomes a Solar generator during our Ascension process. This is how we
communicate with the SUN, Beloveds. The Solar aspect within connects
with DNA stored within the SUN (and the Great Central Sun for Master
Gatekeepers), and allows access to the big Galactic project of Ascension.
This process is about accessing and embodying our Creator Self. Many of
you are experiencing the reunification with much Higher aspects of Self
that are deeply involved in the cosmic trajectory of this planet and Solar
system. This is a brilliant co-creative process with much higher realms of
consciousness, which is why responsible creation is emphasized. The
magnetic shifts of these Gateways supports manifestation at the
crystalline level; purity, divinity, and laser-focus on creating the New Earth
experience for everyone. Anything that sidesteps the Solar Heart center
will create disharmony for that creator in this new frequency. That applies
to individuals as well as collective creations; the amplification of intent is
the revelation prophecy unfolding right now.
Solar aspects being affected by this Gateway include:

– Solar aspects of the HUman Heart: Don’t mistake activation for
interference. Open up to the new level.
– Solar temples within and above the planet: Memories of these structures
present through Star Family or Guardian levels.
– Solar crystalline aspects in the crystal beds: Program and use your
crystals to hold and activate this intention. Get them in the ground, set up
grids in your space for this specific Gateway.
– Solar aspects of water: The water elemental is capable of transmitting
Solar aspects instantaneously, both in the body and in/on Gaia.
– Solar aspects of the Cosmic Christ: Use your DNA to bilocate these
aspects into your body and fields. Reactivate your Master Self; many of
you know how to do this and will be activating others via the HUman Heart
grids as SUNs of God.
Masters, Unify for this Divine Passage
February 22 -25 activates us for the Solar eclipse trigger. Much is
available to us when we unite in service. remember the final piece of this
puzzle must be placed together as One. We cannot force the hand of God,
however our Unity Meditations and heart-based efforts to co-create the
New have called in the stargate which will trigger higher timeline
trajectories for the whole population. Let this level of Divine Will flow
through you as you work with the girds. This is a feeling mechanism of the
Heart center, and you may feel more Solar as this activates through the
HUman Heart grid. It is time to dismiss the personal and collective
darkness from its old role in our Ascension. Focus on Spiritual disclosure,
and witness the truth of what is unfolding: The glass was, and is, always
full. Shift your feelings about everything to love, forgiveness, gratitude,
and celebration of this tremendous undertaking of the Ascension.
Wayshowers hold a huge space for HUmanity to step into. Acceleration
occurs by unified intention, co-creation of higher experiences. Participate
in the weekly Unity Meditations on SUNday; the eclipse energies will
support integration of the embodiment experiences during this week’s
Gateway. Let us call forth our higher Ascension experience as one unified
force of Source.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Changing the Prismatic Effect of the SUN
Mar 2, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Meditate on this intel, it is provided for a deeper comprehension of our
Ascension into pure Creator beingness.
In Ascension Path, we discuss how the SUN is used as a prism to project
fractals of our consciousness into co-created realities. This is directly
related to the holographic nature of our experience, the projection of
planetary consciousness, dimensional bandwidths, timelines, and the
illusion of an individual experience.
Think of the SUN as a film projector running several films at once. Your
Higher Levels are using the projector. Your Higher Self projects several
versions of lower self through the SUN, and through your Heart center,
which also serves as projector of realities, onto the mirror-like screens of
Gaia, allowing for multiple films at once. Gaia would support many
versions of your personal film, as well as the collective films, and reflect
back collective outcomes. The personal screen shows the film or films
your consciousness is capable of focusing on, your vibrational perception.
The Heart Center operates like a Solar projector, altering your external film
to meet your internal vibration. Perception is based on personal vibration;
we see clear examples of this as the realities divide. We have seen the
new projection of 5D Gaia, we know it exists already. Altering the personal
and collective projector to only show 5D films is done through our Heart
Center and our DNA resonance.
Our perception of multidimensionality was limited by our DNA, which can
access multiple timelines (several films at once) when it is activated and
rebundled to its true HUman crystalline state. To enable this state of DNA,
a vibrational match must be attained in order to match the background
energy of the unified field of creation. The unified platform of this Universe
is Unconditional Love; the crystalline/Christ/Krysthl consciousness
vibration. Divine HUman DNA contains markers for this Universal
consciousness. Participation in the Ascension process, the increase in
photonic light, and the dimensional shift of Gaia activates these markers,
allowing for an entirely new projection through the SUN, Gaia and our
Heart Centers.

Cosmic Template Approaching our Solar System
We now add a massive cosmic stargate to this equation. As these cosmic
templates from the Great Central SUN approach, they are rewriting
Galaxies into alignment with the Source command for the New. The
cosmic templates look like geometry to me, stacks of gold-crystalline lightencoded templates. Some may perceive it as a spiral of brilliant light, or
massive fields of Solar plasma. All have presented for me, though I tend to
see it more often as cosmic geometry and light symbols.
The moment this template aligns with our Solar system, the SUN and all
planets will instantaneously be affected. It will change the projectors,
altering the way in which we co-create our reality into a purer, unified form
in alignment with the background energy of Love. This is why so many
Gatekeepers had visions of the SUN exploding back in January; the
energies are already affecting our realities, and our perception is changing
as we take on our new HUman templates. The December vision of DNA
splitting the timelines indicates the effects of this cosmic stargate. They
are connected. This Solar shift affects consciousness; our experience and
perception of creation. Your Heart Center projector and DNA can align you
with the brand new film of New Earth, and Gaia’s 5D Solar Self becomes a
perceivable reality.
In order for this to become the dominant film, a projected reality of the
high-vibe collective, embodiment of the crystalline/Christ consciousness
must be attained by a small percentage of the Light Tribe. That is why
embodiment has been a focus of our Ascension process. It must be
willingly anchored into the HUman heart grid and planetary noosphere to
initiate the quantum domino effect. This exquisite higher vibration will
shine through all choosing Ascension, and lift the veil on the reality of New
Earth.
These cosmic template frequencies are already being anchored into the
HUman heart grid by those graciously embodying the new template of
Self. This will be a palpable manifestation within the High-Vibe collective,
greatly accelerating through the Equinox. While the final event of a
complete dimensional shift happens in one exquisite blink of a Zero-Point
moment, the stages of anchoring this into the collective Heart Grid, the
collective perception, are greatly accelerated by the higher timelines. We
will create and witness new realities coming into manifestation as our new
templates of Self are integrated. This is a truly high level of service which

requires focus and dedication to engaging with the New Self, and
complete surrender of re-creating the old templates. It is a passage to
acquaint yourself with the New You. You may look, feel, perceive and
create in brand new ways.
Pure Creators, this is a passage to fully comprehend what is unfolding and
integrate the New Template. Some may feel sleepy, blissy or spaced out
as this stargate approaches. New skills will be activated. The merge of
Higher and Lower Selves becomes much more palpable. The cosmic
stargate is a dimension-changer, a rewrite of the Solar projector, which
simultaneously changes the Gaia projector and screens, and our personal
Heart-Center projector. It is intended to support the consistent Gatekeeper
and Gridworker request for the frequency shift, the Solar expansion.
Lightworkers are actively participating in the co-creation of Unity
Consciousness as a permanent manifestation on Gaia. Unified
meditations, daily invocation, Gridwork, Gatework, and demonstration of
Crystalline consciousness in thought, word and action are calling forth the
Solar aspects of Gaia’s 5D higher trajectory.
Personally I cannot get enough meditation or rest this year, and my pineal
has been in hyper-drive since the eclipse. Revelations about my personal
trajectory continue to present, and I integrate them with the deep focus
they deserve. We persist in our service work, adjusting the new trajectory
of Self, however the alignment in stillness – at least twice a day – is key to
clarity and integration.
Trust the Process, Trust Your New Self
If you are experiencing confusion with dropping the old templates, or if the
body consciousness is experiencing fatigue or fear, we encourage you to
let go and trust the process. Resistance or judging the New Light because
it is unfamiliar contracts your DNA. Keep your DNA open, send it love,
activate it daily. Stay calm, creative and patient, support the detoxification
effects, eat high-vibe and stay hydrated. Embodiers are experiencing a
deep calm in this phase. Keep the cosmic perspective and go deep with
these revelations. Gratitude and forgiveness provide instant release from
lower timelines. All is incredibly well.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Conscious Media Festival Notes: Pure Creativity and the Creator
State of Consciousness
Mar 8, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
I had the honor of speaking at the Conscious Media festival in Austin,
Texas last weekend. Festival Creator Giselle Koy launched a brilliant
platform with this inaugural event. It was wonderful to witness the
emergence of a new tribe of truly heart-based beings focused on
manifesting conscious content through various creative mediums.
The topic was Pure Creativity, and we shared some Mastery practices
which would assist creatives as the energies shift to support our service
work. I promised to share my notes here, and there is also a facebook live
version of the talk shared on my facebook page.
Mastery Practices for Pure Creativity
Maintain the multidimensional perspective: We are witnessing and
creating our transformation simultaneously.
Highest Intent
Honor your personal path of Mastery in thought, word, action and intent.
Write your Highest Intention statement, say it aloud as an invocation, as
your Highest Self. Go BIG with your intentions. Align them with the Global,
Galactic, Universal intent to amplify the timelines of Divine LoveLight.
Every creation begins with an intention. If you don’t consciously set your
intentions, you are probably creating some else’s intention via your
subconscious mind or emotional fields. Say your intentions out loud to set
the energy into creation.
At this point in the timeline acceleration, everyone who works from pure
intention, in alignment with the highest good of all, is greatly amplified. We
are receiving new templates of Self to align us with the new energies;
engagement with this level of awakening and Ascension is key. Your heart
can generate pure magnetics of creation if you align with highest intent.

Intend to be the kind of Creator people can trust.
Redirect your thoughts about possibility
Go boundless; fearless but not reckless. Redirecting the mind takes
practice until the brain, heart and energy fields are rewired. What is the
coolest, clearest thing you can create to assist? Focus on the higher light,
bypass the lower interference.
Surrender to Divine Service
Put your faith in the Mission of Divine Love. Go all-in, 24/7. It gets easier
after you surrender your fears about trust and risk. When you hit that level
of faith in yourself and Source, nothing makes sense except service. Then
pure creativity can work through you.
We have your back. Divine LoveLight has your back. The Tribe has your
back.
Align with Divine Self-Realization
Align with the calm, centered state of the infinite. The more you know, the
more you interact with Higher Beings, the more humble, confident and
authentic you become. Breathe, meditate, knowing you are a fractal of the
Creator. Stay vulnerable and on point.
Having access to pure creation dynamics, the True Self, is innocence and
wisdom at once. Be gentle enough to hear intuition, be wise enough to ask
questions.
Listen to Divine Will rather than Personal Will
Practice Divine Neutrality about outcomes. Let the Higher Self lead. What
is in the highest interests of all concerned? What will truly raise the
conversation to a 5D level? Create from a pure 5D perspective of no
limits, total prosperity. It changes your energy and thereby your services.
All of your creations will encourage the collective to participate in their own
path of self-empowerment.
Check the egoic level: The leader-follower vibration is not new paradigm.

We are reeducating the collective for self-empowerment by way of
example and expression. Self-empowerment is the hardest thing to teach;
Be a reliable Guide.
Be absolutely Present in order to be the Presence.
Open as a pure conduit of Source: Let the Creation flow though you,
express as your Creator self, exercise this Creator muscle. All of our
power is in Zero Point, the Now.
Honor your unique experience and expression. We are the answer to
Source’s question of Let me know all that I AM, Let me explore all that I
AM. What if I forgot myself in the density of duality and explored returning
to Oneness, and celebrated my return with a brand new creation of Self?
Would you do it if no one liked, shared or donated to your creation? Would
you do it anyway? That is where you find your true expression of the
Creator Self. Think like an artist; Create to honor yourself as Creator.
Step forward as Wayshower, walk ahead and demonstrate it is safe to
move forward into the unknown. Face your fears about trusting the
collective, sharing your heart, abundance, personal value, or competition
issues. Wayshow by being authentic; it encourages others to open up.
Be a Responsible Creator
This new freedom means we need to create responsibly, unlike the Old
Paradigm leadership. We cannot replicate any of those old dynamics; they
do not serve and are being removed. We have the new keys to the
kingdom and this Now Renaissance is literally creating new timelines for
everyone to experience higher truths.
Speak to the Highest common denominator: The multidimensional
conversation. Much current content is uninteresting to those further down
the path. Experiment with higher creations which stimulate the heart, the
higher consciousness. Open for expansive conversations and
experiences, rather than reexamining the past, or speculating on the
future.
Manage your Self as a conduit for the Shift. Be wise about the effect of cocreation; it is getting stronger. Stay on point with your intention and your

service. The veils are thin, which means your heart will need to be clear.
We see you.
The awakened are being flooded with ideas as well as energies. Much of
the collective turns to the online world for how they feel, what to focus on,
etc. Avoid using old paradigm dynamics to attract attention.
Triggering fears or drama is not progress, it is mimicking the old system of
dis-empowerment. Acceleration is upon us and we require solutions, not
re-creating what has already been done.
There is a lot going on right now and not every impulse needs to be
shared. What will serve forward momentum?
Serve as One Heart, One Unified Creation, just like Source.
Multidimensional awareness is a popular conversation. As we unify we
make it a tangible experience for all.
There is a new tribe born at the Conscious Media Festival. Conscious
Media is a conduit for pure expression in a rapidly emerging New
Paradigm.
Trust Source, trust yourself, trust each other as one force of Source,
dedicated to service. Share as one Tribe. We need to dispel scarcity and
competition. The glass is, and always has been, full.
Love and reach out to each other. Practice with this Tribe; connect, face
your fears of expression. We’ve got your back!
Remember that the last piece of this grand puzzle is placed together.
That’s the only way it can be completed, through Unity.
Gratitude and blessings to all of us during this brilliant phase of our
Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Owning The Embodiment: Preparing for the Timeline Shift
Mar 11, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
As we enter the deeply transformative Gateway of the Equinox, we are
presented with another collective trigger passage. It is vital that we unify
as one HUman heart grid, one force of Source. I AM confident most of you
are aware of what this Gateway will create for HUmanity.
This is not a passage to flail in the distractions. It is a passage to fully
claim ownership of your new template, to own your embodiment, your new
expression, and stand in your the Divine right to become your Higher Self
in form. This embodiment phase is key to the current frequency shift
already underway. Your core will need to be stable and aligned with your
new template in order to receive the Solar codes and transmit them to
Gaia, the old and new grid systems, and the HUman heart grid.
Embodiment feels transcendent, deeply peaceful and avatar-like, however
we are transitioning in full view of HUmanity in order to Wayshow.
Gravitational anomalies, linear time fluctuations, heightened
mulitdimensional awareness and dissolvement of the veils are normal
side-effects of a dimensional shift. However, what is occurring with the
Wayshowers is unique to this planet, and we assist Gaia in revealing her
Higher expression through our own lifestreams. Let us show HUmanity
what is possible with Ascension as the higher frequencies intensify, and
reveal the higher truths of Divine Love by example.
We call forth the Gatekeepers, Gridworkers, Lightworkers and
Wayshowers to assist in stability and amplification as the embodiment and
revelation of the crystalline realm unfolds. Gatework and Gridwork will be
consistent for the next three weeks, with the continued Solar focus. Be
creative and honor your new skills as they present; all will feel very
different as this unfolds.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Equinox Passage: Shifting to the Higher Timelines
Mar 18, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our timeline shift is upon us, already in progress and unfolding over the
next few weeks (Gateway key triggers on Equinox, March 20 (3:28amPT),
March 23-27, and again April 3-7.) It is a profound experience; a
combination of leaving, rising, ecstasy, revelation, new sensations, and
embodying at once.
After the visions of the etheric bands of light aligning for Equinox, the
Solar amplification, and what is happening in the consciousness of the
Light Tribe, we arrive at the point when the lower realities will be
energetically cut off. We have critical mass to reveal the alternative reality
of freedom, peace and Divine Love. This a Divine opportunity for
Ascension, Masters.
It is imperative that we assist Gaia in revealing what has already been
created; a Christed planet of peace and unity consciousness. Let us
embody our new templates of Self NOW. Let us focus on global
embodiment, and calling in the frequencies and dimensional-shifting
codes from the massive cosmic stargate template.
This particular Gateway passage may present gravitational anomalies,
magnetic shifts, weather shifts and quake activity, because it is a big jump
in frequency. Embodiment changes the noosphere, the HUman heart grid,
and literally opens Gateways through HUmans for the new reality to be
revealed. We are very powerful beings; remember that manifestation is
amplified during Gateways. Let us Direct the light as ONE to call forth this
creation with ease and grace.
If you are serving as a pure conduit of this activity, here are some
suggestions for the unfoldment:
Meditation: You must allow your Ascension column to align in stillness, so
the Higher Self can take over. Rest, stay hydrated, quiet, get out on Gaia
to receive the maximum light influx, especially during the trigger points.
Stay clear and open to the experience.

Surrender to Embodiment: Wayshower embodiment of the pure
crystalline consciousness is necessary for the timeline split. This is already
in progress, and we have enough willing participants to allow this to occur.
The effect on Gaia, kingdoms, elementals, and the collective
consciousness, will be quantum as this unfolds. Our intention is to raise all
willing beings into Unity consciousness as the division occurs.
Visualize and call forth 5D, especially at Equinox peak and over the next
two weeks. Feel the freedom, see the New Earth, visualize global
Ascension, and the highest, brightest vibration you can hold. Draw it, write
it, sing it, dance it, meditate on it, create it Now. Feel the Divine aspect of
this shift; let any fears of Ascension dissolve.
Transmuters: Command and decree the final, effortless removal of all
lower timelines, programs, entities, deities, thought forms and beings
which control, manipulate HUmanity, Gaia, Kingdoms and elementals in a
negative way. Command all which interferes with the Ascension, anything
blocking the progression of HUmanity, to cease and desist across all
timelines and realities. Bind all uncomplimentary creations back to Source,
to make a full transition, never to return.
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers: We are already open for this passage.
Be creative with your grids, geometries and crystal placements; direct this
Light in your Mastery. Unify in Divine Intent to fully reveal the 5D timelines
as a palpable manifestation for all. Call forth the Solar Cosmic Christed
embodiment as a reality for all willing and capable of embodiment. Light
up the new and old grid systems, Sacred sites, Temples, crystalline beds,
aquifers and water, every crystal placed by a Lightworker, and the HUman
Heart Grid from the crystalline core of Gaia to the SUN, Galactic center,
Great Central SUN, and Pure Source Consciousness. Welcome in the
highest levels of photonic light and dimensional-shifting frequencies we
can receive, in the highest interests of the pure and true Ascension.Feel
the unification, this is a shining passage for all of us.
Master Gatekeepers I invite you to join me in connecting with the higher
frequency templates entering our Solar system. We will be experimenting
with them as this unfolds. We are ready for a rapid manifestation of the
New. Let us call this forth as our highest unified creation Now.
Infinite blessings to all as we experience this profound passage for
HUmanity and Gaia. Gratitude for your Divine Service and endurance; our

efforts are rewarded a thousand fold. Breathe (Creator Breath) and let the
Light assist us in transforming these realities.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Timeline Split Progress: Integration and Alignment
Mar 29, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The second phase of the timeline shift completed with the New Moon on
Monday. Gratitude to all who held the Solar focus as the flares arrived.
Personally I AM experiencing a profound understanding of my Solar Self,
and this pursuit of embodying the Solar Cosmic Christ state of beingness.
Ascension is truly a sacred experience.
Vision Share
Among the many visions during last SUNday’s Unity Meditations was a
clear image: Gaia appeared as a sycamore seed ball (painted to look like
Earth), and a powerful galactic wind was blowing away the exterior fluff to
reveal her crystalline core, which turned into a brilliant solar light. The old
external reality was blown away, and she was shining as a brand new
creation. This represents HUman Ascension as well as Gaia’s
transformation. The revelation of our Higher Self and the New Earth as the
cosmic winds intensify, the brilliant seed of the New, and the effect of the
incoming light on lower realities.
The sycamore is an ancient symbol, used in the scriptures, House of
David, ground zero, etc. There are many synchronicities for me with this
symbol; you may pursue your own. This was the third in a series of strong
symbols last weekend; a rainbow on the 25th over Mount Shasta to
confirm the influx did its work; a white-cream hawk hovering and calling
just a few feet over my head during Gatework on SUNday (Hawk is the
messenger, so we pay attention); just after that was the sycamore vision.
After unifying with Solaris several times on Monday to send the
dimensional-shifting frequencies (flares), I snowshoed up the mountain for
the New Moon anchoring at 8pm. After Gatework on the hike down,
multiple lightships sailed overhead and sent greetings as the second
phase of this particular shift was completed.
Now we follow protocol; integrate the influx, shed what is no longer
applicable, prepare for next week’s Gatework, maintain focus, avoid any
mental gymnastics about the strangeness of this phase or its affect on the

physical, and send LoveLight and gratitude to those embracing
embodiment.
April Revelations and Blessings
Our next Gateway is April 3-7, and will fully anchor the timeline split.
Remember this influx since the Equinox is a very high level of Divine Light,
a true gift to all resonating with the 5D experience.
The frequency will rise exponentially after this split is complete; it will
continue to expand your consciousness into higher realms of creation.
This is a passage for Spiritual Maturity, which will demand your highest
discernment and non-judgment of the external or internal effects.
In our Mastery, let us assist Gaia in revealing what has already been
created; a Christed planet of peace and unity consciousness. We embody
our new templates of Self NOW, and step into our roles as co-creators of
these new realities. The massive cosmic stargate is assisting Divine Will;
let us open as pure conduits of the highest intent.
Embodiment is a unique experience as we reclaim our Solar Self, which
literally opens Gateways through HUmans for the new reality to be
revealed. This is an unrecognizable level of empowerment for many of us.
Remember that manifestation is amplified during Gateways. Let us Direct
the light as ONE to call forth this creation with ease and grace.
Tools for this strong passage:
Meditation: Allow your Ascension column to align in stillness, so the
Higher Self can take over. Rest, stay hydrated, calm, get out on Gaia to
receive the maximum light influx, especially during the trigger points. Stay
clear and open to the experience.
Visualize and call forth 5D: Feel the freedom, see the New Earth,
visualize global Ascension, and the highest, brightest vibration you can
hold. Draw it, write it, sing it, dance it, meditate on it, create it Now. Drop
your attachment to the lower timelines.
Daily Dissolvement: Command and decree the final, effortless removal of
all lower timelines, programs, entities, deities, thought forms and beings
which control, manipulate HUmanity, Gaia, Kingdoms and elementals in a

negative way. Command all which interferes with the Ascension, anything
blocking the progression of HUmanity, to cease and desist across all
timelines and realities. Bind all uncomplimentary creations back to Source,
to make a full transition, never to return.
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers: Unify in Divine Intent to fully reveal the
5D timelines as a palpable manifestation for all. Call forth the Solar
Cosmic Christed embodiment as a reality for all willing and capable of
embodiment. Light up the new grid systems, Sacred sites, Temples,
crystalline beds, water, every crystal placed by a Lightworker, and the
HUman Heart Grid from the crystalline core of Gaia to the SUN, Galactic
center, Great Central SUN, and Pure Source Consciousness. Welcome in
the highest levels of photonic light and dimensional-shifting frequencies
we can receive, in the highest interests of the pure and true Ascension.
Feel the unification, this is a shining passage for all of us.
Master Gatekeepers: I again invite you to unify with the higher frequency
templates entering our Solar system. We have conscious access to the
Solar centers now. Divine Will rules the unfoldment – stay clear in your
resonation and intent when connecting with these councils. Let us call
forth the dimensional-shifting encodements, for the highest interest of
those choosing Ascension, during the April 3 – 7 Gateway passage.
April is a Highly Transformational Month
The levels of photonic, pure light are expected to dramatically increase in
April. Let us focus on this Gateway as our keys to the kingdom of the New
Self and the New Earth. Vibration = Vibration. Gratitude for your
dedication and endurance; our service is deeply appreciated. Faith. Trust.
Breathe. Let the Light assist us in transforming these realities with ease
and grace.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Evolution of Realities: Opening the Cosmic Stargate
Apr 8, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Brilliance is unfolding in this Now moment. Phase three of the Equinox
timeline shift will complete with the Full Moon on Monday (11:09pmPT).
Passages of the Cosmic Stargate were unlocked last Saturday; a truly
powerful experience. Read: Seven M-class Solar flares aimed at Saturn
during that passage. That is all I may share at this moment; meditate on
this. We continue to work with our Higher Teams in the highest interests of
Ascension.
Perhaps you noticed the stillness on Monday and Tuesday last week as
three significant lower timeline trajectories collapsed. The sensation of
stillness – when time stands still – is a common occurrence during
Gatework. Kingdoms and elementals appear to be in complete stillness,
as if the realities are on pause. When this occurs globally, much is
happening on the cosmic level.
Miracles happen outside of the constraints time-space; this is why
Gatekeepers train to be open conduits. In a pure state of focus during
Gatework, the higher and lower realms unify to work as One. Gateways
traverse the boundaries of dimensional layers and densities, so we often
experience the eerie (and fun) time-has-stopped sensation. In those
moments, much larger operations may do the good work.
To witness the stillness last week was to feel miracles in the making.
These streams of cosmic codes flowing into the Solar system significantly
influence our experience of 5D/Unity/Crystalline Consciousness. It also
provides clarity on how this timeline shift/split will be experienced by the
collective. Encourage your Tribes to stay calm, centered and in-themoment as these higher frequencies reveal higher aspects of your own
Solar heart center.
These Gateways open paths for higher frequency pure light to enter, and
Master Gatekeepers are welcoming in very high-level blessings for
anyone resonating with the vibration of purity, divinity, and the higher
experience of crystalline consciousness. This ongoing split it is revealing
itself in stronger ways. Vibration = vibration. Keep it simple, Beloveds.

Detoxify your words, emotions, thoughts, body and actions to support the
global detoxification. As with any major influx of Cosmic Mother-level
divine light, your embodiment experience is amplified.
I will write next week about the experience of embodiment. For the
moment, the revelation of my new skills (truthfully, ancient skills reignited)
is holding my focus. Keep your heart open and your reality capable of
receiving the New.
The Effect of Pure Unity Consciousness
For those who understand how unified consciousness affects the
collective, we invite you to join the Unity Meditations on SUNday. We hold
this space for all those who seek to amplify Peace, LoveLight and assist
Gaia, Humanity, Kingdoms and Elementals in this Divine Ascension – right
now. Plus, it feels wonderful and the visions can be very clear. We connect
in this way not only for the amplification of Light and Ascension, but to
train us how to connect telepathically as ONE consciousness, without
the need for grounded technology.
I AM told this is unifying us for greater unified service work ahead. Feel the
unified Heart of your Tribe, we are here for you!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

The New Temple of the Divine Self
Apr 13, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
This timeline split is one of the more interesting projects I have worked on.
The affect on my consciousness and experience is profound; it is another
passage of I will never be the same as the lower self continues to fade.
The New Template of Self reveals the New Temple of the Divine Self
Resolving the Destroy this temple and I will rebuild it in three days
metaphor unfolds in our realities on a global scale. It takes patience to
integrate and comprehend this latest upgrade of consciousness. Instant
integration is still true for some frequencies, however leveling up changed
with the timeline split, which is still in progress. The recommendation for
rest, meditation in the stillness, and maintaining a calm center remains
essential. Personally I spend most of my days in lengthy meditative states,
hours of Gatework training with the Cosmic Stargates, and just BEing in
the stillness, bearing witness to my body and consciousness leveling up.
Many dreamtime visits with the Tribe as well; thank you for the lovely
emails when you see me.
Purification of the timelines is reflected in our lifestreams; with the spiritual
upgrade comes responsibility, Beloveds. Time dynamics are shaken,
magnetics shift to accommodate the influx, and the HUman heart grid is lit
up by the activation of the embodiers. Visions can surprise us; you may
see Gaia disappear. Breathe, it’s just the transformation to a higher
version of her.
The cosmic dream shifts, adjusting the hologram to accommodate pure
Solar Christ consciousness. We are recapturing the essence of the SUN,
which is a Divine Feminine operation. The opening of the Seventh
Gateway is reflected in our fractal of Self. Your crowns may be activating
(widening feels like the top of your head is missing, cranial expansion,
piercing high-frequency tones) to welcome this into your fields. The full
activation of the 13th DNA strand of Christ Consciousness reflects the
Thirteenth Aeon, and the return of the Feminine aspect of Source to her
Ascended state, purified and released from the density of chaos. This is
what is unfolding at an accelerated rate with this timeline adjustment; it is
resolving many layers of experiences for full unification.

For many the Cosmic Mother frequency is an unfamiliar energy; it shifts
the old concepts of the Divine Feminine into a direct experience of what
the crystalline state is truly about. Multiple things are happening
simultaneously; it is best to stay very present with yourself in order to
experience the alchemical marriage of Presence. Rest and stay hydrated
to fully integrate the New.
Supportive Practices for the New Template
The drop-off of uncomplimentary timelines (including synthetic blockages
to the Ascension) has a reverberating effect on the higher timelines.
Moments (or days) of suspended animation, time-standing still sensations,
time racing by, thinning veils, all of these are vibrational side-effects. The
strongest effect is the release of energetic support for uncomplimentary
creations. This applies to all of us, beloveds.
The photonic light delivery system for Divine Will is powerful. All activities
which support Self-will over Divine Will are getting hit hard. Take note if
this is presenting in your lifestream and do the good work to align with
Unconditional Love. As always, when we clear and align ourselves with
Mastery, we accelerate the collective journey.
Mastery Practices to assist the Path
For one week, speak nor write any judgment, complaint or ill will
about anything or anyone, even about yourself. Try it for a week if you
have not done this, starting … Now. Gentle heart-based communication
amplifies peace and exposes our Higher Self perspective. The habitual
impulse to complain, blame or critique – even in jest – reveals our
negative habits, insecurities and wounds. Breathe and use that moment to
align with highest intent, clear the fear, and forgive. Then create solutions
which reach the proper ears if there is a true problem. This also assists
with rewiring neural pathways and sharing in more transparent, heartbased and direct ways. Vulnerability and kindness demonstrate true
strength. The pure alchemy of Mastery is a frequency; aligning with that
frequency changes the way you communicate. You may notice this when
communing with higher-level beings. It takes practice to Master this heartopening skill.
Take the Higher Timeline: Be the Presence in every situation and
demonstrate Divine Neutrality of Love. If something really needs to be said

in the moment, use discernment language and gently suggest solutions.
Be the Peacemaker. Raise the light level in every situation, thought form,
or emotional construct within and without. Forgiveness and compassion
are always the higher road to 5D.
Gratitude Stream: A powerful tool to utilize in tandem with Forgiveness
and Nonjudgment. Examples in the free tools section. Empower yourself
and write a few of your own, it is a very freeing exercise.
Highest Intention: Re-Heart your highest intent often, to avoid being
pulled into creating lower intentions. Ask yourself: What is the highest,
brightest most complementary thing I can create in this moment to assist
the Ascension? What act of love may I perform in this now moment? Try
radical self-love, creative time, random acts of kindness, or acts of service.
Show Gratitude for Your Endurance: Take note of your capability to
adjust to these new realities as they unfold. Thank Source and your Soul
for going through this experience awake and aware.
Cosmic-level Patience and Perspective: This particular type of
Ascension is a big multidimensional operation. Dissolve waiting game
programs by connecting with your Highest Self. All is unfolding in the
highest interests due to those in service; do the good work when you feel
impatient, triggered, or doubtful. Mastery is Innocence and Maturity at
once.
Pliable Reality: Stay flexible. During intense periods of change, we
surrender rigidity about what reality is or is not, what we are capable of,
what is unfolding, etc. Do yoga, stretch, walk in nature, breathe, stay
internally flexible to support external change.
Devotion and Faith: Golden Keys to this unique Ascension. As devotional
distortions of the old paradigm fade, our faith in each other and Source
remains. Through the path of the heart, all is naturally revealed to the
lower self. As you merge with your Higher Self, the expansiveness of
Divine Love and alignment with Divine Will becomes your primary service,
and reveals how to express that service in the world.
Honoring the Sacred Fire: As the sacred fires of purification continue to
amplify, remember that pure offerings to the fire come back as pure
spiritual empowerment. The boomerang effect of the magentics are strong

right now, which is assisting the global purification. This light reaches all
fractals of the One. Feed the Solar fire amplifying within your Heart with
purity as the embodiment vibration arises.
The Easter Cathedra
The dynamics of the Cosmic Stargate are scalar in nature; energy fields
intersect, creating an opening for higher light. It is a Divine Feminine
doorway to Source, similar to your own Christed Heart center. The Gates
for SUNday’s Easter influx are open. We utilize the collective
celebration of spirit to create the Cathedra effect (many pillars stand
as One), which welcomes in a unique blessing for the Lightworkers.
The Cathedra effect unifies the HUman heart grid and is implemented
through Gateway events and Global meditations. These meditations
strengthen the Ascension timelines by raising the light-level to (very)
uncomfortable levels for anything unaligned with Unconditional Love.
Meditation also assists with integration of these much higher frequencies,
pure DNA activation, recalibration of realities, and removal of the flotsam
of the lower timelines, both globally and personally.
Blessings to all during this powerful unfoldment. Breathe.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Applying Knowledge to Gain Wisdom
Apr 25, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The alchemical transmutation of emotions, karma and trauma into Divine
Love can turn our baggage into our greatest strengths. These energies
support the process of transforming discomfort, doubts, fears, mental
pollution, and personal belief systems into alignment with the New
Template. This is the alchemical process of creating the New Temple of
the Divine Self.
Restructuring the Etheric: Reflected in the Physical Experience
Our Etheric bodies experience transformation first. Anchoring of crystalline
structures within the body becomes stronger as etheric blockages,
baggage, and personal akashic are transmuted. Stronger physical
symptoms on a collective level indicate the clearing of a collective etheric
level. More light can get in. There is accelerated transmutation within the
unified field as the alignment of the Stargates and timeline split occurs.
Cosmic Stargates hold the intention to dissolve distortion by utilizing
geometry, light and advanced harmonics. As with all of our experiences,
this is just fractalization; reflections of what is occurring at much Higher
levels of consciousness.
Our etheric fields are being restructured to compliment the New Template
and DNA. It works in tandem with the activation of Solar aspects of the
grids; that which was put into place for this potentiality. As the planetary
experience Self-corrects to the timeline drop-off and 5D influx, it also
pushes the body vehicle to self-correct, since the body belongs to Gaia.
The split is being brought forth with as much ease and grace as possible.
However when we encounter stronger shifts, it may feel like we are
abandoning the right-through-the-body plan.
The energy becomes stronger, purer; a higher level of photonic frequency,
or pure Divine Mother energy (that which births new creations). The
energy creates more fertile soil for new creations to take root. As the soil
becomes more supportive of pure tendrils of the New Earth, that which
cannot grow in divine soil either surrenders to purification, or is relocated
(weeded out) to a place where it may be purified. With each new level of

Light, your Creator State is expanded; the revelation of Christ
consciousness.
The Cosmic Stargate: Gatekeeper Notes for Clarity
Back in December, when receiving the Gateway passages and incoming
waves of Light for 2017, a new level of Gatework presented for me. It was
connected to my New Template of Self, and the new skill sets which I
would learn this year. The first training experiment took place in
December, at the exact moment of a massive solar burst (not Earthfacing). Flares and geomagnetic storms typically occur during Gateway
passages, and we have 4 years of physical evidence to back up what the
Team (Galactic Alliances and Christed Beings in service to the Ascension)
provide. However the strength and precision of that December event was
a purposeful demonstration of the next level of Gatework.
In February the Team called this upgrade a *promotion* and used a title
which I will not name here. My Christed embodiment experience became
much stronger. The focus on the March Equinox timeline shift, which they
labeled a timeline split, became predominant in the council meetings.
The Cosmic Stargate began presenting in my awareness; a huge field of
light, geometry, vibration which the Solar System appears to be
approaching. The Team shared that intense 5D frequencies would begin
penetrating the collective consciousness on Equinox. This would begin a
more palpable experience of dividing timelines. The first step was to
remove three lower timeline choices, two of which were synthetic and
uncomplimentary to the Ascension. The Equinox Gateway had three
phases over three weeks, each more intense.
In late March, we unlocked a pathway from the Cosmic Stargate. It was a
strong experience for me. The seven M flares which occurred precisely
during that activity are testament to its efficacy. Apparently the synthetic
timelines had something to do with Saturn, I do not claim to know exactly
how that works. The battle over the stargate in Syria reignited a few days
later; another testament to the stargate-timeline connection. Please send
love and peaceful resolution to all Gateway-related conflict, both here and
within our Solar system.
As those lower timelines dropped, the reverberations were felt through the
collective. The eerie stillness and suspended-animation sensations are felt

as timeline dynamics reorganize. The deep fatigue, immobility, sleepiness,
or days of feeling weighed down are strong for many. The multiple tones in
those with singing ears grew louder, higher pitched, and more complex
(technically an effect of harmonic frequencies hitting your vagus nerve,
which wraps around your communication centers in the ears, neck, heart
and solar plexus.)
We are stabilizing, however these and other side-effects continue.
Physical effects are what they are. Let us stay on the path of love and
empowerment in word, thought and deed, remembering why we are here.
Personally I would be concerned if physical sensations plateaued or
ceased after all these years. It has created a more intimate relationship
with my body and Gaia.
The initial repercussions and release of etheric ties to the lower timeline
drop-off affects many Soul groups. Some unconsciously struggle with this
loss; it can make people irritable or depressed. When structures which
supported certain belief systems or realities are removed, the collective
experiences a healing crisis. If you are on the path, you pause and
process the emotions accordingly. This includes releasing the remnants of
the old Self or beliefs which may have been entangled with those lower
timelines. You might mourn the old Self a bit; feel it, release it and move
forward.
Solar Shifts and DNA
The purpose of limiting Earth-facing flares and CMEs was to allow the
magnetosphere to diminish so that higher cosmic light could penetrate and
change our realities. There is Divine timing involved in all of this, and
potentials shift to maximize this grand cosmic experiment. Please, no
hoping for Earth-facing Solar flares; remember to align with Divine Will in
the highest interests of Ascension. They happen when they are meant to
happen, and the delivery system for higher light is obviously not flarebased. Earth shifts are already amplifying, as is everything else, with
these higher frequencies.
A week of geomagnetic storms triggered very strong codes within the grids
and Solar temples which assist in DNA activation. The Christed 13th
strand may flicker on and off, creating deeper sensations of peace and the
transcendent sensations of embodiment. Cleanses, fasts, hydration, live
organic foods, meditation, flowing movement, emotional clearing, creative

expression, rest and focusing on Love assist DNA activation and etheric
rebundling. The body deserves your support.
Remember the article about changing the prismatic effect of the SUN. As
we enter the vicinity of the Cosmic Stargates which provide a pure
Ascension experience, the dynamics of Solaris will change. We have seen
this throughout the decades as the SUN went from a golden hue, to a
platinum hue, and now a more crystalline hue. We are witnessing the
effects of the energy on higher dimensional beings, similar to the effect on
HUmanity and Gaia.
As Solaris changes, it changes the way in which our Higher Levels use the
SUN to project our realities. The prism widens to allows the Oversoul to
project higher dimensional realities, which we currently experience as
timelines via our DNA. If you are in alignment with the vibrational field and
frequency of the New Earth holographic projection, your Divine DNA can
be reclaimed, rebundled and support the perception of a higher
experience.
Different vibrations cannot co-exist for very long; the higher vibration
literally overwrites/overtakes the lower. We witness this in our
consciousness as Ascension progresses, and in our desire for more purity,
divinity and peace. We surrender to Divine Will and understand the cosmic
perspective. Ultimately, the Universal rewrite eventually heals itself back
into harmony.
A coinciding activity at the moment is the cessation of control and
manipulation programs; anything which seeks to interfere or block the
Ascension process of HUmanity, kingdoms and elementals. This is
something you can call forth any time, with Divine Neutrality, in alignment
with Divine Will. Many things are not as they seem as this all unfolds, it is
best to stay in non-judgment if you choose to work on dissolving those
programs. As always, bind uncomplimentary things away from Gaia back
to Source; no dumping on the grids or the crystalline core, please.
The Balancing Light is There
The higher light is revealed as the dust settles a bit. A lighter sensation of
bliss, peace, restoration. This amplifies the higher timeline experience,
which stabilizes the physical, mental and emotional levels. Remember that
Lightworkers are monitored by the Higher Realms for our ability to accept

and integrate these increases in 5D light. When we stabilize our personal
and collective fields, we may receive another acceleration. Meditate with
the Heart center to experience this gift.
This challenging phase teaches us how to align with zero point; the pure
Now moment. Stay present, flexible and open to the very dynamic light of
the higher timeline experience. Some days we feel energized and
creative, and yet the body and heart want to retreat into the stillness. This
new consciousness has much to reveal to us, let it show you the higher
trajectory for your personal path. Spiritual disclosure is quantum; on behalf
of all, we comprehend, integrate, and open up to more expansion.
Gratitude and patience serve us well in these energies. I AM eternally
grateful to be awake and experiencing this bizarre and beautiful process of
Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Organic Timelines of Ascension and Unified Action
May 6, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our Light level took a jump this week as the May shift began. Gateway
passages and unified Grid focus are consistent now, however unified
focus during May 9 -11, and the very amplified passage of May 19-21 is
requested. Creative energies return to us now, purified, renewed and
ready to manifest the New. Use this Light, it aligns you with the Christed
timelines.
Organic Timelines of Ascension
For clarity, here is a basic outline of Timeline dynamics for a planetary
consciousness. While possibilities are infinite for an individual experience
on a planet, we still work within the parameters of the Primary timelines for
our creations and experiences here. Those parameters change as the
planet raises in vibration, un-veiling grander opportunities already set in
place. Future aspects along the same timeline leave surprises and
revelations for us to discover. Timelines reflect the same structure as our
torus fields, nested within each other like the planetary torus fields, Solar
system, Galaxy, and Universes. See the Torus Fields video for clarity.
Timelines can look like spirals or the loops of a torus field light strand.
When I received the 2017 Gateways back in December, the timeline split
appeared like DNA spirals splitting apart from each other. A fine
representation of how our DNA enables our ability to experience multiple
dimensions and timelines simultaneously.
Primary Timelines
Primary planetary timelines are interdimensional; they transverse past,
present, and future dimensional bandwidths. The overarching intention of
a planetary timeline – such as the return of Christ consciousness – may
span millions of years in multiple densities. Even if the planet drops in
vibration, the primary timelines remain as a possibility.
Primary Christed Ascension timelines are now amplifying, gaining strength
due to Lightworker activities, Gridworkers, Gatekeepers, the Solar and

Cosmic stargate openings, and benevolent Higher realm involvement in
the Universal rewrite.
By living in the present and embodying the future self – the Higher Self,
Christed Self, Galactic Self, etc. (depending on your Soul’s intention) –
you resonate with a Primary timeline which traverses dimensions. These
higher timelines gain strength as the photonic rays activate remembering
of the Ascension process.
True HUman DNA is stimulated in prepared bodies. Structures within the
planet, set in place by Starseeds of the past, are awakened by Starseeds
of the Now (often the same beings utilizing the Divine HUman genome.)
The higher reality is felt and witnessed by the High Vibe Tribe; those who
witness and interact with the higher dimensions.
Primary Timelines offer a pure experience of Ascension, and the pure
intent of its Creators. They are organic timelines which traverse timespace constructs (toroidal fields). They are also interconnected to the path
of other planets and galaxies, such as with our Solar system, neighboring
star systems, and Andromeda.
Secondary Timelines
Secondary timelines serve the creative aspect of the collective
experience, presenting several possibilities for how the Primary timelines
may play out. They operate on vibrational bandwidths, like the Primary
timelines, however they are more abundant.
Photonic frequencies create organic Divine order, which makes the higher
vibrational experience of Ascension more accessible during the Shift in
consciousness. During these Ascension windows, we are able to raise our
vibration and align ourselves with a Divine experience of Self and creation.
We create a vibrational match with a higher bandwidth version of Gaia
(New Earth), and the higher trajectory of the future, or Primary timeline, by
merging with our Higher Self through embodiment.
You may remember my experience of running into myself a few years ago.
The possibility of Ascension, created in the future via the higher timeline
which traverses multiple dimensions, allows the lower self to access a
higher trajectory when engaging with the Ascension process. We jump
timelines, resonating with a higher experience, via the Gateway of the

Heart center, Divine Service, consistent alignment and by clearing our
lower timeline experiences (karmic closure).
We have multiple secondary timelines complimenting our transition to 5D.
This merciful phase allowed the collective to awaken and choose Love,
Peace and unity consciousness over the past five years. For those
matching the vibration of the Primary timelines, you have been
experiencing the dimensional bleed-through of the higher version of Gaia
already. That experience will overwhelm your lower reality as you release
attachments of the old self template and embody the New Template of the
Divine Self. Pay attention to the Gateways over the next few months, they
hold grand opportunities for leveling up.
The major timeline split occurs between Primary and Secondary levels.
When Gatekeepers recommend acceleration, it refers to vibrational
acceleration. Speed, or vibrating faster, brings purification by utilizing
Zero-Point dynamics. Acceleration brightens and lifts the collective
experience to align with the higher future trajectory, which is less dense,
less influenced by time dynamics. It feels fluid, like the pure liquid light
sensation of the Christed experience.
Tertiary timelines
Tertiary timelines are the ones dropping away right now, since the massive
influx of the Equinox passage took out all energetic support for synthetic
timelines and lesser trajectories. Tertiary timelines are fueled by HUman
fear, repeating the same behaviors, emotions and activities of the past
(aided by looping programs and corrupted DNA sequences).
When we collectively awaken and actively choose a higher vibrational
Primary timeline experience, Secondary timelines are shifted to
compliment that collective reality, and tertiary timelines begin to dissolve.
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers are able to remove these lower
experiences, because we are unified with our Higher levels in acting in
accordance with Cosmic Law and Divine Will.
Primary Timeline Engagement – Taking out the Old
Gatekeepers, Gridworkers and Lightworkers in active Service to Source
aim to eliminate all which interferes with the organic Ascension experience
by September, with consistent focus during the Gateways of May, June,

July and the powerful Gateway of the August Solar eclipse (more on that
soon). This is a major year, Beloveds. Stay diligent.
The behind-the-scenes activity has been busy. You may have noticed
lightship activity increase a few weeks ago. Several beings were escorted
off planet; either to be relocated or delivered to realms where they can no
longer interfere with the Ascension of this planetary consciousness.
Obviously we cannot remove all negative beings at this juncture, as some
serve HUmanity’s self-empowerment journey. We can remove the
programs and Ascension interference, however. Remember things are not
always as they seem, all is done with patience and Divine neutrality.
It is not our task to judge these beings or programs, rather we utilize the
power of Source-in-Carnate to bind away all of that interference from this
planetary consciousness, HUmanity, kingdoms and elementals. This is
done to assist at the Secondary timeline level, where most Lightworkers
are resonating, to provide an organic experience of the current Light level.
It is an act of Divine Will and must be commanded with that vibration, with
a pure heart.
Amplifying the Organic Timeline Experience
A man wrote last week that he participated in the Unity Meditations and
really felt like part of the Light Tribe. Please note: Light Tribe and HighVibe Tribe are terms I created a few years ago to identify the collective
resonating with these messages. I create a light-encoded container to hold
the pure intent of these transmissions, from my greeting of Blessings
Beloved Light Tribe to my signature, In Love, Light and Service, Sandra. I
encode them to preserve the Divine intent of my service, since these
articles are picked up by other websites (I don’t submit content to anyone).
During my activation in 1999, the messages guided me to find my Tribe. In
my Mastery, I learned to magnetize Soul groups and Star family. Now we
unify all beings of integrity devoted to peace, love, harmony and the
Ascension as the Light Tribe. All that is required is participation, and that is
part of the Gatekeeper’s credo: Unify and empower all beings pursuing
unconditional Love, Christ Consciousness and the Ascension.
Primary Organic Timelines can be amplified – given more light – through
our words, thoughts and deeds. As the timeline split progresses, the
waiting game loses its grip on Lightworkers. We align ourselves with the

New Earth/5D/Ascension timeline via a wireless unified transmission in the
Unity meditations.
Spiritual power is built through consistent practice, and the Global Unity
Meditations have created a field of strength, healing and empowerment
which strengthens the Ascending Human heart grid each week. When you
join this field of collective intent, you accelerate the Ascension. It is easy,
feels wonderful, and is open to everyone.
This activity is training us how to connect ORGANICALLY as ONE
consciousness, without the need for grounded technology. This prepares
us for larger global missions of Unified Service. Thousands are
participating; please share with your groups, gatherings and friends of
Light. The Higher Realms are able to thread higher frequencies through
this activity, and the sensation is beautiful. Join Us!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

May Gateways: Embodiment of the Highest Light
May 11, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our initial May Gateway passage brings the strongest unification of Gaia
grid systems, Ascending HUman Heart Grid, Crystalline Grids, Solar
Gateways and Cosmic Stargates yet. The cosmic combination lock clicked
into place this week and opened interdimensional doorways of purer,
higher light. Again. The expansion is palpable to most, as well as the
Gateways to the Primary Christed timelines.
Gateways traverse time-space dynamics. They provide opportunities for
jumping timelines, or aligning with the highest possible outcome for your
journey. Alignment with the highest organic timeline is a vital step to the
unfoldments of 2017.
The primary focus for this year is Embodiment of the Higher Self, or Solar
Cosmic Christed Self (whichever term or level you choose), in order to
become pure conduits of these unique and powerful frequencies. With
Higher Self embodiment, you become a pathway for Divinity to unlock
encodements in the grids, including the HUman Heart Grid. Embodiment
of the Solar Self can unlock intergalactic and interdimensional stargates to
assist the Ascension.
Lifting sensations though the heart, creative inspiration, and a sense of
celebration is felt as Embodiment prepares us for the next level. These
override the lower self/old template memory, if we choose to Wayshow
and step fully into Embodiment.
The timeline shift of the Equinox removed tertiary options for the collective
experience on Gaia, through a quantum effect of extremely high
vibrational pure light. With several synthetic timelines dropping, the
organic experience of Ascension arises as a Divine choice. After some
adjustment and integration time, we now focus on this massive cosmic
gear-shifting.
Gatekeeper Disclosure
In a recent council meeting, I was shown how the last 16 years of
Gridwork and Gatekeeping relate to the Solar eclipse in August. The

eclipse map of the path across the USA was laid out, and several points of
focus and their function were revealed. I wept afterward, there is such
Divine perfection in the design of our Ascension. Gatekeepers and
Gridworkers, this is a passage which yields great rewards. We are handed
a great opportunity, and our unified focus is required.
Kindwhile our May passage is underway, which flows through next week’s
May 19-21 Gateway. Daily Gridwork, Gatework, meditation, purification,
visualization and creative action in the Now will greatly assist the personal
and collective experience. Go where you are guided. Drop any
unnecessary entanglements. The High-Vibe Tribe re-stabilized at a much
higher level, and we are ready for another Primary timeline amplification.
Remember this is not something you wait for, this is a co-creation. The
Higher Realms are utilizing pure conduits; participation is key.
My Five-Year Anniversary in Mount Shasta
To celebrate my five years of service in Mount Shasta next week, I have
gratitude gifts for my Newsletter subscribers, and some new creations to
announce.
An upcoming video discusses the upcoming Solar Eclipse, its purpose, the
Gateways leading up to it, and the Gateways after. Perhaps you will find
some synchronicities in your own Gridwork; it is beautiful to see how this
all fits together.
Embodiment of the Highest Light
An Ascension process must be built on the foundation of Unconditional
Love and Divine Service or the structure will fall apart at some point on the
path. The Embodiment phase demonstrates this clearly; we reclaim our
spiritual inheritance and gain the cosmic perspective of Love, Faith and
Dedication.
Embodiment feels Avatar-like as the Higher Self steps forth through the
body vehicle and Lower Self consciousness. When we surrender to this
Divine Presence of Self, it rewrites our consciousness into sacred
geometric patterns. It changes the way we feel, think, act and create.

Much newness occurs as we accept Embodiment, however there are
some consistent, palpable, very real qualities of the Embodiment level of
Ascension (not symptoms) which I observe in my personal experience.
A Few Examples of the Presence:
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Alignment with the organic Primary timelines of Ascension. The
New Temple of the Divine Self welcomes a refreshing new way of
Being. Consistent pull and expansion of the higher light.
Deep understanding of the journey as a reflection of the Higher
Realms.
Seeing the beauty in everything as an authentic endeavor. The
experience of Krishna, Christed or I AM state of consciousness.
Merging with all that is; the immortal feeling state of Divine Love.
The I AM messages express this Creator state of consciousness,
speaking as Source to itself, experiencing and witnessing itself at
once.
Honoring all individual expressions of Source as fractals of the
One. Namaste, all days and all ways.
Considering Source, Higher Levels and collective highest interests
first, and the Lower Self interests second.
Heart-brain is louder than mind-brain. The Higher Self is the
dominant presence. Feeling and listening to the heart, rather than
the mind or emotional levels. This affects our communication,
thoughts, activities, DNA recalibration, higher skill activation,
creative expressions .. everything.
Becoming a Pure conduit: LoveLight and intentions flow through the
Ascension column, from the Higher levels – consistently.
Unwavering Mastery skills: Forgiveness, Gratitude, Divine
Neutrality, Surrender, Unconditional Love, Faith, Devotion,
Patience, Nonjudgment, Healing, Harmony and Divine Service
become inexhaustible and self-evident.

This list is growing; these are consistent experiences not a list of promised
skills. As the New Templates activate on the collective level, we expand
together. Possibilities are held within our New Self templates and coincide
with the higher timelines, however they are not activated until Wayshowers
anchor the experience. The higher we all resonate, the higher we go as a
collective. We are expanding the bandwidth for our experiences here, to
5D and beyond. Let us show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension,
right Now.

Everyone in Service, Stay Sharp
This unique energy shift in May is not something to wait for, it is here and
applicable. We have a massive code exchange going on, bombarding us
with much higher level light and light intelligence. Engage with your Higher
Self and Teams to determine your area of focus and expertise. Much is
synchronized this year: Frequencies are blasting control systems, ancient
structures – seen and unseen – are activating, Gaia’s crystalline core is
expanding, our Solar system is nearing an area of very intense photonic
light, and Solaris is aligning with cosmic stargates to assist with the
unfoldments. Plenty of projects to play with in the Now.
Gatework and Gridwork is consistent; we continue to utilize the crystal
beds and aquifers to surge the new light. Plant your crystals and crystal
grids for the highest reception and amplification. As always, clear and
encode them for activation of Christ consciousness; the crystal beings
know what that is. Water ceremony, kingdom and elemental
empowerment, and HUman Heart grid unification help with stability. Join
the SUNday Unity Meditations for amplification and Divine support.
Deep gratitude for our endurance, strength and this renewal energy of
May. Keep visualizing and feeling the highest experience and outcomes.
Remember Divine Love and Unity are our strongest assets.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Gateway: Magnetic Shifts and Celebrating Service
May 17, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
We have entered the Gateway zone yet again. Gatekeepers opened for
this passage yesterday, and this energy feels unique. This will be a brief
update; sitting at the keyboard is difficult, and I must stay focused since
this Gateway is on the highlighted list for the year’s unfoldments.
Cosmic Trigger: Mental, Emotional and Spiritual Stability Required
This Gateway amplifies the magnetic shifts that were caused by the
Primary timeline Ascension of Gaia on the 12-12-12. This light is
reverberating through the dimensions and densities, and causes
crystalline core expansion in Gaia, which in turn causes expansion in our
consciousness.
This is why the lower timelines have been dropping, and why the 5D purer
frequencies kicked in since the Equinox. The Universal rewrite,
commanded from Source itself, is shifting the magnetics of the lower
dimensional torus fields and grid systems. You may sense a connection
between service of the past (2012) and service in the Now, as the higher
trajectory of Ascension vibrates like ripples through the lower realities.
Each of the Gateway adjustments this year has been a palpable
experience for the Ascending collective. This Gateway may present a
heightened experience of Primary Timeline for many. Feel into the larger
perspective; the acceleration of goodness is a complimentary point of
focus.
Blessings to the High-Vibe tribe in New Service
This Gateway offers new levels of creative action for Wayshowers, as well
as unification with much Higher Levels of Self. In the new non-linear
experience, we unify with these states of consciousness. We are focused
in these realms for hours a day; it is what it is.
I have witnessed this in private sessions since the Equinox. Many are
unifying with very high-level Creator beings, often their own Higher Levels,
ushering in higher vibrational Galaxies and Universal expansion. Similar to

my own experience, they spend several hours a day unifying with these
levels of consciousness, working on multiple non-linear operations.
This state of consciousness defies description, much like unlocking the
Cosmic Stargates (which technically are not stargates; more like
intergalactic magnetic streams.) Often these levels do not present as form,
it is a merging of consciousness with stars, galaxies, dimensions or a
purer experience of Source. It also provides a deeper heartcomprehension of how miracles happen outside of time-space.
Applying the multidimensional experience to these lower realities requires
trust and surrender. We bring back whatever is applicable, and it takes
meditation and time in nature to integrate.
About Last Week; A Message from the Heart
Breathe and receive this in the neutral, peaceful vibration it is delivered.
Dismantling of some strong mind-control programs began last Tuesday
prior to the Full Moon. This is a very delicate operation, since removal of
those programs can cause dramatic shifts in the magnetics of the planet,
as well as the magnetics in the brain. Quite frankly, the uninterrupted
experience of your own thoughts, emotions, and the current light level
would have deep psychological effects. This *psychological fallout of the
Shift* has been a high concern for decades.
We understand Wayshowers get hit with the testing first, to see how the
collective reacts. The initial feedback was evident; Wayshowers getting ill,
emotional, and technology going out of synch, however we restabilized
within a week.
Note this a gentle operation slowly unfolding, with this initial release as
prep for the powerful August gateway. More on that soon. This service
takes high-level neutrality, please avoid forcing the agenda in any way, as
that does not serve the stability of Gaia’s magnetic grids, nor the
collective’s state of consciousness at this time.
Be responsible with this intel, Beloveds. Keep yourself clear and make no
assumptions. Continue to command the removal of all which inhibits
HUmanity or the Ascension in a negative way. NOTE: Your emotional state
or challenges last week cannot be blamed on this operation, that would be
inaccurate and very disempowering.

Everyone must take full responsibility for their own reaction to the Light as
it increases. The faster you release your beliefs about control systems
having any effect on your consciousness, the faster we release those
systems. As always, it is up to us to un-create disharmony on this planet.
Source-in-carnate DNA is built for creating the New.
The entire year of 2017 is a multi-level operation to reveal the truth of the
dimensional split. The current Gateway is very strong, a much higher
frequency which must be stabilized by peaceful, centered conduits.
Celebration: Five years in Mount Shasta, One year of Unity
Meditations!
I AM honored to be celebrating my five-year Shasta-versary this day, along
with the first anniversary of our global Unity Meditations. Intentions to
create new videos were overwhelmed by Gatework, it’s just too
transformative of a passage to spend hours filming and editing at the
computer. The energy coming in is very stimulating and creative, and the
new trajectory/highest timeline rules moment-by-moment endeavors. So it
is. We choose to stay open and focused through the New Moon.
To everyone in Service; Let us use this Gateway to its fullest capacity.
Our New skills overwhelm the remnants of old self, old realities, old
beliefs. May we co-create global peace, harmony, stability and pure
LoveLight for everyone choosing the Ascension experience.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

New Gateways Open: Utilizing the May 19-21 Cosmic Trigger
May 19, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
I AM guided to remind everyone just how powerful this weekend is, and
will be for Lightworkers. Be diligent with your Gridwork!
Many of you are feeling the massive Gateway which opened on Tuesday
for this trigger. May 19-21 is our focus point, with the initial acceleration
lasting through the New Moon on Thursday May 25. This Gateway
amplifies the magnetic shifts that were caused by the Primary timeline
Ascension of Gaia on the 12-12-12. This light is reverberating through the
dimensions and densities, and causes crystalline core expansion in Gaia,
which in turn causes expansion in our consciousness.
The Universal rewrite, commanded from Source itself, is shifting the
magnetics of the lower dimensional torus fields and grid systems. The
higher trajectory of Ascension is vibrating through the lower realities. This
Gateway opens the higher pathway for the August transitions, and will be
honored accordingly.
Each of the Gateway adjustments this year has been a palpable
experience for the Ascending collective, providing a heightened
experience of Primary Timeline for many. Feel into the larger perspective;
the acceleration of goodness is a complimentary point of focus.
Gatekeepers, Gridworkers, Lightworkers: Primary Timeline Choice
Many are noting shifts in skill sets, purer expression of the Higher Self,
and heightened states of Embodiment during this passage. There is an
active alignment presenting this weekend which is key to the 2017 timeline
split. Do not let this cosmic trigger pass you by; it is key for aligning with
the trajectory of the Primary Christed Ascension timelines. Drop
unnecessary distractions and get out on Gaia.
Our Gatework and Gridwork is focused on revealing the experience of
Ascension as a palpable reality for anyone choosing the path of Love. Yes,
we are opening those pathways for anyone even close to the vibrational
match of the higher timelines. That is our service this year; to offer this
higher reality to any willing Soul.

This weekend also reveals our personal timeline choices, and the
requests of our Higher levels are clarified. Our Creator skills get fully
empowered during this passage, if we allow the Higher agenda to direct
us. Meditate, listen, learn, feel through the heart. Command the higher
reality to step forth.
We are different beings than we were in 2012; it is a key moment to fully
embrace the higher wisdom we have attained, and demonstrate it in our
service work.
Let us use this Gateway to its fullest capacity. Our New skills overwhelm
the remnants of old self, old realities, old beliefs. May we co-create global
peace, harmony, stability and pure LoveLight for everyone choosing the
Ascension experience.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Unifying in the Field of Pure Consciousness
May 27, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
I hold all of you in my heart as we collectively integrate this next level of
Embodiment. There are magnanimous unfoldments occurring with
Ascension. The pieces of this puzzle truly come together seamlessly, I
admire all of us as co-creators of this new experience. Stabilization is key
as the CME impact boosts the recent upgrades of the last Gateway.
During this week’s cosmic trigger, another click in the cosmic combination
lock, many a refined heart was launched into a new experience of
unification. Embodiment, which is necessary to achieve in order to
balance Gaia’s grid systems as well as the Human heart grid, stepped
forth as the primary experience for many Wayshowers.
Global Unity Field Bridging the Timelines
Timeline choices become very apparent as the Gateways present this
year. Remember that Gateway passages are cosmic alignments, amplified
by interuniversal pathways of pure Source-encoded Light since the
opening in April. I AM confident you don’t need to hear how strong the
Light feels any longer, let us explore what to do with it.
Aligning with these new pathways can be very complimentary to our
Ascension process. Last weekend we connected the cosmic stargate
pathways with the Unity Meditation field, and the results were well-timed
as always.
Bridges which operate like a Solar Gateway are being formed to assist in
the timeline split. While we jump personal timelines consistently, the act of
global timeline jumping as a collective is a slightly larger operation. This
particular timeline split is a reflection of a Universal operation, which is
why many Gatekeepers were launched into their higher skills this year.
Over the last year our Unity Meditations have created a field of pure
consciousness. The direction to keep at it each week now reveals its
higher function; to assist us during this timeline split. As with any spiritual
practice based on pure intent, the more you do it, the stronger and purer
the energy becomes.

This Unity field of consciousness is held in place by Gatekeepers and the
pure intent of the HUman hearts who participate. Through consistent
collective focus and pure intent, it has strengthened to the point of being
constantly *on*, so you may tap into it as a resource for peace, focus, or
healing at any time.
Lightworkers connect with and amplify this field throughout the week,
providing a pure space for anyone to tap into for support. It gets amplified
on SUNdays by our conscious connection to it, as does the New Earth
grid system it is connected to. As of last week it is unified with the cosmic
stargates. This is teaching us the power of our unified pure
consciousness; the strength of the Christed unconditional love frequency,
and links seamlessly into our present service work of the timeline split.
Cosmic Stargates, or the interuniversal, intergalactic, interstellar,
interplanetary electro-magnetic flows have many purposes. In the
application of Ascension and a dimensional shift, they assist in opening
gateways for timeline shifts and splitting of realities. These pathways are
vibrationally encoded; as a collective, we may unlock these Gateways for
all hearts aligned with love. We are witnessing the results in Now-time as
this accelerated passage of the shift unfolds.
Let us assist all of HUmanity, Kingdoms, Elementals and beloved Gaia to
experience this powerful passage with ease and grace. Thank you for
sharing with your groups, friends, and tribes.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Gatekeeper Journal: Toggling Realities
May 29, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gratitude to the Unity Meditators, and to those who commented on the
sensations and purity of SUNday’s meditations.
Personally, I have been experiencing a new level of embodiment since the
last Gateway. I could barely write last week. The *high* sensation of this
expanded consciousness is challenging to integrate; it is stronger than I
have ever felt, which is its purpose. The consistent merge sequence of
expand, level up, stabilize at the new level, expand again is familiar to
most. However, this level feels significant to the timeline split.
Linear focus fades during these upgrade passages. We laugh at our brainfog, loss of linear memory and toleration of linear sequence. We
comprehend that embracing non-linear consciousness means losing the
linear experience, but it is draining to toggle realities. Somehow we
manage to walk between worlds for years (lifetimes?), however this
passage has the feel of Divine destiny – the inevitable transition, the
Source-grip of the higher timeline experience.
All the adjectives we use to convey this purification of the OverSoul level;
Divine Cosmic Mother, Solar, diamond, crystalline, golden, platinum,
photonic rays … are accurate by concept; the visuals in the Ascension
column and pineal reflect those realities. It is linear-friendly to receive that
intel, and quite non-linear to witness our consciousness being altered into
another state of beingness.
This has been our obsession for decades: Transcribing, cataloguing and
often verifying our transformation among the awakened and Ascending
collective. With the timeline split in progress, we now witness the death of
the waiting game. The pure zero-point of Source awareness, is rewriting
our experience to align with its agenda, primarily by vibrational match. The
Gateway of the Heart which traverses dimensions is called home to the
Now moment, to pure empowerment via the absence of any other past or
future projection.
The light level dissolves self-imposed veils for many Wayshowers, and
extracts us from the confines of lower timeline creations. The clarion call of

the new creation is heard, however the dynamics of a timeline split do not
allow for creations to land the way they used to. Exhaustion is a blessing;
it allows for the rest, contemplation and meditation this phase requires.
This Presence alters our awakened consciousness to feel dream-like,
transforms our dreamstate into an addictive lucid reality of expanded
truths and interactions, and provides an effortless deep peace which
eschews denser entanglements.
Some channels have promised visible results in this lifetime; the ageless
glow of the immortal-in-form, miraculous healing abilities, or strolling
across a lake’s surface. While it would be entertaining to defy the
speculative furrowed brow of yesterday’s science, that is irrelevant to the
purpose of Ascension. Personally, I AM grateful my internal changes are
not apparent to most. This light feels precious and private, yet wildly
expansive, just as the higher realms have conferred upon us for decades.
The metaphors of Universe-as-Self, Solar Self, or Christed Self are
manifesting into our realities, by us and for us, through our embodiment
and self-realization of Creator consciousness. It feels psychedelic, blissful,
and liberating. The mind and body are immersed in this rushing sea of
liquid light, surrendering to it while pondering the creation of a new shore.
Occasionally I cross paths with someone experiencing this phase of
embodiment, or the timeline split, and we just smile and nod at each other.
Speaking can feel cumbersome; thank goodness for the Unity Meditations
when so much is exchanged in silence.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Gateway Focus and the Formless Realms
Jun 1, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gatekeepers opened for the Jun 3-9 Gateway passage yesterday. This
allows for easier access to the Cosmic Stargates if you choose to connect
with them, which I recommend for their positive effect on crystallineresonate DNA. Fasting or a few days of cleansing will assist the body with
integrating and stabilizing the influx, since it is DNA-related.
This is active territory as Solaris becomes more stimulated by the
intergalactic pathways, which effects Gaia’s core, and our own heart
centers. We take it Gateway by Gateway, understanding the physical
manifestation is a reflection of what is already occurring with the higher
timeline.
The Lyrans, the beautiful beings who first revealed my history of
Gatekeeping, visited this morning and reminded me of the possibilities
which present during these Gateways. DNA recalibration is a focus in
June; the New Template of Self requires it, as well as timeline resonation.
A free basic DNA invocation is available in the free tools section.
Last week I saw deactivated two-strand DNA leaving this realm. I find this
vision interesting, since the timeline split presented like giant DNA tracks
pulling apart back in December. Now the vision of old DNA departing; this
feels connected to the preparations of June and July. The old two-strand
DNA is not applicable to higher states of consciousness, hence the
Ascension process’ focus on more complex DNA.
Interaction with the Formless in the Creator State
As the timeline split and cosmic threshold events present to more
Lightworkers, we witness the Universe resolving itself into alignment with
a new expression. Whether it is an effect of Unity Consciousness or the
internet, the December revelations of the Timeline split and associated
Solar activity (Gatekeepers had simultaneous visions of the SUN
exploding/bursting back in January), are now presenting for more
Wayshowers.

As the cosmic threshold nears, timeline divisions may present as dividing
DNA, train tracks, trees, roadways, torus loops, spirals, parallel planets or
stargates in our visions. Regardless of the archetype, these visions
demonstrate what is unfolding right here, right now.
Complexity and apparent chaos increase as old timelines near their
extinction. Most Lightworkers have embraced simplicity, eliminating
excess distractions from the Ascension process. The need for this
becomes evident; we are here to serve, experience, and create brand new
realities. Creating the New can be a tall order in density, especially during
a timeline split. Simplification creates peace, stability and balance,
allowing the New to emerge.
Embodiment requires consistent conscious alignment with zero-point,
which allows access to the formless realms of higher consciousness. The
purpose of this type of Ascension on Gaia has Universal repercussions,
which many of you are experiencing as a merging with formless realms of
purer Light in lengthy meditations. The stargate pathways allow access to
our unified consciousness as we approach this collective zero-point
anomaly.
The higher, formless realms of light where the Ascension and cosmic
rewrite have already been experienced are communing, communicating
with us as we collapse time-space to create the New. It redefines our
intellectual notions of the Higher future Self merging with the lower Self.
These realms cannot be described without diminishing their vibrancy, nor
do they adhere to our numbering systems (5D, 12D, etc.) which we have
used to comprehend the vastness of our own beingness.
The activity of interacting with those realms is further evidence of
frequency complexity. Primary timeline dynamics are being accessed,
revealing our Creator-Selves participating in the realms of the Universal
Ascended Self. These Gateways are opening pathways of consciousness,
some rediscovered, some further down the trajectory, unifying in the ZeroPoint Now; it is an experience supported by the higher timeline
amplification; internal and external resonance is supporting our
experience.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Bifurcation of Realities: Solstice Entry to the Eclipse Gateway
Jun 16, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The West coast Gateway for the eclipse passage was initiated on
Thursday June 8, and fully opened on Friday June 9 with Full Moon
Gridworker ceremony on the Oregon coast. Gratitude to those who
participated in this opening, both in the physical and the etheric. The
passage was opened right at the point where the eclipse path touches
land and begins to cross the USA.
Perhaps you noticed the shifting of energies as this Gate amplified over
the last week. The eclipse pathway and its metaphoric reflection of the
higher unfoldments was immediately apparent. I saw the pathway blasting
open, and connecting to the eclipse exit point in South Carolina. East
coast Gatekeepers, gather and do the same Now. You’ll need more than
three HUmans (we had 13) to open it properly, as the eclipse represents
unification across all levels of consciousness.
Eclipse Pathway – Lightworkers open this Now
Our direction to open this eclipse pathway NOW allows the purer
frequencies of the Primary Christed timelines to be available, felt, and
utilized by Gatekeepers and Gridworkers.
We will continue to prepare the New Earth Grid for this strong cosmic
trigger passage. Gatekeepers, Gridworkers and Lightworkers; We are cocreating with this Divine passage and preparing for the maximum effect
right now through the Lion’s Gate (8/8) when this Gateway opens.
The August Gateway flows August 4 through August 25, a massive
opportunity to engage with the cosmic influx and timeline-shifting
frequencies. If you are guided to Gatekeeping or Gridwork along the path
of the eclipse, do it now. The energy is there already, we are already in the
zone of these massive waves of interuniversal light flows.
Bifurcation of Realities
The linear experience allows for the sensation of frequency jumps and
dramatic increases in light quotient, expansion, and awareness of higher

levels of Source-as-Self. It appears as more separation as the timelines
divide, which is why the ancient texts described it in terms of light-dark,
black-white, good-bad, heaven-hell duality. As we experience this
prophetic passage, the metaphoric prophecy becomes physicalized in the
external reality.
We physically see the rapid increase in divergence in the external; this
jump began last September with the Timeline shift. It unfolds as
complexity in the lower timelines as political, social, economic, and
personal challenges to the status quo. Increased polarization is an effect
of the dimensional shift, time collapse, cosmic rays, and magnetic shifts in
our Solar system and galaxy. However, the bifurcation of timelines also
allows the higher resonation to pop out of the lower entanglements,
providing ever-increasing sensations of expansion, divinity, purity and
unwavering love as the Primary timeline Gateways open.
Over the years we have witnessed the division of reality choices, even
within the Light Tribe. We still see each other in the physical realms, but
the vibrational mismatch is becoming wider and wider. Technically, the
denser reality has already departed; this is an unfoldment of what has
already occurred in the higher realms.
The lower-vibrational chaos is not as physical as it appears, it is there for
the collective experience. This is why the Higher vibrational
consciousness is able to see through the holographic projections, choose
to engage with the creation of New Earth/New Universe, and have much
more expansive experiences right now. The higher timelines allow access
to your Creator State of beingness, which reveals the larger perspective of
the Universal rewrite.
This is also why the lower reality feels surreal, over, done, complete. The
collective old template drop-off in September occurred because those
lower vibrational realities lost energetic support. Bit by bit, the lower
timelines drop away from our experience, and this is occurring at a faster
rate as the timeline split unfolds.
I noticed again this week the eerie stillness of the secondary timelines
adjusting to the higher frequencies. The sensation of time disappearing or
standing still, like during Gateway work. I feel this will become a more
frequent occurrence as the August Gateway approaches.

Bifurcation Awareness in the Collective
True comprehension of multidimensionality includes embracing all of your
creations, simultaneously. The timeline split is providing a purer
experience of your existence outside of the boundaries of time, at a pace
of integration which compliments the highest interests of all concerned
with Ascension. Our exposure to zero-point states becomes more intense,
so we may collectively raise all willing consciousness into the proximity of
the Gateways of the New Earth experience. We open the doors and
demonstrate what is possible.
A friend wrote that Bashar mentioned a physical splitting of realities in an
April transmission, which is interesting since April is when this accelerated
timeline split began to occur. (I have no opinion on Bashar, other than
appreciating his agreement that Mount Shasta operates as a crown
chakra rather than a root.) The Division of Worlds was placed on the back
burner for a while, it is notable how many are tapping into this unfoldment
since December. It is clear that a powerful activation of self-realization is
upon us, which must be displayed in the physical as resolution of the story
of Gaia.
As more Wayshowers and conduits mention this physical representation of
the dimensional shift, we are handed the task of demonstrating to
Humanity what Embodiment is about. Appreciate this impressive passage;
it is a very esoteric, mystical, and spiritual experience.
The grand experiment of experiencing a dimensional shift through the
body is a unique endeavor; we feed this information back to Source. The
Universal completion of a creative idea and the birth of a new one is
reflected in our present experience. It looks planetary, then Solar, then
Galactic, then Universal as our conscious awareness expands to
comprehend higher multidimensional aspects of consciousness.
Lower vibrations play with miscommunication, political polarity, social
divides, erratic behavior, judgment and emotional reactions. The higher
vibrational collective still sees the lower realities but are not attached to it.
The lower timelines are like a movie playing in the house at the end of the
street; it’s still there, but distant.
The August Solar Eclipse: Use the Solstice Influx

This event is about completion and revelation of the New. It is a strong
activator of divine destiny, and the resolution of multiple layers of planetary
conflict. This cosmic stargate will sweep from one ocean to the other,
crossing North America in the area of the USA. On August 21, this total
eclipse of the Sun will be visible from a narrow track which cuts diagonally
from Oregon to South Carolina. In the direct path, Solaris’ corona is
revealed for 2 minutes. Because the eclipse is a culmination of many
multidimensional events, I AM creating a video to pull all of the intel
together.
Our Solstice Gateway opens Saturday June 17, with the Solstice
peak on Tuesday June 20 at 9:24pm PDT. Intend to open this August
Eclipse Gateway Now, to begin to release the Divine encodements within
Gaia and ourselves to these ever-increasing reality-shifting frequencies of
pure Source consciousness.
Let us share this new level of the Divine HUman experience and provide
support for the Solstice by unifying on SUNday through the Unity
Meditations. All are welcome to this pure field of consciousness to assist
in the Ascension at 8:11amPDT, 11:11amPDT and 5:11pmPDT. Let us
show Humanity what is possible with Unconditional Love and Service!
Have a beautiful Solstice week, and use this pristine LoveLight to assist in
the highest interests of all concerned with Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Embodying the Crystalline Tipping Point
Jun 24, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The Solstice week-long launch of the August Eclipse passage completed
with the New Moon. As we render the cosmic rays of evolution and Gaia’s
emerging expression into a new reality, we feel the larger operation of
Source intent. Divine Will concludes lower storylines, and we allow our
higher wisdom to reorder our perception.
The direction to Open the eclipse pathway for the purer frequencies of the
Primary Christed timelines to be available, felt, and utilized by
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers became self-evident last week. Fortunately
this year continues to raise the bar on Ascension experiences; we learn to
expect the unexpected. We fully accept our experience as unpredictable,
in a good way.
The higher light expedites the bifurcation of realities; the widening gap is
detectable. Even within the physical we notice the reflection of division.
Heightened bliss and exhaustion, tranquil states of deep peace and
dream-state busy-ness, expansion into the mystical formless realms and
the consistent activations of embodiment.
Note how you felt as this divine Gateway opened. Note your mental,
emotional, physical, and spiritual reaction as the Light prompts the
crystalline tipping point of embodiment. This demonstrates your timeline
resonation, and where adjustments may be made. Remember the purging
of density is a positive thing; even in your own lifestream. Is there
resistance to changing paths? Surrendering to the experience, especially
when it challenges or exhausts the physical? Yielding to the call of a
higher trajectory? Stepping away for rebalancing or rest? Moving forward
with new skills?
Use this latest higher frequency influx as an Ascension checkpoint. Revisit
the Soul Questions for Ascension Preparedness. Resistance to making a
conscious choice of timeline (aligning all thoughts, words, activities,
service, emotions, and creations with the desired outcome) becomes
uncomfortable.
Global Unity Field Bridging the Timelines

The Unity Meditation field demonstrates the power of our unified pure
consciousness; the strength of embodying the Crystalline unconditional
LoveLight frequency.
The recently opened Cosmic Stargates – the interuniversal, intergalactic,
interstellar electro-magnetic flows – have many purposes. In the
application of Ascension and a dimensional shift, they assist with timeline
shifts and splitting of realities. Collectively we may unlock these Gateways
for all hearts aligned with Love. We are witnessing the results as this
accelerated passage of the shift unfolds.
Let us assist all of HUmanity, Kingdoms, Elementals and beloved Gaia to
experience this powerful passage with ease and grace.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Transcending Archetypes: Utilizing the Full Moon
Jul 7, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
Intentional resolution of old timelines, within your own lifestream as well as
collectively, is a Lightworker focus of this Full Moon weekend.
Gatekeeping, Gridwork, Lightwork, or any kind of ceremony to call forth
the highest Ascension timelines is amplified in this pre-eclipse passage.
We connect as One from the Full Moon on Saturday, July 8th at 9:08pm
PDT through SUNday in sacred ceremony.
Collectively we are utilizing the Full Moon as a trigger point. Participate in
this timeline-shifting activity, Beloveds. These passages are open for all
willing souls choosing love and empowerment. Join us in Divine radiance
for our SUNday global Unity Meditations to create peace and support for
all concerned.
Transcending Archetypes
Lower timelines drop away as the higher realities of Christ consciousness
are embodied. The archetypal realities of Old Earth are rapidly
transmuted. The templates for spirit-in-form have changed, as well as the
record of our journeys here, including behaviors, thoughts, habits, beliefs.
Applicable archetypes which bridge the worlds, like the Solar Cosmic
Christ, are embodied en masse as the new templates emerge.
We create new foundations during this passage; templates to transition us
to the new experience. Divine HUmans abandon the old definitions, and
transcend the patterns of the past. Shedding old archetypes is similar to
shedding lower timelines; there can be much entanglement which seeks a
new home when the energetic support is gone.
Personally, we choose to engage with evolution and stay a step ahead
with our ascension process. When enough of us choose to embody the
new type – the Divine HUman – we shift into high gear on a collective
level. It dissolves archetypes which are not applicable to the new realities,
the higher timelines. All of these events are vibrationally orchestrated;
each step synching with another, influencing various aspects of our
journey. This creates massive acceleration in the Shift, such as timeline
and density drop-off.

Stronger Activations Anticipated
There is a lot occurring at once; complexity and revelation are everincreasing. Stay flexible about belief systems, religious or new age
judgments; especially when they cause a habitual emotional reaction. As
always, take a look at where your triggers are coming from. Keep in heart
that judgment and discernment are different things.
The High Vibe Tribe is experiencing dramatic shifts in the DNA, our bridge
to the higher realities. While it is ironic that this level of awakening requires
so much sleep, it is essential to allow the rewriting of form to occur.
Body transfiguration also includes movement whenever possible, so be
sure to oxygenate and keep your meridians flowing (exercise, walk in
nature, yoga, etc.) whenever you feel capable. Test out the new DNA; I
had a few knock-out days followed by very physically active ones. The key
is to be present with it, and ask the body to show you the upgrades.
Between the next phase of Solar activity and the activation of the New
Earth Grids, we need to get out on Gaia to receive and activate the
organic Ascension codes.
Extra hydration is important, since we use and lose water with the upgrade
process. Kundalini transmutation burn-off (the heat, electric sensations,
sweats) requires more water by day. Also, the pineal gland functions more
easily when hydrated. Bless and activate your water with intention, and
drink up.
Now Co-Creations
Even with the dissolving timelines, aligned creations still manage to
magically land in the linear. The great reorganization of realities makes
creations phase in and out of time (just like us). Ideas present, then
disappear as if they have already been completed. This is purposeful; it
teaches us cosmic timing, surrender, and sensitivity to the Now moment.
Blessings for our sacred Full Moon ceremonies! Gratitude for holding the
highest intent of Ascension in every thought, word, action and deed.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

The August Eclipse: Metaphoric and Mystical
Jul 17, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The August eclipse is deeply esoteric, which is why we are guided to
utilize it for complete activation of the New Earth Crystalline grids. A Total
Solar eclipse crossing the entire United States is a rare event. In this year
of dropping old timelines while simultaneously amplifying the higher
timelines of Ascension, this eclipse presents yet another powerful turning
point for a palpable external manifestation of what is occurring with the
higher light.
Our August Gateway passage opens on August 3, includes the Lion’s
Gate on the 8/8, the Total Solar Eclipse on August 21, and extends until
August 25. This wave of Light assists us in dissolving realities which do
not serve the collective highest interest. It also provides an activation of
ancient encodements, structures and intentions set in place for this
possible scenario, while lighting up the New Earth/Crystalline Grid
networks.
New Moon peak is Monday, August 21 at 11:31AM PT. A total eclipse of
the Sun will be visible from the United States along the path of totality from
10:30AM PT to 3pmET (see the eclipse video below for details). The
SUN’s corona is revealed for over 2 minutes in the path of totality, which
cuts diagonally from Oregon to South Carolina.
Activation of the Christed Crown
An Earth-Moon-SUN alignment allows us to see a blazing display of the
SUN’s corona. This giant stellar vision of the Solar crown passes from the
Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean. The Solar crown is a representation
of Christed attainment; a blessing of Christ consciousness.
Perspective check: This is not about the moon blocking the SUN, it is
about the SUN’s glory being revealed (the corona or crown of Light.) This
isn’t hierarchy, it dissolves the old story of bloodline lineage being the path
to glory. Unity consciousness – operating as a unified HUmanity – takes
the crown. Many of you have seen the crown in different forms over the
last few years. Your own coronation, the Divine feminine wearing the

crown of Christed embodiment, or visions of a giant crown of light around
Gaia. We now prepare to escalate this on a global scale.
The eclipse energy has a purifying, mystical effect; anything could occur.
In our rapidly-complexifying year of 2017, the shift resolves old stories and
old timelines so we may move fully into Unity without restriction. The
Higher Realms will unify with us to create a clearing of timelines, akashic,
memory and emotions which limit our full embodiment. This is already
occurring, which is why we sense deep peace even as our experiences
grow more bizarre. The crown is a massive blessing to the whole planet –
not just the USA – which calls forth the next vibrational level of our
Ascension experience.
The crown and royalty dynamic is not bloodline related; there is no
exclusivity in the choice to Ascend. Divine Love is as Divine Love does; it
is a state of beingness within the Now. Light-encodements within HUman
DNA hold the possibility of ascending to Christ consciousness, on behalf
of the over-arching Galactic plan of unity.
Yes, many of us carry star lineage DNA with markers for Christed
embodiment within us. That allowed us to wake up first and get into
service. The Now intention is to embody the crystalline consciousness in
order to make it available for all willing hearts via the unified/
morphogenetic fields and crystalline grid systems. We surge these DNA
encodements for Ascension into the crystalline/New Earth grids and
HUman heart grid.
Wearing the crown is responsibility, responsible creation. I asked what this
new royalty felt like. In a vision during the Unity Meditations last week, I
was taken to a high balcony under an archway, overlooking a large
ancient civilization. A star elder walked with me to the railing, overlooking
the vast town below. My escort shared, This is what it is like. I felt the
responsibility to maintain peace, the patience of immortality, and a deep
love for HUmanity, Source and all of creation. That vibrational resonance
of Divine Stewardship is a perfect heart-space to be right now.
United States of Consciousness
North America, and particularly the United States, hold deep intentions for
the New Earth, the Golden Age, and the Ascension. Throw away the old
timeline beliefs about negative symbols and agendas. LoveLight is

victorious, all is at hand. The Native civilizations knew this, the
Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods of Light came here because of this;
Atlantean and Lemurians encoded the crystal beds, aquifers, and
mountains, and created sacred sites beneath and above the ground set to
activate during this passage.
Many of you remember these intentions as you travel performing
activations and Gridwork. It is built into your DNA: Body with encoded
DNA + location + highest intent = activation for you and the crystalline grid
systems. It wakes up the space for others, and unifies us in the etheric
planes.
Resolution of Conflict, Awakening to Unity
The ocean-to-ocean pathway of the eclipse also unifies two ancient
civilizations: Lemurian from the Pacific Ocean and Atlantean from the
Atlantic Ocean.
Yes, we had our conflicts back in the day. Neither of these civilizations was
perfect, we all had our agendas and beliefs about how to live on Gaia.
Praise all that is that we are learning to unify as ONE and transcend our
journeys here in this Ascension process. Source will not have it any other
way in this Universal rewrite … and we are comprehending this at last.
Lemurian energy is of the heart, the pacified (Pacific) easy-going, back-tothe-land, Aloha vibe. It exists all over the planet, however the Pacific
Ocean carries the energy of MU, the lost Lemurian land (lemur means
ghost or spirit – our form was more light-based until the global fall into
density.)
Atlantean energy is of the mind; the busy, technical, beautifully geeky
aspect of the Atlantic. This also exists globally, and is amplified in the
Atlantic Ocean where most of that civilization existed prior to its
destruction.
Both civilizations were highly creative. Both civilizations had good
intentions. Both worked with both the heart and the mind; there was more
balance. We journeyed into density together, as a way to resolve the
Higher Realm issues with unifying heart and mind, learning unconditional
love, and prioritizing service for the good of all concerned over personal
interests. We may not have respected each other’s choices back in the

day, however the finger-pointing of who is to blame for global disasters is
over. We now connect the heart and mind to create a brand new
paradigm.
These ancient conflicts go back before the Lemurian-Atlantean eras; the
interstellar conflicts are reflected all over this Galaxy. Starseeds
understand that our activities here resolve massive galactic karma. Move
it forward into recent history, and we see the reflection of the same
conflicts. This has been discussed in the New Age community for
decades, often used to stall our progress toward unity (the blame game,
conspiracy obsession); how beautiful to see those storylines end. No more
judgment, all is forgiven and resolved. Feel that, beloveds.
Resolution of Conflict, Resolution of Timelines
Resolution is the lower-density reflection of working out what has occurred
in the Higher realms. Universal-level issues get resolved through activities
in the lower realms, such as a planet diving into density or high-level
beings fractalizing into form. This activity resolves, completes and rebalances, issues which happen at a higher level. As above, so below. One
big fractalization operation to self-correct the Universe back into harmony
… so we may become something new.
You are witnessing the resolution of civilizations which envisioned the
same goal of Ascension. Many of you experienced these eras, and we
now ask you to unify in Divine Light and Divine Service to step forth now
as ONE, without judgment, to bring forth the New Earth in the highest
trajectories of Ascension for all. Show HUmanity what is possible.
This passage completes the need for conflict, and sets the stage for the
higher timelines of Ascension. Obviously, war and conflict do not exist on
Primary Christed timelines of Ascension. Bit by bit, the revelation of what
has occurred in the higher realms steps forth: The birthing of a new
Universal platform and the return of Christ/Crystalline/Unity
Consciousness.
The Experience of Completion
As we know from our spiritual work, in order to fully experience a new
creation we make peace with the old. The message of completion has
been strong for many light workers over the last few years, and especially

during this timeline bifurcation. This is why so many have been engaged in
amplifying the higher vibrational experience, in order to dissolve the lower
experience with as much ease and grace as possible. As we transcend
the archetypes of the past, we simultaneously pay forward the applicable
lessons, truths, and skills which we acquired in density. (See the
Transcending Archetypes conversation link below.)
This has been a strong year for the High-Vibe Tribe, and continues to
become more intense, beautiful and bizarre. We continue to receive
massive influxes through the Cosmic Stargates (like last week, not your
typical Solar Gateway.) Gaia is expanding her Solar Self as we amplify the
New Earth Grids, which are connected to her higher dimensional
crystalline core.
Preparation of the Path of Totality
Be wherever you are guided to be on August 21. Plan ahead, there will be
millions traveling to the path of totality. During the eclipse, we will be
unified in our intent for the highest interests of all concerned. No matter
where you live, tap in to receive and transmit as ONE.
Our preparation of the pathway of totality and New Earth grids for this
specific passage is potent intel. We have felt the pull of the Gateway since
Solstice. I suspect the effect on the High-Vibe tribe may be overwhelming,
hence the direction for advance preparation. I have noticed similar
jockeying-for-position that preceded the timeline shift in September 2016;
an indication that behind-the-scenes folks know something key is about to
occur.
In service, we prepare a global energetic platform for the highest good,
surging the eclipse energy on a global scale, making it available to all
willing hearts choosing love, peace, and harmony. As always, the inner
clearing and preparation is key to effective external service.
The Final Gateways of 2017
The Gateway list for 2017 grows very short after August. I AM guided to
provide the remaining dates:
SUNday, July 23 – Cosmic Trigger. Last New Moon (2:47amPT) before the
Eclipse (also a New Moon).
August 3 – Gateway Opening for the August passage.

August 7 – Full Moon & Partial Lunar Eclipse (11:12amPT).
August 8 – The Lion’s Gate
August 21 – Total Solar Eclipse, New Moon (11:31amPT)
August 25 – August Gateway closes
September 21 -25, including:
September 22 – Equinox (1:02pmPT) and
September 23 – Cosmic Trigger, Timeline Shift
December 21 – 25, including:
December 21- Solstice (8:28amPT) and
December 23 – Cosmic Trigger, Timeline Shift
We also unify for Full and New Moons, and our SUNday Unity Meditations
to surge the grids with LoveLight.
The photonic light pouring in for the second half of the year grows intense;
turning up the volume on any willing heart aligned with love. The timelines
look less linear after September. It is interesting that October, November,
and most of December are not on the list at all. Perhaps the possibilities
were not established when I received the intel back in December. This is a
good sign that high amounts of change are occurring; the acceleration we
consistently request. Combine this with the visions of the SUN exploding,
Gaia disappearing, and the messages of completion, and we have a very
mystical, beautiful, highly esoteric passage.
Join us in the Unity Meditations, plant your crystals to connect with the
crystalline core of Gaia and New Earth grids. It is a Cosmic trigger, so we
welcome our Higher Levels to co-create with us. We will be focused on the
path of totality, resolution of conflict, and amplifying the highest timelines
of Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Crystalline Grid Amplification: The Now Preparations
Jul 27, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our sacred passage of the August Gateway (August 3 – 25) will be
stepping up in intensity as Gatekeepers unite on SUNday July 30 for a
global amplification/opening for this powerful passage. Join the Unity
Meditations on SUNday to connect with this activity and the highest
intentions of peace, acceleration and Ascension. We welcome every heart
in service to unify in this field of Pure Light to assist the global collective.
The Cosmic Trigger last SUNday, which involved the Cosmic Stargates for
the third time this year, sent a massive Solar blast toward Mars.
Interaction with these stargates will pick up in August. Remember this is a
Universe-wide operation utilizing massive influxes of Divine Intervention
and Divine LoveLight.
The Now Preparations
I AM about to begin my mostly-offline time, to focus on Gatekeeping and
transformation into the next levels of embodiment. Updates will be posted
as they present. It is time to go deep into transformation mode and
surrender to the New. Perhaps this will inspire others to do the same. Let
the Light change you; create the space for metamorphosis.
Remember the passage BEFORE the eclipse – the Now preparations –
are key to our service during this passage. We have the Lion’s Gate (8/8)
and another Cosmic Trigger passage August 11-13. Let us focus on
amplification of New Light Now, so the eclipse can do what it can do best;
co-create with Divine Will.
Gateway Clarity on Preparation
Many are asking where to be on the eclipse … this is your personal
choice, Beloveds. If you are not feeling the knock-out upgrades, you may
be capable of handling eclipse travel traffic. Give yourself a full day before
and day after if you are guided to anchor at a specific location, or the path
of totality. Personally I AM more focused on the next three weeks of
preparation.

Energetically, it is a global event. Read the prior article on receiving our
Christed crowns, the Lemurian-Atlantean connections, resolution in the
Higher Realms, and the global unification effect of crossing the United
States. Yes careful readers, the coronation aspect is preparation for the
esoteric alignment in September. As always, we receive these activations
to prepare the HUman heart grid for what is ahead.
The August Gateway video (on youtube) reviews timeline structure and
the eclipse path, so Gridworkers may prepare the land, ancient sites,
crystal beds, etc. (no matter where you live) to receive the highest levels
of light.
Timeline bifurcation is already in progress; this is not something which
occurs in a day, or during an eclipse. Breathe, relax and maintain stability
on behalf of the collective. A large part of the Ascension timeline equation
is the collective Light Tribe consciousness. Support the global detox
through your own high-vibe thoughts, words, deeds and service. Balance
the collective anxiety (lower timelines quivering at the moment) with the
absolute knowing of Divine Love.
The consistent message of preparation indicates we might be deep in
transformation as August unfolds. Those who serve as conduits to the
Primary timelines of Ascension will need to surrender completely. Allow
the expanded states of consciousness, DNA stimulation, rest periods,
creative revelation, bliss, timeline-detachment clearings, and influxes of
light as they present.
The beautiful states of Zero Point which continue to overwrite the lower
consciousness become more refined and intensely transformative.
Acknowledge it. Meditate. Source and the Higher realms are listening
through you.
As always, a pure true organic Ascension is an act of Divine Service to all.
Revisit your intentions; the vibrational match of forgiveness, gratitude,
service, unity and unconditional Love are key to leveling up everyone.
Reflect the highest intent in your lifestream and align with the vibration of
solution, creativity, Divine Love, and embodiment of your Highest Self.
Gridwork Basics Video and Text

Many requested Gridwork guidance, so I have released an excerpt from
Ascension Path which addresses Crystalline Gridwork basics. It includes a
written outline to assist your expression in effective amplification. We
welcome you to participate in this sacred endeavor of Divine Service.
Now is the perfect moment to connect with a higher level of expression;
we are all shifting roles as the New Templates of Self and DNA fully
activate. Watch the video, read the instructions carefully, then follow your
Heart guidance in the Highest interests of all concerned with Ascension.
See you on SUNday for the Unity Meditations and Gateway activation.
Sending you Divine Love, strength and empowerment for a profound
August Gateway!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

August Gateway: Massive Activation of the Crystalline Grid
Aug 1, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gatekeepers opened the August Gateway passage on SUNday, initiating
the August 3 – 25 acceleration. Feel into the cosmic forces at play during
this massive influx of Divine Light. Keep your focus on Unity
Consciousness; expand to cosmic-level perspective as this New Light
organizes our realities for the highest interests and outcomes. Your
Galactic Self, Christed Self, Cosmic Self will be merging with your
consciousness, if you prepare and welcome this forth. A greatly amplified
leveling up for some, an initiation for others.
As our Solar System arrives at this area of intensified photonic light, it
creates embodiment via Divine DNA templates, unification of the
multidimensional Self, and stimulates higher levels of creativity. Be present
with this passage; honor and light-ground those creative ideas, intuitions,
words, images, sounds, movement and geometries into this reality as the
higher frequencies stimulate the crystalline DNA encodements.
Crystalline Gridwork and the Gateways have revealed an amplification
within Gaia’s crystalline core. She will be stimulated by influxes of Light,
then emanate that Light forth to fully activate the crystalline Grid network.
We will be experiencing light codes from both off-planet (Solar and
Cosmic) as well as planetary in a New way. Connect with Gaia and Solaris
often; remember to align with the pure organic Ascension.
Remember the passage BEFORE the Solar eclipse will be an active
passage. This includes Solar Gateways, Cosmic Triggers and an
intensification of the Cosmic Stargate to remove-all-blockages-toAscension. The Now preparations are key to our service during this
passage. Let us focus on amplification of New Light Now, so the eclipse
can do what it can do best; co-create with Divine Will.
Transcending Lower Realities
Revelations through the Heart must be honored to align with the highest
trajectories for your Ascension. Honoring, feeling, expressing your Divine
Heart and Divine Love creates a global raising of consciousness through
the Unity fields of Divine Love and the Crystalline Grids. Remember the

HUman heart grid is a strong component of the Crystalline New Earth Grid
system, because it is Divine activated hearts which have co-created the
New Earth with our Higher Selves and Future Selves.
Lower timelines drop away as the higher realities of Christ consciousness
are embodied. The archetypal realities of Old Earth are rapidly transmuted
as we embrace this next level of Ascension. This is a Divine dance, a
synchronized vibrational exchange of higher light, expansion, integration
and leveling up. It accelerates as time dynamics shift to accommodate a
less dense, less linear version of collective realities.
Speed is an increase in complexity, or the amount of change and unusual
events which occur within our experience. Photonic light is Divine order;
connecting events, synchronizing trigger points of change, organizing our
realities into Unity consciousness. It connects the dots, causing
unification. Acceleration is witnessed by the higher timeline in the
increased amount of change happening within our experience of linear
time.
When we say a lot is going on, it is this organizing function of photonic
light. It is a reflection of the macrocosmic reorganization, or rewrite at the
Universal level. Harmony is commanded and achieved in the higher
realms, and our denser reality mirrors this on the microcosmic level
through more widespread shifts in consciousness.
We have evidence of rapid shifts in consciousness in just this lifestream.
Collectively we are creating peace, order, and harmony as we consistently
hit collective tipping points in our evolution. Individually we witness
multiple incarnations in one lifestream. Rather than one linear unfoldment
of a few lessons and experiences per lifetime, we now complete soul
intentions and move on to accelerated evolution and Ascension – in just
this lifetime. This is a reflection of the larger operation of complexity; more
change and more reordering happening during this passage.
We expand to permanently merge with the future self. This is more
evidence of the timeline collapse into Zero Point; focusing on what we are
becoming rather than what we have been.
Resolution of conflict within assists the resolution of conflict without. The
collective is moving away from conceptualizing unity consciousness as a
theory or catch phrase, and applying the inner work to the outer projection

of the external reality. We participate in the co-creation of our Ascension,
and own our Divine right of Mastery.
The Bridge of Christ Consciousness
The templates for spirit-in-form change as the lower timelines drop away
and higher vibrational realities become available. Applicable archetypes
which bridge the worlds, like the Solar Cosmic Christ, are embodied en
masse as the New templates of Self emerge. Christ consciousness is a
bridge between worlds, which is why it has the savior connotation, and
why masters said we would do All this and more. Just like a Primary
Christed Ascension timeline, we utilize it as a Gateway to a new
experience, because it bridges dimensions and densities.
We create new foundations during this passage; New templates to
transition us to the new experience. Shedding old archetypes – old
templates of HUman behavior, beingness, Jungian types, Dogma, belief
systems, classic lifestream types – is similar to shedding lower timelines.
Lower entanglements or beliefs seek a new home when the energetic
support is gone. Divine HUmans abandon the old definitions, and
transcend the patterns of the past.
Identity Crisis: Embrace the Unknown
There is a bit of an Identity crisis as this occurs; identity is strongly tied to
the egoic, mental and emotional structures. When people cannot define
themselves by old templates or archetypes, they seek a new one – or at
least a temporary belief to help them feel secure in their beingness. We
see this in the polarity of identifying with a galactic identity or ancient
identity in the last decades; using a past or future association with another
civilization or star system as a way to stabilize the lower self’s need to
seek-an-archetype which fits the emerging new self.
When we surrender and open up to the present moment, the light and intel
available in this timeline-shifting passage reveals the New crystalline way
of beingness. There is great freedom in this, and freedom is an intention of
the New Light and Galactic Stargates we are rapidly moving into. This also
applies to the resolution of Lemurian and Atlantean timelines and their
associated ancient conflicts, which completes with the Solar eclipse
across the USA.

On a personal level, we choose to engage with evolution and stay a step
ahead through our Ascension process. When enough of us choose to
embody the new crystalline template – the Divine HUman – we shift into
high gear on a collective level. It dissolves archetypes which are not
applicable to the new realities and higher timelines. Many have taken on
the challenge of embodiment of the New Template, Solar Cosmic Christ,
or crystalline state of consciousness. We have heard embodiment
changes everything for the last few years, and now we reap the fruits of
that endeavor.
All of these events are vibrationally orchestrated; each step synching with
another, influencing various aspects of our journey. This creates massive
acceleration in the Shift, such as timeline and density drop-off.
Let us all honor this truly sacred passage of our Ascension. Embody your
Divine Creator-Beingness Now. Breathe, be the impeccable
compassionate Wayshower as things amplify. The external effects are
what they are; take note of the revelations within your Heart. Let every
thought, word and activity align with New Earth/Primary Timelines. Send
that Divine LoveLight forth to all of creation, in Service to Source.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Aligning with the Cosmic Stargates: Solar Eclipse Preparations
Aug 12, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers have been diligently preparing the grids
and Gateways for the maximum effect of the Solar Eclipse energies and
upcoming September Equinox trigger points. Take note of the still points
as they present; the zero-point stillness of the timeline shifts.
The eerie stillness of time stopping (regardless of ambient external
activity) is stepping up again; feel into the background activity of zero-point
seeping into these lower realities. These are our Ascension Gateways,
opening pathways to New Earth and beyond; they penetrate and override
time dynamics. Breathe and feel it when you notice this occurring;
familiarize yourself with Gateway openings so you can identify them easily.
Cosmic Stargates: Cosmic Trigger Focus for Gatekeepers
Our work largely involves the Cosmic Stargates at the moment, since the
inevitable timeline split is already in progress.
Several options of experience are presenting; a fractal explosion of
possibilities as the planetary consciousness releases itself from
density.This is an exciting moment for Starseeds and Wayshowers in
service. Our crystalline DNA encodements will be vibrating with multiple
star lineages in order to create a resolution effect of the lower
experiences, which reveals the new co-creation of Source intent on a
larger scale.
Cosmic Stargates are pathways of pure light which prepare the gateways
of Ascension, the primary Christed timeline experiences, and assist in our
transcendence to higher levels of consciousness. Ultimately, they are
connected to the Universal rewrite; Source’s command for purification.
These stargates unify dimensions and densities; the grounded work of
Gatekeeping here, and the higher vibrational Gateways of New Earth and
beyond.
The Cosmic Stargate influence during this passage is strong. Strong rays
of pure light, very present in visions, beam through the body, Gateways,
Grids and Sacred sites, and into the crystalline core of Gaia. You may

have had the flashing and beaming visions during meditation over the last
few years; now they appear in every calm, mindful moment. Your sleep
state is also an opportunity to receive these influxes; do your invocations
and intentions before resting or sleep.
The stargates continue to prepare the Ascension-bound and the planetary
consciousness for a more palpable experience of higher timelines and
transcendence. You may choose to co-create with these flows of sacred
interdimensional light. Surge this light through all Universal levels, Galactic
levels, Stellar levels, Solar system levels, planetary levels – unifying our
own solar system in peace and goodwill. Direct the Sacred cosmic flows
into Gaia, with the intention of revealing her Ascended Self as a palpable
reality for all concerned.
Feel the peace and the joy of these stargates. You may sense the divine
promise of the return of crystalline consciousness. Become at ONE with
these pathways of pure light; they are crystalline-DNA encoded, so it does
require a vibrational match to engage with them.
We are currently in the August 11-13 Cosmic Trigger; a turning point
for intensification of the Solar Eclipse Gateway. The Higher realms are
working with us to shift global events to higher outcomes. Be sure your
prayers, thoughts, Gridwork and Hearts are aligned with this activity so we
may co-create with this activity of Divine Will for the highest interests of all
concerned with Ascension.
SUNday Unity Meditations
We bring our Higher Selves to the weekly Unity meditations, engaging with
the unified field which has been created over the last year by thousands of
Ascension-bound Souls. This field holds the intention for peace, harmony,
balance, healing and Ascension. It supports the collective HUman Heart
grid, and allows the pure vibration of the Divine HUman available to all
willing participants, as well as surging Ascension codes through the grids,
Gaia, and all of creation.
Many Gatekeepers, in this realm and beyond, open pathways of pure light
during these connections, amplifying timeline-shifting dynamics and the
Gateways of Ascension.

Allow this activity to open your heart, raise your light quotient, support and
prepare you. Visualize and feel all of the beloved lightworkers participating
in these global meditations. Often we appear as our higher selves in a
giant circle around the planet. Feel the unity through the heart; the
healing, the support, the love, the gratitude. Honor this pure intention of
divine service.
We unite as one heart, one force of pure Source consciousness. We send
forth this pure light substance to Gaia’s crystalline core, the spiritual SUN
now emanating pure light through all of her expressions. Touch it with your
consciousness. Expand this light through all expressions of Gaia, the
kingdoms, the elementals, grid systems, the HUman heart grid, and all
Lightworkers in service. We create and radiate a massive brilliant field of
pure light. Command and radiate peace, love, light, harmony, balance,
stability, and Ascension.
Intention
Set and reset your intentions often. Intend to open the Christed
gateways within, to serve as a pure conduit of the Ascension, and
show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension. Then take action on
demonstrating peace, love, expansion of Christ consciousness, and
amplification of pure light through all realms.
We intend to gather as many willing Souls as possible during this
fascinating timeline-shifting, transcendent year of 2017. Most of you
understand the importance of daily invocation; the resetting of energy
fields and intentions at the start of each day. This practice can assist with
grounding as the expansive energies make us feel more higher-realm than
denser-realm.
In the name of the Divine HUman aspect of Source that I AM, I welcome
the conscious unification with my Higher Self, Christed Self,
Multidimenisonal Self, and Pure Source light consciousness.
I AM Divine Light. I AM Divine Love. I AM Divine Will. I AM all that I AM.
I fully accept these Ascension codes, harmonics, sounds, tones, colors,
cosmic rays of evolution, and flows of pure photonic light into my cells,
fully activating the crystalline structures within me, activating the highest
quality DNA, and the Divine state of Unity/Christ/Crystalline

consciousness. I open myself as a pure conduit of Source, the highest
orders of light, and the pure and true Ascension. So be it.
Blessings from the Mountain
Divine Love to all during this beautiful and transformational phase of our
Ascension. Remember to get outside often, connect with the SUN, and
keep your heart creative, open and willing to explore the unknown. Keep
your Solar eclipse plans simple; allow space to focus and receive the
Divine Light activations on behalf of the collective.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

August Eclipse: Convergence of Stargates
Aug 17, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gratitude to all who have diligently prepared the grids and path of totality
for our beloved Solar eclipse next Monday, August 21. Enough has been
said about preparations and recommendations. That intel is available;
empower yourself and read, watch, listen to the intel. I AM focused on
receiving the highest experience and holding the Gateways wide open, so
I will not be online. Perhaps this may inspire others to get outside and do
the same.
Time dynamics have been slippery for me; it feels like the eclipse,
September 23, December 23, and the timeline split have already occurred,
and are pending at the same moment. Visions have been rapid-fire, rest
and meditation have been a priority, and dreams have been active. Yes,
the vibing-out of the lower reality sensations are palpable and intense on
most days. And yet, a deep peace permeates all of this. The Higher levels
continually transmit: All is well, let it happen.
Cosmic Steering Committee: Convergence of Stargates
The Cosmic Stargate flows present a fractal explosion of possibilities
though the end of the year. Our eclipse connection with Solaris (the SUN)
opened up last weekend during the Cosmic Trigger. The active Sunspot
presented at that moment, started giving off C-flares, and we also have
geomagnetic storms. The eclipse passage – all of August – is part of a
sequence of Cosmic Stargate convergences. These flows are threaded
through the vibrational wall of the approaching area of space which
triggers Galactic as well as Universal leveling-up.
The Cosmic Stargate operation, let’s call it the Steering Committee, allows
us a peak at our (much) higher dimensional aspects. Some of our Higher
Levels are collectively steering the Solar system through this vibrational
geometry which rewrites consciousness and dimensional expressions into
the next Creation. This has been presenting since January.
We have High-level escorts as we pass through the edges of this
vibrational barrier; like tugboats guiding a giant barge through lock
systems. My Team expresses these Galactic structures as giant photonic

(pure Heart-of-Source light) octahedrons within multiple torus fields. Each
Cosmic Stargate flow is threaded to a torus field with different functions,
preparing us for a dramatic shift in particle expression when we arrive at
the trigger point of the vibrational hot-spot within this massive Galactic
octahedron. Sometimes other geometries present which assist in rewriting
timelines and outcomes. All is purely photonic; the demand for order feels
autonomous within that structure. Revisit the article on Changing the
Prismatic Effect of the SUN for deeper comprehension on how this effects
the projection of our realities.
We can see how the collective focus on the SUN during eclipse week
would be an ideal moment for delivery of consciousness-shifting, timelineshifting energies. Convergence of many Cosmic Stargates – Galactic and
Universal – are coming into play to shift personal trajectories as well as
collective unfoldments. Council meetings have been frequent; the eclipse
shifts are deeply tied to the September Equinox and December Solstice
outcomes. I AM holding my cards close on that intel for the Now. All is
incredibly well.
Keep the heart-focus on consciousness, rather than looking to the external
for evidence of inner change. This is a passage of embodying our Creator
State and leveling up to pure Divine HUman Creator beingness. You will
be changed to align with the higher trajectory if your resonation is a
vibrational match for those higher experiences. Responsible creation, pure
intent, and a calm, receptive vulnerability to the higher levels of who you
truly are reveals Christed Unity consciousness emerging through activated
heart centers.
Starseeds, Wanderers, Wayshowers … allow these frequencies to reveal
the true Self. The Multidimensional Self is changing, leveling up to
accommodate higher trajectories. Abandon concerns about what-is-next
and surrender to Divine consciousness. Everything will look and feel
different as this 2017 passage unfolds, because we – our Higher levels –
have created it that way. Appreciate the brilliance, blessing and cosmiclevel patience of personal revelation.
Crystalline Grid Activation
After all of this preparation of the New Earth grids, Sacred sites,
Crystalline Grid Gateways and Grid points, it is now our Divine Service to
hold the highest intentions of Ascension. Pray, meditate, and maintain

peaceful anticipation within your hearts, Beloveds. Connect with the HighVibe Tribe, feel the activated crystals and grids, welcome the highest
possibilities and trajectories for all concerned with Ascension.
Over the last decades we have seen the effects of leveling up of the
crystalline frequencies. With each activation comes stronger polarity on
the lower timelines, expansion on the higher; that has been the norm.
Remember our task is to amplify every gathering of peace, every activity
of Light. Gatherings of High-Vibe intent are our news, our responsible
conversation as New Earth Creator beings. We know what is unfolding;
own that Higher reality. The eclipse week activation amplifies thoughts and
intentions; you feel this already at the mental and emotional levels. If it is
challenging to focus, simplify. Practice instant re-direction of thoughts and
feelings to the higher experience.
Let us all hold the intention of the full activation of the crystalline grid,
crystalline DNA, and the highest brightest experience for all willing Souls
choosing LoveLight as their Primary reality.
Blessings, strength and Pure LoveLight to all of us during this profound
phase of our Ascension! Be sure to be outside, no matter where you are,
during the Solar Eclipse peak to receive the maximum amount of
transformational frequencies. Receive and send them to our fully prepared
New Earth grids, crystalline grids, and all of Creation. Gratitude, Peace
and Highest outcomes, dear Light Tribe!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Trinity Stargate Convergence
Aug 24, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
This is a brief update since the August Gateway passage is not yet
complete. It has been a busy phase for us, and the Solar eclipse was a
very unique shift in consciousness – on both Global and Galactic scales.
A more complete update will be posted next week. Kindwhile, here
are some observations on this transdimensional event:
– Receiving the Christed Crown: This was palpable for me. Active needlelike sensations on the crown, with bright auras of light around the head
during and after the eclipse.
– Plenty of High-Heart thymus fluttering, heart opening during the eclipse
peak as well. Absolutely blissed out and transfixed by the end of the
Gateway focus.
– My Higher levels advised mid-eclipse: *Some of these frequencies can
only be integrated in sleep state. They are too strong for the grounded
consciousness to comprehend, and the cellular structure will need to
undergo transformation from the convergence.*
– The light rays beaming the Ascension column brightening and
expanding to merge several dimensional expressions. Gateways to the
New Earth consciousness experience opening, brightening.
– The deep peace of zero-point stillness as the Cosmic Stargates
converged, which continues to deepen. The sensation is a merging with
Source-level through the Heart; stronger than any heart activation or
connection I have felt before. Again, it feels out of time-space dynamics.
– Visions of the eclipse path lighting up and distributing the activations
through the New Earth grids, sacred sites, and HUman heart grid. From
point to point along the path, to every crystal placed by a Gridworker
around the globe, everything lit up like stars. Ancient encodements
activated through the crystal beds and aquifers. The crystalline grid
jumped to another level as well; it, and my Higher Team, looked as
brilliant-crystalline as Solaris during the eclipse. Yes, I glanced directly at it

for a second, a few times, without the glasses. Pure Diamond-Photonic
Light.
Cosmic Stargate Convergence: Trinity Gate Activation
This was brilliant to witness during the eclipse. I hope other Gatekeepers
were cognizant of this unfoldment. Three stargates converged during this
Solar eclipse passage (see last week’s article on Convergence of
Stargates.) This trinity reflects the Trinitized beingness; the Divine HUman
experience of reunifying with the Christed state of consciousness. As
Solaris transforms to change the prismatic effect which expresses our
realities, our Solar Heart Centers and energy fields transform to match the
vibration of New Earth.
These Cosmic Stargate flows unify to rewrite consciousness into a higher
level of awareness. This is our dimensional-shifting, Universal-rewriting
light codes, and they look both new and somehow familiar to me in
visions.
These heavily encoded light sequences defy time dynamics, which
emphasizes the message of sleep-state integration. You won’t be capable
of processing the codes and frequencies of these stargates with the
mental level. Because this is DNA-related, transmutation of the cellular
structure is necessary to level up. Remember DNA is a strong factor in
shifting dimensions.
The August Gateway is quite a jump in frequency and experience, similar
to the timeline division earlier in the year. Note the calming effect of the
higher timelines and these dimensional-shifting light codes. As always, Let
the Light do its work.
Magnetics are amplified again; parent your thoughts, words, deeds and
creations to align with the highest trajectory, you highest desired outcome.
Visualize Global Ascension; we are raising as many as possible with these
new frequencies.
Blessings and gratitude to all for your Service to the Light!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Palpable Unfoldments: Cosmic, Global and Internal Reformations
Sep 8, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gratitude to all holding space during this Full Moon week integration.
Obviously, this is a strong series of clearings and restructuring initiated by
the August Gateway and eclipse. Even though it appears to be USA
focused at the moment, this will radiate out from the eclipse activation
(North America) soon.
Our Full Moon integration week brought strong X and M class Solar
Flares, Geomagnetic storms from CME impacts which will unfold
throughout the weekend, and associated Earthquake, elemental
adjustments (weather), and plenty of Service work for all Lightworkers to
attend to. Choose your area of expertise and assist in stability, integration
and balance as these eclipse and timeline-split related frequencies
provide a more palpable, physical experience for the entire collective.
As always, the effects on the body vehicle are what they are. Be sure to
take note of the shifts in your consciousness; changes to the energy fields,
heart center, visions, thought patterns and choices are amplified during
this phase of our Ascension. The experience of collective UNITY
consciousness, rather than personal symptoms, is a clear indication of
timeline choice. More on that next week. Gatekeepers, Gridworkers, and
those in Service are busy assisting – not preventing – all of these
clearings and adjustments to unfold with as much ease and grace as
possible.
Trinity Stargate Influence
This latest click in the combination lock includes the encodements from
the Trinity Stargate convergence, which activated *all systems GO* for the
highest trajectory of the September Equinox and associated alignments –
on a collective level. The effects across the USA are evidenced by the
elementals, and are a benevolent alchemical phenomenon.
As the Team mentioned last month, It’s our turn – meaning Gaia will be
receiving more cosmic frequencies (flares, storms, etc.) which we have
usually been shielded from during Earth-facing quiet passages. Since the
Trinity Stargate convergence of the eclipse, Solaris has entered the edges

of the *hot zone* of dimensional-shifting geometries and photonicencoded light.
Feel this transmission: If clarity escapes you, or you are unable to
connect with your higher levels at the moment, it may be an opportunity to
learn Divine Neutrality, Beloveds. This is a heightened clearing time as
realities crumble, both Global and personal. The polarity of drama does
not serve (nor exist in) the higher trajectories. And honestly, the
unawakened will be experiencing enough drama. Our task is balance via
higher vibration, revelation of the True HUman experience, and raising as
many willing hearts onto the higher timelines. Parent your thoughts,
words, deeds and creations to align with the highest trajectory, you highest
desired outcome. Be honest with your own Heart. Breathe, send calm
waves of LoveLight to all, visualize Global Ascension; we are raising as
many as possible with these new frequencies.
This current Solar and planetary activity is a direct reflection of what is
unfolding with the timelines and collective consciousness shifts, which are
much more powerful than many realize. Massive clearings and expansion
of the crystalline New Earth are in progress; let us remind you to connect
with your higher perspective as this unfolds. Many of you had the I AM
forever changed experience – again – during the eclipse. Stay in that
heart-set; surrender to the New Light emerging through the heart and
Ascension column. Attempting to go back to the old template will cause
suffering in the body, mind and emotions. Trust yourself as you call forth
the highest, brightest path of the Ascension.
I send all of you blessings and gratitude for your Service to the Light!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Cosmic Factors Affecting our Ascension: The List
Sep 12, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
This lengthy update contains the key factors affecting our Ascension
process at the moment. It is intended to provide some clarity on the
cosmic events, effects of the last Gateway, and why Solar activity is so
intense.
Apply hyperimensional logic to all of this; the cosmic perspective soothes
the Ascending Soul.
Events and Effects of the August-September Unfoldments
Convergence of the Trinity Stargates
The Trinity Stargates opened the flows of direct Solar Cosmic Christ
frequencies from Source. This is an ongoing Solar rewrite on a stellar,
planetary and incarnate level. As the gates converged on Solaris (the
SUN) during the eclipse, it altered its prismatic effect, which in turn will
change the way form is projected on Gaia.
We use the SUN to project our consciousness into these denser realities.
When the SUN received the Cosmic Trinity encodements from the
stargate convergence, so did we. It is a vital step in projecting a more
crystalline form via our DNA. It also effects Gaia’s expression in form, as
well as Solaris. Increased Solar flare activity is supportive of this Solarsystem-wide shift.
Related article: Changing the Prismatic Effect of the SUN
Entering the Galactic Hot Zone and Harmonic Barrier Release
Two key events are unfolding at the moment. We are traversing the
vibrational edges of the Galactic geometric hot zone which creates
dimensional-shifting, reality-expanding dynamics. Cosmic Stargates serve
as a conduits to this area of space, threading light between higher and
lower realities. These stargate flows ease our entry, so we aren’t hit with
intensely higher light all at once. However, the initial effects on the SUN
and our consciousness are evident since the eclipse.

The stepping down of frequencies by the Galactics will soon come to a
close. We can see and feel the effect of this colossal Galactic geometric
hot zone already. The Divine Will of photonic density is evident, and we
just touched the vibrational edges of this area.
The second item of importance is the release of harmonic frequency
barriers. These veils or layers of light (they look like vast radiant silk
scarves to me, perhaps that’s where the veil terminology came from) were
released with the eclipse alignment. There are several layers to these
harmonic barriers, which create the illusion of separation between
expressions of Self, planets, dimensions, etc.
We were able to glimpse through the barriers by accessing the Higher
Realms. Now our consciousness must adjust to the sensation of their
absence. The sensation of time acceleration (more events at a faster rate)
will assist in speeding up this realization. Kindwhile, attune your
consciousness and feel the freedom. Our thoughts and telepathic
intentions travel much faster between dimensions.
Related article: Cosmic Steering Committee: Convergence of Stargates
Complete activation of the Crystalline Grid and New Earth Grid
Systems
The Crystalline Grid is a sentient structure. It activated to full capacity
during the August Gateway, creating pathways to the interuniversal,
intergalactic, and interstellar Gateways. Thousands of crystalline
pyramids, crystalline structures, temples, crystal beds and etheric
geometries were activated – and continue to activate.
These ancient structures are encoded to activate in tandem with the
crystalline grid to usher in the Primary Timeline experience and the Divine
Christed HUman template. Another reason many of you feel Divine, blissy,
changed, and in the midst of reformation. Some of these structures appear
to be rising in visions; awakening to the clarion call of zero-point photonic
demands.
Yes, this booting up affects the elementals, and the collective
consciousness, which also affects the elementals. The interface of the
Crystalline Grid, Stargates and Photonic density opens us to a LOT of
information and light, which triggers DNA to align with the new realities.

This opens us up to a fluid Now-moment experience of all expressions of
Self, simultaneously merging and expanding into purer Sourceawareness.
Related Article: Crystalline Grid Activation
Christed Crown Activation
Sacred geometries, symbols and brilliant light of the Christed Crown
continue to expand since the eclipse passage. The traditional crown
chakra is not applicable here. Crowns of light, which appear in many
forms, are manifesting as expanding layers of crowns, and are also
manifesting around the heart. This is True Divine HUman DNA bi-locating
into our cellular structure and energy fields, and activating due to all of
these cosmic factors.
Related article: The August Eclipse, Metaphoric and Mystical
Primary Timeline Access
All of these events; the Stargate convergence, entry into the Geometric
Hot Zone, Harmonic barrier release and Christed Activations, are granting
willing, heart-centered Souls access to the Primary Christed Timelines.
Embodiment is key to a collective experience of the higher timelines, and
we are fully supported by these cosmic events to create this en masse.
Primary Timelines are a very strong vibration; it does take focus and
consistency to resonate with them. However, we are being blasted with
influxes of pure photonic, Source-encoded, reality-shifting light. This
enhances the lifting, raising sensations of Ascension; the pull of the highheart and heart center.
With all of the cosmic factors converging in this Now, we have a Divine
opportunity for complete transformation. Bifurcation of timelines will
exponentially increase after the Equinox. Let the Light change you for the
better. Decree your creation, create a new version of your Highest Self.
Primary Timelines were created for creativity; the New Earth vibration of
HUman Source-In-Carnate.
Galactic Life Review

A type of Galactic Life-review may present during this passage. The Gaiabound version occurred in 2012 for many. Now we have a completion of
expressions across timelines, dimensions and star systems. You might
see this in lucid dream state or rapid-fire visions. It may get Universal
depending on your journey.
This is a side-effect of the Photonic Light and release of the harmonic
barrier; Higher Light gains momentum, organizing, sorting out,
vibrationally merging the fractals of Self on a Universal scale. Non-linear
visions of Galactic Selves, blending of personal timelines, and the familiar
sense of closure or completion expands to the Galactic Level.
Stay flexible with your beliefs about what is possible, where you are going,
or who you are. As we transcend archetypes and experience life without
the vibrational roof, the illusion of the lower realities and what we created
here will fade. The Primary Timelines provide launching pads to
completely undefinable experiences.
September Integration
The integration week influx of the Full Moon delivered Solar flares and
massive amounts of plasma and crystalline frequencies, aimed at
revealing and activating our awareness of the Now reality. You may sense
this: We are experiencing the pure force of Divine Order and the Primary
Timelines. And it is strong stuff.
Last SUNday’s announcement of incoming light arrived just hours before
the latest X-flare (I only had time to post to social media before our
Meditations began.) In my experience the consciousness-shifting,
dimensional-shifting energies during our Unity Meditations were the
strongest I have felt so far. Granted, I have been holding space and
engaging in this activity for 17 months now, so my perspective is sensitive,
however the undeniable alchemical merge was palpable.
New Earth Gateways: Gatekeeper Focus
Gatekeepers received the message to focus on New Earth Gateways this
month. These pathways will allow prepared consciousness to experience
Primary Christed Timelines, eventually leading to a complete merge of
dimensional expressions; lower and Higher Selves expressing as One on
the New Earth level.

The Equinox and Cosmic Trigger
Strong cosmic forces are in play right here, right now. The next weeks
reveal that our reality choices – collective and personal – are being
honored and amplified in a brand new way. Traditionally it had to do with
magentics, vibrational match or mismatch. This month takes us into a
higher comprehension of what it means to engage with Divine HUman
evolution. If it is something I can define in words next month, so be it.
Divine Reflection: The Invisible Presence
Ascending Souls become Sacred reflections – mirrors of the Divine Light.
Rather than the classic mirror dynamic, reflecting lessons and ego-mindemotions of the lower levels, Divine HUmans may become clear,
crystalline, pure prisms. This Solar aspect of the Solar Cosmic Christed
HUman shows others the Divinity within themselves.
If you are able to hold that Divine Light with integrity and grace, as a
neutral conduit of the Higher Levels, your DNA will vibrationally match the
frequency of the New Earth expression. That is a passcode to the
Gateways of New Earth and Primary Timeline experience. It is a fine
intention for this sacred passage of our Ascension.
Blessings to all of us in these perspective-expanding moments in the Now.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Consciousness-Shifting Influx: Overwriting Realities
Sep 20, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our Equinox and Cosmic Trigger Gateway is upon us. Gatekeepers
opened on the New Moon for this passage, and the ever-increasing Now
moment energies are palpable.
This is the second-to-last major Gateway of this transformative year. This
alignment of cosmic factors, combined with our co-creative intent of
Ascension is a timeline choice-point which requires focus and a calm,
centered beingness as the influxes are delivered. Similar to last
September’s timeline shift, only on a hyperdimensional scale.
Feeling the Primary Timelines
Cosmic factors affecting our Ascension were covered in last week’s
extensive list. With that awareness and integration in heart, Wayshowers
are moving into a consistent experience of the Primary Timelines of
Ascension.
Primary Christed Timelines, which became available with the eclipse, will
continue to raise willing, prepared consciousness into a clearer and direct
experience of Zero Point and New Earth dynamics.
The key aspect of Primary timelines is that they don’t feel like
timelines. It is an unshakeable Now experience, unifying the
multidimensional Self and Source as a simultaneous awareness. With
conscious heart-based direction, Primary timelines release entanglement
with the lower realities. They are encoded with the pure Christed
dynamics, and overwrite the denser experiences of past, present, and
future.
The boost from cosmic factors triggers our DNA to open to the new
experience. DNA creates personal, collective and multidimensional
experiences in form. It becomes a photonic light receiver-generator. This is
individually guided by consistent heart-based thought patterns, consistent
realignment with the now moment, and surrender to the personal
revelations of the True Self.

We have had practice for what is unfolding right now. Many are prepared
to allow unity consciousness to become the primary experience. As we
move into the Divine Flow of Co-creation, the sensation of unity
consciousness grows stronger. When we combine the cosmic factors with
our unified intent and active co-creation of Ascension, the pathways to the
New Earth experience open up.
Consciousness-Shifting, Dimensional-Shifting Influx
The upcoming Solar activity, and Gaia’s adjustments to the increased
photonic influx, are expected to be strong. We are still crossing the outer
bands of this Galactic hot-spot. Galactic Teams won’t be stepping down
the Light as before. Gatekeepers, Gridworkers, and Lightworkers are now
skilled enough to receive and distribute the influxes. Let us demonstrate
this with integrity and Mastery-level dedication.
These new levels are consciousness-shifting, dimensional-shifting
photonic waves. The acceleration of zero-point experiences between
September 23 – December 23 will be powerful for many. It is a Divine
opportunity for Wayshowers to embody the Christed merge of Higher and
lower expressions. Cosmic factors are allowing the (much) higher vibration
of the multidimensional Self to be experienced right here, right now. It will
demonstrate what is occurring with planetary evolution, time dynamics,
and the Divine Christed HUman activation before physical timeline
bifurcation occurs.
This influx is a function of Divine Cosmic Mother energies; the Divine
Feminine dynamic. Pure Unconditional Love is intense for most. Embrace
the mystery of it. Stay open as the background energy for our realities is
altered to accommodate Source intent. As always, keep your heart
focused on creating Love and the New, and it will be so. Let the Light shed
the veils (and shed a few tears of gratitude.)
Photonic re-ordering shakes the old magnetics loose; physical effects on
the kingdoms, elementals and Humans are just the external
representation of the alchemical process of transformation. Parent your
reactions if triggered by the trigger; may all receive this with as much ease
and grace as possible.
Divine Co-creation; You are invited to Service

Enough of us are capable of maintaining a calm, centered, willing
consciousness. We comprehend what is occurring, and consistently beam
the new experience through the HUman Heart Grid. We call forth the New,
decree our intentions and live them with a joyful heart.
Unity Consciousness is gaining momentum, and the photonic sorting out
of resonances is felt. I notice this in the Unity Meditations; the Light Tribe
is undergoing vibrational coagulation, like a resonance attractor pulling
similar frequencies together at the Higher Level.
We are representing thousands in our Soul groups as this happens. The
quantum effect grows stronger as we enter this Galactic hot-zone. We
may use this to our advantage in co-creating global peace and Ascension.
Join us on SUNday for the Unity Meditations, which are becoming a
massive code and upgrade-share. You can tap in any time to this field for
support; we created it to be of Pure Service to the Ascension.
Divine Reflections, Here We Glow
The current experience is not containable in words. Metaphors attempt to
ground this brilliant Now transformation, and reminders to participate can
still be expressed. Beloveds, take these messages to heart and choose
your path wisely.
Cosmic influxes are influential; what we do with them is our co-creation.
Remember this type of Ascension is designed for Divine Christed
HUmans; the ability to serve as creative conduit of Source intelligence,
regardless of the density or holographic reality. Assist your DNA and focus:
Meditate, fast, get offline, create beauty, be outside in nature, amplify the
Grids … demonstrate heart intelligence with your personal journey. What
would a resident of New Earth create in this moment?
Zero-point is teaching us 5D Divine-Flow manifestation, which enables
pure heart-magnetics to demonstrate the New. Let your thoughts,
emotions, words, and activities reflect the ideal New Earth realm, and the
Gates will open within your heart. Vibration = Vibration.
Enjoy this Sacred passage, Beloveds. Stay Present to receive the Gifts.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Assistance Request: Saturday Meditation for the Influx
Sep 23, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
A beautiful Gateway weekend to all. This post contains a request I
received this morning from our Higher Teams.
The term *Cosmic Trigger* refers to passages when cosmic factors are
aligning to amplify our Ascension Process. As with any Gateway, it
presents an opportunity for HUmanity to co-create with the cosmos. This
Cosmic Trigger contains an alignment which many believe to be
paradigm-shifting.
It is a great HUman Ascension lesson to learn to become a Creator
Being. We have witnessed this with each Gateway; the blending of hearts
to assist in co-creating the Ascension, rather than waiting for external
factors.
Your participation is requested this weekend. The Galactics have
suggested the end of stepping down the frequencies and influxes (Earthfacing quiet). Apparently there are enough Wayshowers who can rally their
Tribes when needed. This is one of those moments, and so I pass on the
message to CO-CREATE with the Universe at a much higher level this
weekend.
Meditate with the Tribe on SATURDAY, September 23 at 11:11amPT.
We unify for 33 minutes to maximize the cosmic factors. Collective
intention to call forth the strongest consciousness-shifting light influx yet.
The SUNspots are prepared, the grids are opened. Use your heart-intent
on behalf of all and call this forth.
Be creative about light-grounding the intention of Primary timeline
amplification, Ascension-encoded plasma influx, and the raising of all
consciousness into peace, harmony and Ascension. Meditations assist,
however creative action (words, deeds, creative expressions) imprint the
collective fields with higher intentions. Draw, paint, write, sing, create grids
and altars, express this highest intent in all endeavors. It takes so little to
create so much in this New Light!

Cosmic forces amplify intentions with increasing intensity. Gateway
passages can be used for global shifting. Whatever you can do to assist
the influx day – step out of routine and create with the much higher flow
available. Call it forth – out loud – as Creator-In-Carnate. Talk to the
Galactics, Masters, Guidance realms, Divine Teams and Solar Beings as
equals. Share your intentions with Source.
Meditate with the tribe during SUNday’s Unity Meditations, and share
this opportunity with everyone who is awake. I have witnessed the Light
codes exchanged during these meditations, and continue to hear about
activations and experiences during our sessions. Every heart counts,
every time. Spread the word; you are the marketing team for this
endeavor!
This is the second-to-last major Gateway of this transformative year.
It opens us to a purer experience of Christ/crystalline/Divine HUman
consciousness. This is a timeline choice-point which requires focus and a
calm, centered beingness as the influxes are delivered. We are raising as
many with us as possible.
Thank you for your participation in the Ascension! We Love You, We Bless
You, We Thank You.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Becoming the Presence: Building New Landscapes
Oct 6, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
As we create and build the internal landscape of the Christed Presence,
the New Earth experience, and the transcendent qualities of Ascension,
the external landscapes of higher realities are revealed. This resonance
with Unity Consciousness, the alignment with the Multidimensional Self, is
an exquisite and palpable experience spreading rapidly through the
collective.
The direction was clear to Wayshowers: Achieve Embodiment of the
Christed /Crystalline/Unity state, and it will trigger massive acceleration for
those choosing Ascension. This year is validating those messages, and
the experience of bifurcation grows stronger, clearer and wider.
Embodiment of the Christed Self: Becoming the Presence to Shift
Realities
Describing and writing about this current phase is challenging. Between
the traveling, unpacking, shifts with Mount Shasta and my own
consciousness, a few days of rest are in order. Kindwhile, here are a few
observations, a new podcast, and a reminder to participate in our SUNday
meditations.
Embodiment feels Avatar-like as the Higher Self steps forth through the
body vehicle and Lower Self consciousness. When we surrender to this
Divine Presence of Self, it rewrites our consciousness via our DNA. It
changes the way we feel, think, act and create.
As the New Crystalline Templates of the Divine HUman activate on the
collective level, we expand together. You may feel the expansion
physically through the Heart center, however the effect on consciousness
via DNA is key to a consistent, unwavering crystalline state.
You may have noticed the change in SUNlight since the Equinox; it has
that mystical quality similar to the eclipse. Remember changes in the SUN
reflect changes in the way in which we project our consciousness. We are
about to receive another upgrade as Gateways to the New Earth and the
crystalline experience open wide. This is a result of Wayshowers

anchoring the crystalline consciousness (the return of the Christ.) Be
present with this throughout October, and listen/feel the Higher Self for inthe-moment direction. Let the Light reveal the new landscape.
We Love you, We Bless You, We Thank You for your Service to Gaia and
all of creation!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Gatekeeper Journal: Update from the Councils of Light
Oct 10, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
I AM blessed to be back at my post in Mount Shasta. Three days after my
return, I was guided to participate in the opening of new crystalline
pathways, utilizing the mountain’s unique dynamics as a hyperdimensional
Gateway. It is interesting to witness the subtle differences between sacred
access points. Mount Shasta holds holographic crystalline templates for
the Christ consciousness and the New Earth Ascended realities. Since the
eclipse, Gatekeepers have been opening pathways to the new crystalline
Earth experience. Everywhere I traveled was open and receiving these
higher frequencies, completely connected to the Crystalline grid activation,
Trinity Stargates and New Earth grid systems. Our unified activities are
witnessed, and the sensations are palpable for resonant hearts regardless
of location.
That said, I just had lucid and lengthy interaction the Higher Councils of
Light, the beautiful benevolent ones overseeing this Divine unfoldment of
Ascension. Many of us are those beings at a higher level, and the
multidimensional awareness of the Christ consciousness makes this a
much clearer, present experience. Galactic and Universal levels are
merging in the Now awareness; and yet they still present as fractals of
unique expression. All are unified across dimensions and densities,
collapsing into the singular purpose of revealing the Divine Ascension. We
witness this unification reflected in our lower realities; the High-Vibe Tribe
willingness to co-create the crystalline/Christ embodiment right Now.
Change in SUNlight, Transformation of the Heart Center
The availability and increasing influx of 5D frequencies is a result of
traversing the border of this Sacred geometric area of the Galaxy which
causes dimensional/density/consciousness shifts. (Revisit the Cosmic
factors affecting our Ascension article for the complete list.)
The change in SUNlight since the Equinox is visible and palpable. Solaris
is transforming as the pure photonic light within this Sacred container,
encoded for Ascension, is traversed. To the lower reality it appears like a
change in the quality of SUNlight. This is a result of us crossing the border
of this sacred geometry. We are now in it, and the affect on consciousness

grows increasing evident in the lower realities. This area of highlycharged photonic particles creates Divine order, and frees consciousness
from denser realities. While it is an individual choice of experience, the
multidimensional unification is creating collective experiences for all willing
Hearts in resonance with the experience of Christ/Crystalline
consciousness and an Ascended state of BEingness.
October Waves: Witness the Emerging Pattern
The Gateways which opened last Friday will surge a new level of Light
through the collective all week, shifting us again in this ever-increasing
Divinitization process. It is linked to another collective choice-point on
October 21-25. Notice the pattern: Influxes designed to integrate the
previous month’s activations are delivered early in the month, then
another transformation unfolds around the 21-25. The same will occur in
November and December. Yes it all ongoing, all unfolding in the Now
moment. Dates are provided for collective focus, as grounded
Gatekeepers, Gridworkers and Lightworkers serve as multidimensional
conduits. Cosmic Stargate alignments happen with or without lower
collective focus, however acceleration of our co-creative intent for the New
is amplified when we align with these passages. It is similar to the
SUNday Unity Meditations; focal points are provided as an opportunity to
increase multidimensional influence on collective realities.
Those embodying this miraculous Presence of Divine Self are dissolving
the linear experience on behalf of many. We are dissolving density through
our experience and the ability to activate the Crystalline Divine HUman, in
this now moment. We collectively work in tandem with cosmic factors and
the Higher Realms at trigger-points which traverse timelines and
dimensional expressions. It collapses the linear into the Now, where the
miraculous may occur.
Recalibration: Supporting Embodiment in the Now
Yet another leveling up is unfolding in the Now. Let us fully support the
embodiment of the crystalline Divine HUman DNA, which is encoded for
the Christ experience.
I was guided to begin fasting and cleansing on SUNday, to support the
DNA transitions and detoxification affects of this influx. The sensation of as
above, so below, as within so without, becomes quite evident as

embodiment reveals our higher service of Divine order. Our choices reflect
– and amplify by conscious choice – the larger cosmic operations.
Detoxifying cleanses and fasts open the cellular structure to DNA
recalibration. It is a simple time-honored technique to clarify awareness,
feel and receive higher light. I AM feeling the effects already, and the
availability of DNA support is palpable. Hydrate to flush out the old. For
those who have been eating more since the eclipse, or having unusual
cravings, this is a moment to pause that activity and allow the body to
reset. It may also clarify emotional impulses or external factors attempting
to limit Divine DNA activation.
Fasting and cleansing allows the body to focus on transformation. Give
yourself the opportunity to experience something new. Whatever your
belief systems are about how the body functions, we ask you to
experiment with this. A day, three days, a week; play with this. We are
rebalancing and realigning with the highest trajectory, highest Christed
timelines. Give your body the opportunity to reflect your higher
consciousness. Again, embodiment changes the collective realities.
Consciously bilocate Divine DNA into your cells; visualize, command,
decree, and use your Divine HUman creator BEingness to make it a
reality. It is yours; reclaim it. Connect with the new crystalline pathways,
through the SUN and into the Gaia realities via the crystalline and New
Earth grid systems. If guided, connect with the Gateways of Mount
Shasta, many Higher Level Teams are focusing on her right now. You do
not have to be on the mountain in the physical in order to receive this.
Heart-based thoughts, actions, emotions, and words. As we turn the
volume up on the 5D frequencies, all is amplified to sort out vibrations.
Pure positive intent/cause creates pure positive feedback/effect. Make it
easier for the collective; create from a solution-based, end-result-ismiraculous perspective.
Sleep: A reminder from our post-eclipse direction; many of these
frequencies can only be integrated through sleep state. Before you go to
sleep, request Highest-level assistance for complete recalibration to the
highest level you can maintain. Call in all Divine aspects of Self (create
this for yourself, you are capable) to activate the highest quality crystalline
Divine HUman DNA while you sleep. Do this before you meditate as well.
All of the basics apply here: Sleep in complete darkness, play Solfeggio

frequencies or similar vibrations (or silence if you prefer the inner
soundtrack). Grid your sleep space with high-vibrational crystals and
connect with them before nodding off. Creating an Ascension chamber out
of your sleep space is a potent way to work with a multidimensional self
while the body undergoes transformation. It is not absolutely necessary,
simply supportive of amplification. Higher-dimensional healing and
transformation chambers are created in the higher realms; we reflect this
activity in the here and Now. Remember your Creator skills.
Move the body: Joyful movement encourages DNA to utilize the body’s
meridians and energy fields for transformation. Dance, walk, yoga, get
outside, whatever your expression enjoys. It takes very little effort to
realign in this New light.
Connection with nature is ideal for receiving and aligning with the pure,
organic Ascension frequencies. Source is beaming the new through all
facets of creation. Primary timeline experiences are already available, get
outside and feel it.
Soul Group Observations
During the Unity Meditations on SUNday, I again experienced the vision
and lucid awareness of raising entire Soul groups into the Ascended Unity
consciousness. For those experiencing this activity of pulling all willing
Hearts into the New, I deeply honor this perspective from Oversoul level.
More crowns were distributed as well; that is a consistent activity in our
unifications. Again, the fractals are reorganizing into Oneness, making this
experience available for prepared, open Hearts.
To those beloved starseeds serving as conduits of the embodiment of the
return of Christ/crystalline/unity consciousness, we send strength,
gratitude and Divine assistance your way. Embodiment provides
possibilities to the entire collective on Gaia; love and honor this
experience of embodying the crystalline presence. Gratitude and Divine
Neutrality serve us well. Explore the highest levels of LoveLight creation.
We demonstrate the creation of new realities by example. As we infuse
these crystalline frequencies into the lower collective realities, we open the
pathways to the New Earth experience (and beyond).
All BEings in Service to the Pure Organic Ascension

Beloveds, you are witnessed. Deep bows and gratitude for dedication and
endurance. Together we co-create the miraculous, and invite all to the
experience of embodiment. Let us walk through this final phase of 2017
with clarity of intent and consciously embrace the Divinity of Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Gateway Choice Point: Assisting the Collective Timelines
Oct 18, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our next acceleration and collective timeline choice-point arrives October
21-25. Gatekeepers opened yesterday for the influx (very strong on Mount
Shasta last evening), and this morning the SUN began to get active, right
on schedule.
As mentioned in last week’s article, these incoming amplifications hit much
higher levels during the 21-25 in both October and November. Last week’s
Divine Feminine influx provided a strong geomagnetic storms, prompting a
strong release of Divine Feminine expression in the external (the Me too
revelations and disclosure dynamics increased). Notice how quickly
magnetic field stimulation causes polarity releases in the collective. This
sets us up for the second half of October’s shifts; let us actively participate
in this unfoldment.
We, as the High-Vibe Tribe, hold tremendous vibrational influence in the
collective choice because of our activated Hearts and highest intent.
Remember the quantum effect of raising our vibration; it pulls many others
up. Highest trajectories are being attained by many; the Primary Christed
Timeline has us locked into the experience of pure Presence. Our intent to
lift as many with us into this new experience – right now – can assist the
Secondary timeline tipping points. In brief, we can end the delay tactics by
utilizing our pure intent through grounded activity.
Assisting the Collective Timelines
Let us use this New Moon (Thursday, 12:11pmPT) and the Gateway
(October 21-25) to assist in OVERIDING and OVERWRITING the
programs used to stretch time dynamics to delay the inevitable fall of old
systems and the full experience of Ascension for all concerned. This is
part of completing our Ascension; learning to use our collective
consciousness to create what we desire in the Now.
Right now, this week, this Gateway, take as many steps as possible
(please, just one will assist) in moving forward with your creative
expression, new service work, anything that you have been
procrastinating. One small energetic shift from each of us pushes the

envelope to break through any remaining blockages to the highest
timelines and outcomes – in the NOW.
Let us end the old waiting game through our collective action. Just one
grounded, physical action in this reality to override the procrastination
programming will help. Whatever it is for you: a conversation you put off, a
new creation you’ve been desiring, an action to move forward, a Unity
Meditation you’ve intended to participate in, a change you have delayed,
something you always wanted to create … anything shifting the personal
reality assists the global shift-point. It doesn’t have to be huge (although
that is appreciated), just forward momentum in the Now.
Changes in the SUN
We continue to go deeper into this highly-charged area. I AM sure you
have noticed the different quality of SUNlight as Solaris receives this
consciousness-shifting energy. Gatekeepers ask if we can collectively call
forth the flashing activity we have seen in our visions into the Now. Events
are quickening – even with the manipulation – for the Secondary timelines.
Our collective nudge will greatly assist this unfoldment of needed events.
Certain things must occur to tidy up the lower experiences, and it can be
quickened by benevolent action.
With the bifurcation in progress, many of us are beginning to experience
the intended consciousness shifts which the Solar flashing activity will
create on a global level. Many have seen the SUN flashing this year, both
in vision and external reality, and this activity is opening our Hearts to the
more palpable, consistent Now Presence. We are receiving the
encodements and reality-shifting frequencies already. We are anchoring
this, through embodiment, into the HUman heart collective to make it
easier for all when the brilliant moment arrives. In this Now, that series of
flashes already exists.
We Love You, We Bless You, We Thank You for your service and
dedication to HUmanity, Gaia and Source.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

What a Difference the Now Makes: Allowing Expansion
Oct 27, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Unconditional Love, the autonomy of the Divine Cosmic Mother vibration,
is flooding the planet. It is a function of the ultimate balancing activity of
photonic light, which reorders our realities into harmony. This amplifying
light shines into all particles of consciousness and presents both the
collective and the individual with a choice of experience. It subtly, invisibly,
turns the volume up on all thoughts, beliefs, emotions in order to transform
them. Higher choices, such as embodiment and Ascension, are also
amplified, which is why the process has kicked into high gear.
Allow yourself to experience these intimate moments with Source through
the mystical Solar Cosmic Christed connection to their fullest extent. Trust
yourself to stay connected with this exquisite light via the pure frequencies
of the Christed timelines.
Natural, organic DMT activation (Dimethyltryptamine, the *spirit molecule*
which produces cascades of third eye visions) is a side effect of DNA
activation and embodiment. Elevated mood, expansive compassionate
thought patterns, and radiant third eye landscapes may present. While the
visuals can seem grandiose and rapid-fire, they naturally support the
emergence of the Christed frequency through your Heart center. Feel it
directing your DNA to create a new projection of Self in these realms.
Becoming boundless can challenge the mind-level; the lower realities are
not applicable to this heightened experience and yet the fractal shines in
these realities. Remember that each activation, each passage of
expansion, stretches you to your self-imposed boundaries. When you
welcome these experiences with regular meditation, aligned behavior and
thoughts, and daily practice, they will become more frequent.
Experience -> Expansion -> Stabilize at the Higher Level -> Integration
achieved -> Preparation for another experience.
The more you open yourself as a conduit of pure Source light, of pure
unconditional love, and demonstrate it in nonjudgmental, compassionate
thought, word, and deed the more these frequencies may assist your
embodiment process.

Remember the Christed timelines do not feel like timelines… past, present
and future are felt as lucid, pliable, Now. The brilliance of these higher
timelines initiate us into the non-linear experience so that we may
transform our consciousness to merge with the Higher Self experience.
This includes multiple multidimensional levels of Self, and ultimately, the
Godhead; pure Source consciousness.
Primary Timeline access allows for true embodiment of the Higher Self,
the Christed Self, and the pure Source consciousness presence. It takes
conscious focus; meditate on the Divine merging of all levels, layers and
expressions of Self. Allow your choices to reflect that higher Love
experience. Demonstrate your New Earth presence right now, and the
energy will empower those actions.
Timeline Delays: One down, Two to Go
Our last Gateway focus took us through a vibrational barrier which was
creating delays in the collective timelines. You probably felt it last Friday.
The core-shaking, unusually strong sensations of anxiety or emotional
stress. This was a strong timeline blockage release. It simultaneously
opens the High Vibe to the higher timeline energies, and flows light into
the lower timelines, pushing for harmony, revelation, and transparency.
Our collective action to end procrastination in the Light Tribe will continue
to assist this activity. According to the Higher Levels, there are two more
(that is a very small number) breakthroughs, where we may assist in
overriding the time-loops which delay the experience of Primary timelines
for all concerned.
If you are one of the beautiful BEings who is experiencing the Primary
timeline access, your light quotient has a higher impact on the collective
experience. This is the purpose of embodiment; to infuse the HUman
heart grid, New Earth grids and the collective consciousness with pure
unconditional LoveLight. It allows for expansion on all levels of
consciousness, since we are Now functioning in Unity Consciousness
dynamics.
In service to the collective, we nudge the secondary timelines to break
through the time loops and delay tactics. It also amplifies the higher
timeline experience when HUmans move forward with creative endeavors.
Let your Heart be boundless, and the Christed energy will flow. In brief, act

as if you have total freedom to move forward with your passion (because
you do.)
Spiritual advocacy is Divine. We keep it simple and in alignment with the
Divine Feminine influx. Right now, take as many steps as possible
(please, just one will assist) in moving forward with your creative
expression, new service work, anything that you have been
procrastinating. One small energetic shift from each of us pushes the
energetic envelope to break through any remaining blockages to the
highest timelines and outcomes for all who desire this – in the NOW.
We Love You, We Bless You, We Thank You for your service and
dedication to HUmanity, Gaia and Source.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Sacred Transformation: Light Tribe Choice Point
Nov 2, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gatekeepers opened this week for the November 3 – 8 influx. It is a strong
cosmic opening, let us actively utilize this Light to amplify the Primary
Christed timeline experience for all concerned.
Our focus has been on overriding the delay tactics in the Secondary
timelines, in order to reveal the higher Christed timeline experience to all
willing hearts. As always, individual choice is honored – and amplified – as
the energies increase. Overriding is easier since the eclipse and opening
of the Trinity Stargates, because the experience of crystalline
consciousness grows stronger in the Light Tribe. Lean into that Cosmic
Wind and merge with it; your Divine Self is returning to you.
Collective Focus: Triggering the Sacred Passage
Another timeline choice-point opportunity is upon us. Gatekeepers,
Gridworkers, Lightworkers, Wayshowers, Starseeds; the invitation to
engage with the Cosmic Stargates has presented for Gaia, Solaris and
Divine HUmans in service. We are in a sacred passage now; the
November – December Gateway which holds deep support for our
expansion and Ascension. This passage amplifies our desires, intentions
and connections with pure Source consciousness. Call forth the
wonderful, the unexpected, the boundless.
This year has revealed expansive levels of consciousness, the
multidimensional self, and evolving skill sets as embodiment becomes a
consistent, palpable experience for many Wayshowers. The strongest
revelation during this timeline split is Self-Realization of Unity
Consciousness, which directly affects the activation of our DNA. The
reactivation of crystalline consciousness within the HUman genome on
this planet has a quantum effect. Anything resonating close to Divine Love
can be granted the opportunity of Ascension if the heart chooses to
surrender to it.
Beloveds, your unwavering faith in the intuitive heart-seeded path of
Ascension has unlocked the Gateway of Christed DNA. The resonance of
your DNA is speaking to, and interacting with, the cosmic consciousness

of Gaia, Solaris, Galactic levels and Universal Creator levels. DNA speaks
to the cosmos; use your internal cosmic microphone to broadcast pure
LoveLight as we interact with the Cosmic Stargates during this passage.
This is a grand opportunity for the High-Vibe Tribe to co-create a
consistent experience of the Primary Christed timelines of Ascension for
many more souls. Gateways open for good reason; We align with the
influx of cosmic support and use it to create peace, harmony, collective
timeline correction and Ascension. You can feel it; this sacred passage
can shift the trajectory for the collective.
Balance and Division; A Temporary Unfoldment
The frequencies of pure Source experienced while engaging with
Gatework, Gridwork, creative Wayshowing and collective meditations are
magnetizing incredibly high levels of Light. The balancing act of increased
polarization in lower consciousness is not a concern. It is a temporary side
effect which paradoxically assists the path of Mastery. I AM reminded of a
message from 1999:
As you near the finish line in this marathon, focus intently on the goal.
Many will stand on the sidelines shouting and waving colorful flags to
distract you from the path. Ignore the flag-wavers, they have no power
unless you grant it to them.
I trust you will interpret the metaphors correctly. Choose your focus wisely.
Co-Creations and Busy-ness
My annual Gatekeeper retreat approaches quickly. I remain flexible in this
Now Light, however the sense of delving into complete Gatekeeper focus
in December is very present in my awareness. I have enjoyed overriding
the lower timelines with movement toward new creations, and continue to
take action on the New. The excitement of New Earth consciousness right
here, right now gains intensity as the linear time experience dissolves.
The bliss of Unity Consciousness is a strong elixir; the effect on the body,
emotions, mind and multidimensional Self is indescribable. Surrendering
to the transformation of embodiment and the joy of service aligns us in the
Now with past, present and future Selves. The merge grows stronger, and
the out-of-time miracle zone is created right in our own beingness. How

blessed we are to experience this Divine Self-Realization as Source
reconnects the fractals of itself.
Blessings and gratitude to all who are pushing through their self-imposed
barriers, personal delays, and the aches and pains of expanding to this
next level of Light. We are changing everything, on so many levels, for so
many. You are witnessed, beloveds.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Merge Sequences and the Open Gateway: Meditate to Activate
Nov 9, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gratitude to all who participated in this week’s Cosmic Stargate interaction
on Tuesday-Wednesday. I had another time anomaly present after the
stargate focus on Tuesday. Gatekeepers focused on 1pm-2pm, when I
would be up on the mountain.
After Gatework I drove back down (snowy roads, so it was slow), visited
the headwaters to collect water, where I waited for some siSTARs with
many large bottles, drove to the store to get juice, where my order
disappeared and I had to fill out another form and wait again. And yet
when I arrived home, the clocks said 1:54pm. It should have been 3pm; a
whole hour of activity went out-of-time.
When I asked what happened, I received that the influx was about to push
us through another Secondary time-loop. It identified the loop (quite
clearly), then we dissolved it using the storm magnetics (when things are
in flux.) Thank you to all who focus on assisting during these final
Gateways of 2017; there is so much going on.
Our focus has been on overriding the delay tactics in the Secondary
timelines, in order to reveal the pure, organic Ascension timeline
experience. Overriding is easier, especially since the eclipse and opening
of the Trinity Stargates, because the experience of crystalline
consciousness grows stronger in the Light Tribe. Unity consciousness is
pulling us together as one force of Source. Time anomalies present as we
push through the time-loops and blockages, clearing and opening the
pathways to the Primary timeline experience for all. Two down, one more
to go. We anticipate this to occur with the next Gateway; the November
21-25 passage. As always, call forth the Primary Christed timeline
experience as a palpable reality for all willing Souls.
The intense geomagnetic storms due to Solar Winds and plasma influxes
during the Gateway brought us deeper into the timeline split experience.
DNA activations and crystalline-plasma light body expansions reflected the
higher light influx. This whole passage is bizarre and beautiful, and we
continue to co-create the wonderful, the miraculous. Watch your internal

and external language as we level up; the effect of an energized light body
amplifies thoughts and words.
We have been warned for years about psychological fallout from
intensifying energies. Whatever you can do on a personal level to release,
purge, clear, purify and support leveling up will greatly assist in balancing
the collective. Cry, clear, detox, meditate, pray, decree, connect with
nature, and create wonderful. Be not swayed by lesser vibrations. Own
your Mastery, it is your birthright.
Merge Sequences: Meditate to Activate
Meditation brings forth merge sequences during this acceleration; the veillifting visions of intense light through the Ascension column. When we
connect with the multidimensional self in this way, the crystalline DNA
activates and resonates with the vibration of the Primary timelines. This is
our etheric timeline task at the moment; anchoring these pathways to
the New Earth platform through our DNA and consciousness. This
continues to amplify, along with the guidance to allow the Christed Logos
to escort us through these Solar and Cosmic Stargate experiences over
the next 2 months. Get centered in the stillness and allow these
transformative rewrites.
The more focus we can give on a personal level to these sequences and
experiences, the more light is infused into the collective to turn on
crystalline HUman DNA. Remember the Solar component; Solaris has
changed in frequency since the September Equinox. This changes the
way we project into these realities, strengthens the power of pure heart
centers, and allows our Christed embodiment to change the grids and
realities for all willing Souls.
We have unlocked the Gateways of Christed/crystalline DNA. The
resonance of your DNA is speaking to, and interacting with, the cosmic
consciousness of Gaia, Solaris, Galactic levels and Universal Creator
levels. DNA speaks to the cosmos; use your cosmic microphone to
broadcast pure LoveLight as we interact with the Cosmic Stargates during
this passage. Visualize and feel it; that is the key. Be creative and lightground it through art, word, and deed.
Starseed Encouragement

Starseeds are planted where weeds grow the densest, where the
undergrowth choked Divine tendrils and blocked the Pure Light in the
garden. We utilize – not wait for – these cosmic factors which support
overriding and overwriting distortions. Remember to engage with our
Galactic Legacy in a creative way. As we take full responsibility for calling
forth the purifying Primary timeline experience, the garden will experience
cleansing.
This is a core self-revelation passage. We are prepared for the great
unknown as cosmic factors amplify and accelerate the shift and
Ascension. Remember our Higher teams are stepping aside to allow the
full force of cosmic frequencies to do their work. This is largely because so
many are activated, aware, stepping in to integrity, HUmility and unifying in
Divine purpose. Cosmic perspective serves us well, however it also a
wing-stretching passage which honors all active, unique expressions of
the Christed Self.
See you all in the Unity Meditations. This is our Sacred window; Let us
show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Unique Gate Opening Occurring: Post-Choice-Point
Nov 17, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gatekeepers will be opening for the November 21-25 influx starting with
the New Moon, Saturday 3:42amPT. While the light is ever-increasing, this
Gateway has a unique quality to it, mainly because of what was
experienced during the Light Tribe choice-point phase. The Cosmic
Trigger of November 23rd initiates the Sacred passage of the December/
January influxes. This is not an open-and-closed Gateway, it is the
opening for the seven-week transformational passage for forerunners/
Wayshowers of Ascension.
It has been a strong year; we open our hearts to the unknown, yet
intuitively felt, embodiment of the multidimensional Self at the New Earth
level. Solaris has been strong in my awareness all week as well; an
indication of Solar Cosmic Christ support on the way.
The Light Tribe Choice Point: Mastery Test and Bifurcation SideEffects
The Light Tribe choice point comes to a close with this Gateway. Many felt
– or are feeling – this choice point in a profound way. The disconnection
from Secondary timelines over the last few weeks took us to a deeper
understanding of the Ascending Self. The sense of detachment from the
old Self, old realities, emotions, even the heart-center for some, was a
strong test of Mastery. It may have challenged fears, habits or beliefs. Old
coping mechanisms may have surfaced. Most of that is the physical,
mental and emotional levels grasping for an old reality which is gone. The
hang-time between absent lower timelines (dissolving platforms) and a
fully anchored new reality makes the lower consciousness uncomfortable.
It searches for the familiar and finds nothing to cling to. As always, we are
paving the energetic pathways to the new experience.
If we are to become beings who can go into distorted realities and
transform them back to pure Light, we must experience Mastery of that
function here. When all is veiled, clarity and guidance are stripped away,
we discover our True Self. Mastery dispels doubt from our core to reveal
our faith in ourselves, the unconditional power of Love, and the omniscient

Presence of Source. This is a unique experiment in consciousness, and all
will be tried and tested on behalf of other systems and realities.
For those emerging from the Light Tribe choice-point phase with the
unshakable core knowing I AM Divine Love, I AM Source, no matter what;
we are prepared to receive the consciousness-shifting, reality-changing
experience of embodiment. We open as conduits, as Avatars of the next
experience, infuse the collective and grids with that vibration, and let the
Higher Self/Higher Light aspects take over.
Some of the surreal sensations are caused by the timeline bifurcation
itself; the neither here nor there sensation. The Primary timelines do not
feel time-based, it opens us to the pure experience of absolute Presence.
It is an unexplored phenomenon to do this on a global scale during a
dimensional shift.
The choice-point clearing is a reflection of the Solar-system-wide
reorganization into Divine Order. Embrace this perspective of Unity
consciousness; we are not separate from any of these unfoldments. We
are having a vivid experience of the journey from Creator, to Creation, and
back to Creator.
Opportunities to connect as One
Let us Unify for highest possible outcomes. Surrender the internal and
external battles, hold your heart as pure LoveLight, and find solace in
Divine Service. We are holding a huge space for transformation, let the
busy-ness simplify for maximum ease and grace. Call forth maximum
wonderful for all.
Saturday, November 18: New Moon at 3:42amPT – Gatekeepers
opening for the influx next week. Open your heart, surrender lower
timeline attachments. Individually, you make the choice to end attachment
to old realities when you are capable. Collectively, we are moving forward
to align with this Divine opportunity.
Tuesday, November 21 – November 25: the initiation of the Sacred
seven-week passage.
Thursday, November 23: Cosmic Trigger. All available Gatekeepers,
Gridworkers, Lightworkers, Wayshowers, High-Vibe Tribe, get out on Gaia

with your crystals to receive and infuse the grids. We open as pure
conduits for the highest amplification, in the highest interest of the
Ascension. It is Thanksgiving in the USA; gratitude to all who step away
for the good work. Connect with Solaris, it feels like unique codes will be
flowing in.
Gratitude for All Willing Hearts
The intensity and surreal sensations show us where our heart and
intentions are centered. As always, use the Light to amplify the higher
experience of Love and transparency within. This is a profound passage
for self-realization. Realities will self-correct as these consciousnessevolving frequencies grow stronger, and as the Light Tribe transforms into
pure, authentic crystalline conduits. Kindwhile, let us support and interact
with these Divine Light influxes as the Divine BEings we truly are.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

The New Rays Amplifying Order and Bliss
Nov 24, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
These Gateways continue to open us up to more, more, more. Cosmic
Triggers are synchronized events, when Galactic, Solar, and Planetary
factors align and create an opportunity to accelerate the Ascension.
Thursday’s Cosmic Trigger was strong; I felt I would disappear into the
bliss-realm. Fortunately the activity of snowshoeing up to a Gate spot
grounded me a bit (cardio can be effective breathwork.) Solaris opened up
with a major solar eruption early Saturday; our usual cosmic activity during
these Gateways continues. This initiation into our seven-week transitional
phase has intensified the Higher Light again. Gaia (and our ears) are
ringing in the cosmic alignment.
The Trinity Stargates, which aligned during the August eclipse, look like
massive crystalline templates. The inter-universal opening they provide
grew wider yesterday, like an iris on a camera, which increases the flow of
pure Christ consciousness activations. This amplifies our Christed bliss,
crystalline DNA activation, and deepens our experience of transcendence.
We are aware of the timeline-splitting, dimensional-shifting,
consciousness-shifting events in progress. Now we enter into the mystery;
the unknown – yet deeply felt – function of the December passage.
We cannot effectively describe this experience in linear terms. The
ecstatic, merging-with-Source aspect of this Divine return is
comprehended thanks to millennia of creative expression. When we
combine it with (uncomfortable) cellular transformation, lightbody and
heart center expansion, time collapse, collective veil-lifting revelation and
a planetary dimensional shift, our experience escapes the realm of
accurate description. And yet we persist, providing as much balance as
possible during this mentally, emotionally and physically challenging
phase of our Ascension. Underlying the whole experience is the
awareness; We are really doing this, what a marvel to witness it in the
physical.
Gatekeeper Notes: Currently in our Vision

Gateways have similar light ray attributes this year, the culmination of
years of New Earth Grid activation. Many are seeing these rays due to
collective pineal and DNA activations, and asking about their purpose.
Note the changing, higher quality of Light stepping forth as the classic 12Ray systems shift to accommodate the New Earth. These light frequencies
are bridging levels of consciousness, assisting us with embodiment and
merging our awareness with our multidimensional Self. You might see
them, hear them or feel them; whatever is in alignment with your journey.
The New Emerald Ray: This is the 5D Divine Mother/Divine Feminine
frequency, the background energy for creation. In our experience, we see
it as a bright emerald-green, almost green-gold at times. This new level of
the pure emerald ray frequencies is present in most activations now. For
two years, we have been placing and using raw emeralds along the New
Earth grid systems to receive this influx of pure balancing light. Its purity
and strength provides a strong photonic reordering effect as it floods the
gateways and grid systems. Raw emerald pieces are inexpensive, use
them with the intention to assist Divine Mother.
The Magenta Ray: The Gateway to 5D. It has a Divine Masculine
balancing function (the action of creation) and appears as swirling,
dancing light. It is the harmonious compliment to the emerald ray. You may
remember my sketches of this from a few years back.
The Diamond, Platinum or Crystalline Rays: Pure Ascension
frequencies for Unity/Crystalline/Christ consciousness. Platinum has an
effective clearing and protective function. Diamond and Crystalline Light
stimulate the torus fields, DNA, and assist in opening the Ascension
column for multidimensional awareness. They are consistent in
Gatekeeping and Gridwork, and unify us with the Crystalline Grid around
the planet. Our Ascending heart center and energy fields look like
crystalline-diamond torus fields. Your Higher levels might use them to
connect with you during the Unity Meditations or private meditations. They
light up the Ascension column with vibrating, flashing light during
upgrades.
The Golden Christ Ray: This ever-present Christed DNA activator is
amplifying again. It resonates with Divine HUman DNA, and activates it. It
is a carrier frequency for the Solar Cosmic Christ aspect. Sometimes it
appears as liquid light.

Solar Plasma: This appears like vibrating walls of 5D rainbow colors.
Pastel or pale hues of emerald, magenta, aqua, gold, pearlescent,
crystalline, coral, and the platinum hue may be seen. While solar plasma
can be used for sealing or protection, it is also an excellent delivery
system for light codes and intention. It complements the elementals
(because it is one). Before the California drought-relieving storms began
last year, I saw myself in my seamless garment, standing on a Pacific
beach, raising up massive vibrational sheets of Solar Plasma to assist with
balancing the elementals. Experiment with it for healing.
Pure Photonic Light: The highly-charged particles of light in this
dimensional-shifting, consciousness-shifting area of the Galaxy. They may
present as light filaments, thin beams of light, fields of glittering particles or
intense pinpoints of light. These streams of unique light do not fit in the
categories described above. They are not visible (yet) to the linear eye.
This light feels different; it has a very unique quality and light signature.
When I asked what this new light was, the Team described it as pure
photonic light.
All of these flash or vibrate as pure living light during Gatework, Gridwork
and meditation. They are not the only rays or colors in use right now, this
list is intended to answer questions about recent visions and changes in
the incoming light.
Unity Consciousness Now
When the Unity Meditations began in 2016, we were told it would teach us
how to connect without the need for internet or devices. Now we can feel
each other on SUNdays and share visions, sensations and intentions. As
concerns about artificial intelligence and digital addictions arise, we
collectively unplug and amplify the inner organic screen, sending healing,
support, and light codes through pure intent.
Revelation Reminder
We are in our Sacred passage in this Now. It is our Divine right to utilize
this opportunity for a brand new experience. To become the New.
Remember to demonstrate non-judgment, forgiveness, neutrality and
gratitude as revelations come to light, even within the Lightworker
collective. Show the way, Wayshowers; sometimes silence is the best

teacher. The vibration of LoveLight dissolves all distortion, and deserves
your complete focus. We are all one BEing; the wayward parts of us –
global and personal – are best healed with patience, compassion and
understanding.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

December: Embracing Our Divine Destiny
Nov 30, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
The Sacred Gateway of December is upon us. Gatekeepers are opening
on December 1st for an amplification wave December 3 -7. The Super Full
Moon of December 3 (7:48amPT) will compliment our SUNday Unity
Meditations; it peaks during our first unification at 8:11am PT. This is a
huge month, one we have prepared for all year. High-Vibe Tribe, we are
stepping into a new experience, exploring unknown territory yet again.
The Primary Christed Timelines support the emergence of collective
creativity, expression of your Highest Self, and next-level embodiment
through Wayshowers of Pure Light. The energies are transformative, and
all of us must surrender to personal, global and cosmic revelation, while
demonstrating the compassion of unconditional love.
This phase of revelation focuses on exposure; a new level of spiritual
disclosure. These unique frequencies alter our consciousness to align with
a brand-new level of the Ascension experience.
The High-Vibe Tribe focus remains on embodiment during this
transformational passage. The Becoming phase has been somewhat
surreal this year with the timeline activity, and now we embrace Divine
Self-Realization as a collective. I AM confident that Lightworkers can
endure the energies, however uncomfortable, which are triggering us to
become the new HUman – now. The ability to experience a complete
reconnection to Pure Source consciousness anchors absolute
unconditional love into these lower realms.
The catalyst for Divine revelation is the Pure Photonic Light, which is a
living consciousness. This Pure Living Light, combined with the influx of
the Divine Cosmic Mother frequencies, continue to be anchored by those
in service.
As always, a Sacred Gateway is not something that one watches or waits
for. It invites your participation. The final Cosmic Trigger of 2017
(December 21st – 25th) comes after a period of very strong influxes.
Some of you are experiencing the vertigo and disorientation of this initial
wave since last week’s opening of this passage. That is expected to

increase as the dimensional-shifting, consciousness-shifting light grows
more intense. Hold your hearts dare-angels, we are stronger than we
realize.
Utilizing the Pure Photonic Light Influence
December is ripe with opportunity for our Ascension. Multiple things are
happening simultaneously; it is best to stay very present with yourself in
order to experience the alchemical marriage of Presence. While we
anticipate and create wonderful, the energies may be challenging and
intense. Walking in both worlds is the multidimensional experience in this
Now.
Some guidance for ease, grace and acceleration:
– Maintain the Higher Self/Cosmic Perspective, and demonstrate your
Ascended Beingness in the Now.
– Meditate. Meditation in any form will allow the new light to register on
your energy fields, cellular structures, DNA and consciousness.
Commands and decrees assist with directing light, keeping grounded,
balanced and centered. Prayer is beautiful as well, however meditation is
key to receiving. All available Lightworkers, please join in the SUNday
Unity Meditations to assist. High-level support is provided for embodiment;
let us use these opportunities to connect and accelerate the Ascension.
– Stay on the path of the pure, organic Ascension. Codes are flowing
through Solaris (SUN), Gaia, kingdoms and elementals which seek and
find resonate structures in your body and fields. Earthing is nourishment
for your transition to a new level of consciousness; honor it. Be in nature,
get in the SUNlight, feel the Cosmic Oneness. Pure water, activated with
intention and blessings, also carries the frequencies of these new codes.
Anxieties and distortions from technology exposure can be relieved by
stepping away from the screens – often.
– Express non-judgment regarding anything or anyone, even
yourself. Heart-based communication, both verbal and written, amplifies
peace and exposes the Higher perspective. The habitual impulse to
complain, blame, or critique, even in jest, reveals our negative habits,
insecurities and wounds. As the vibrational experiences divide further,
many revelations will come to light. Remember it is our task as

Lightworkers to demonstrate non-judgment, unconditional love, and the
highest way to deal with revelation in general.
The High-Vibe Tribe makes revelation safe for those who choose to step
forward into authenticity. As reactive judgements to revelations and
disclosures present, the emotional triggering of this passage could easily
be manipulated into limiting expression. Higher Light is pushing for truth
and freedom of expression, and we must accept, forgive and embrace all
fractals of Source. When we demonstrate an open-hearted perspective,
we collectively heal faster, create solutions, and move on to the next
creation.
– Forgiveness, gratitude, compassion, unconditional love and
embracing the Creator Self are your keys to the highest brightest
experience. Send love and blessings to those who lost their way (in your
perspective). Judgment tends to destroy the sender; discernment shows
wisdom.
– Take the Higher Timeline: Be the Presence in every situation and
demonstrate Divine Neutrality of Love. Suggest solutions or choose
silence. Be the Peace. As we open the Gateways to the higher
experience, honor all that presents as part of the larger operation of the
planetary rewrite.
– Stay flexible. During intense periods of change, we surrender rigidity
about what reality is or is not, what we are capable of, what is unfolding,
etc. Stay emotionally, mentally and physically flexible to support external
change. This also greatly assists the crystalline DNA as it attempts to
replicate throughout your cellular structure. If you are exhausted, rest.
Remember the experience of embodiment of the Christed/Crystalline/Unity
state is a very different experience than everything which came before it.
The sense of detachment, absolute presence in the Now, and the longing
for the new to fully anchor is strong, and yet we sense the Presence of the
unexpected. We are clear to collectively experience co-creating new
realities with our Higher Levels.The December experience takes us further
into the timeless sensation of the Primary Christed timelines.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

The Becoming: The NOW Embodiment Events
Dec 8, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
This is one of those lengthy articles after an intense download this week.
Feel into this message and its connections, as it is the last of the year. A
PDF version is provided below. The intention is to provide clarity and
comprehension of what is about to occur.
Our Gatekeeping and Gridwork took on a strong Solar focus over the last
few years. This process was twofold; it anticipated the changes in the SUN
as well as the trajectory of Gaia to become a more Solar entity. The New
Earth grid system, which is crystalline based and aimed at the 5D
magnetic lines of Gaia, works in tandem with the off-planet crystalline grid
and the 5D/6D crystalline core of Gaia. The intention was to activate the
ancient structures, Solar temples above and below ground, crystal beds
(many of them containing off-planet crystals), and unify them with the
crystalline grid, Solaris (the SUN), and interdimensional stargates. This
was fully activated with the August 2017 eclipse.
All of this activity supports the new platform for the Solar Cosmic Christ
experience; the return of the Christ/Crystalline/Unity consciousness which
activates Divine HUman DNA. The SUN serves as our primary local
stargate, and is reflected in our Christed heart centers where pure Source
consciousness resides. As the SUN changes, the core of Gaia changes,
the New Earth experience is amplified, and open and prepared hearts shift
into the Christed experience.
The messages have been consistent: Embodiment of the Christed Self will
change the HUman heart grid, and provide the new experience as a
palpable reality for all willing hearts to align with. It works in tandem with
Gaia and the SUN; a collective cosmic trigger which reveals reunification
with Source.
As Wayshowers, Gatekeepers and Gridworkers, we have witnessed
consistent, accelerated shifts in the SUN, grids, Gaia’s core, and our own
hearts this year. The revelation of our Solar focus, Gaia’s Solar activation,
our Solar Heart activation, weaves us back into the cosmic fabric of
Oneness; Pure Unity Consciousness. Changes in the Universe without,

changes the Universe within. And vice-versa; we are in the direct path of
Becoming.
For many of us, revelation of the True Self includes interaction with Solar
Beings, Galactic or Star Expressions, and Councils of Light which guide
on a Universal level. To witness the steering of stargates and the Solar
system, and to participate, was an unexpected event this year. As we say;
expect the unexpected.
The Progression which leads to a Culmination Point
For clarity and comprehension, let us review excerpts from the intel
this year related to the evolution of Solaris, Universe, Galaxy, Solar
system, Gaia, and the HUman Heart levels. This will assist in
connecting to the final message about the culmination of our Sacred
Seven weeks.
February 2017: Solar focus: Your Internal Solar Gateway
In order to create the Christed embodiment, our Heart center torus
becomes a Solar generator during our Ascension process. This is how we
communicate with the SUN, Beloveds. The Solar aspect within connects
with DNA stored within the SUN (and the Great Central Sun for Master
Gatekeepers), and allows access to the big Galactic project of Ascension.
Many of you are experiencing the reunification with much Higher aspects
of Self that are deeply involved in the cosmic trajectory of this planet and
Solar system.
Solar aspects being affected include:
– Solar aspects of the HUman Heart
– Solar temples within and above the planet
– Solar crystalline aspects in the crystal beds
– Solar aspects of water: The water elemental is capable of transmitting
Solar aspects instantaneously, both in the body and in/on Gaia.
– Solar aspects of the Cosmic Christ: Reactivate your Master Self; many
of you know how to do this and will be activating others via the HUman
Heart grids as SUNs of God.
March 2017: Changing the Prismatic Effect of the SUN

The SUN is used as a prism to project fractals of our consciousness into
co-created realities. This is directly related to the holographic nature of our
experience, the projection of planetary consciousness, dimensional
bandwidths, timelines, and the illusion of an individual experience.
Think of the SUN as a film projector running several films at once. Your
Higher Levels are using the projector. Your Higher Self projects several
versions of lower self through the SUN, and through your Heart center,
which also serves as projector of realities, onto the mirror-like screens of
Gaia, allowing for multiple films at once. Gaia supports many versions of
your personal film, as well as the collective films, and reflects back
collective outcomes. Your personal screen shows the film or films which
your consciousness is capable of focusing on via your vibrational
perception.
The Heart Center operates like a Solar projector, altering your external film
to meet your internal vibration. Perception is based on personal vibration;
we see clear examples of this as the realities divide. We have seen the
new projection of 5D Gaia, we know it exists already. Altering personal
and collective projectors to only show 5D films is done through our Heart
Center and our DNA resonance.
Divine HUman DNA contains markers for Source consciousness.
Participation in the Ascension process, the increase in photonic light, and
our location in the Galaxy activates these markers, allowing for an entirely
new projection through the SUN, Gaia and our Heart Centers.
Cosmic Template Approaching our Solar System
We now add a massive cosmic stargate to this equation. As these cosmic
templates from the Great Central SUN approach, they are rewriting
Galaxies into alignment with the Source command for the New. They will
change the projectors, altering the way in which we co-create our reality
into a purer, unified form in alignment with the background energy of Love.
This is why so many Gatekeepers had visions of the SUN exploding back
in January; the energies are already affecting our realities, and our
perception is changing as we take on our new HUman templates. This
Solar shift affects consciousness; our experience and perception of
creation. Your Heart Center projector and DNA can align you with the

brand new film of New Earth, and Gaia’s 5D Solar Self becomes a
perceivable reality.
In order for this to become the dominant film, a projected reality of the
high-vibe collective, embodiment of the crystalline/Christ consciousness
must be attained by a small percentage of the Light Tribe. That is why
embodiment has been a focus of our Ascension process. It must be
willingly anchored into the HUman heart grid and crystalline core of Gaia
to initiate the quantum domino effect. This exquisite higher vibration will
shine through all choosing Ascension, and lift the veil on the reality of New
Earth for many.
April 2017: Evolution of Realities
Miracles happen outside of the constraints time-space; this is why
Gatekeepers train to be open conduits. In a pure state of focus during
Gatework, the higher and lower realms unify to work as One. Gateways
traverse the boundaries of dimensional layers and densities, so we often
experience the time-has-stopped sensation. In those moments, much
larger operations may do the good work and reveal higher aspects of your
own Solar heart center.
April 2017: Cosmic Stargates
Cosmic Stargates hold the intention to dissolve distortion by utilizing
geometry, light and advanced harmonics. As with all of our experiences,
this is fractalization; reflections of what is occurring at much Higher levels
of consciousness.
As we enter the vicinity of the Cosmic Stargates which provide a pure
Ascension experience, the dynamics of Solaris will change. We have seen
this throughout the decades as the SUN went from a golden hue, to a
platinum hue, and now a more crystalline hue. We are witnessing the
effects of the energy on higher dimensional beings, similar to the effect on
HUmanity and Gaia.
As Solaris changes, it changes the way in which our Higher Levels use the
SUN to project our realities. The prism widens to allow the Oversoul to
project higher dimensional realities, which we currently experience as
timelines via our DNA. If you are in alignment with the vibrational field and
frequency of the New Earth holographic projection, your Divine DNA can

be reclaimed, rebundled and support the perception of a higher
experience.
June 2017: Gateway Focus and the Formless Realms
This is active territory as Solaris becomes more stimulated by the
intergalactic pathways, which effects Gaia’s core, and our own heart
centers.
The higher, formless realms of light where the Ascension and cosmic
rewrite have already been experienced are communing, communicating
with us as we collapse time-space to create the New. It redefines our
intellectual notions of the Higher future Self merging with the lower Self.
These realms cannot be described without diminishing their vibrancy, nor
do they adhere to our numbering systems (5D, 12D, etc.) which we have
used to comprehend the vastness of our own beingness.
June 2017: Bifurcation of Realities: Solstice Entry to the Eclipse
Gateway
The grand experiment of experiencing a dimensional shift through the
body is a unique endeavor; we feed this information back to Source. The
Universal completion of a creative idea and the birth of a new one is
reflected in our present experience. It looks planetary, then Solar, then
Galactic, then Universal as our conscious awareness expands to
comprehend higher multidimensional aspects of consciousness.
July 2017: Transcending Archetypes
Lower timelines drop away as the higher realities of Christ consciousness
are embodied. The archetypal realities of Old Earth are rapidly
transmuted. The templates for spirit-in-form have changed. Applicable
archetypes which bridge the worlds, like the Solar Cosmic Christ, are
embodied en masse as the new templates emerge. When enough of us
choose to embody the new type – the Divine HUman – we shift into high
gear on a collective level.
August 2017: Massive Activation of the Crystalline Grid
Crystalline Gridwork and the Gateways have revealed an amplification
within Gaia’s crystalline core. She will be stimulated by influxes of Light,

then emanate that Light forth to fully activate the crystalline Grid network.
We will be experiencing light codes from both off-planet (Solar and
Cosmic) as well as planetary in a New way. Connect with Gaia and Solaris
often; remember to align with the pure organic Ascension.
Christ consciousness is a bridge between worlds, which is why it has the
savior connotation, and why masters said we would do All this and more.
Just like a Primary Christed Ascension timeline, we utilize it as a Gateway
to a new experience, because it bridges dimensions and densities.
August 2017: Aligning with the Cosmic Stargates
Cosmic Stargates are pathways of pure light which prepare the gateways
of Ascension, the primary Christed timeline experiences, and assist in our
transcendence to higher levels of consciousness. Ultimately, they are
connected to the Universal rewrite; Source’s command for purification.
These stargates unify dimensions and densities; the grounded work of
Gatekeeping here, and the higher vibrational Gateways of New Earth and
beyond.
The Cosmic Stargate influence during this passage is strong. Strong rays
of pure light, very present in visions, beam through the body, Gateways,
Grids and Sacred sites, and into the crystalline core of Gaia.
We surge this light through all Universal levels, Galactic levels, Stellar
levels, Solar system levels, planetary levels – unifying our own Solar
system in peace and goodwill. Direct the Sacred cosmic flows into Gaia,
with the intention of revealing her Ascended Self as a palpable reality for
all concerned.
August 2017: August Eclipse: Convergence of Trinity Stargates
The Cosmic Stargate operation, let’s call it the Steering Committee, allows
us a peak at our (much) higher dimensional aspects. Some of our Higher
Levels are collectively steering/guiding the location of the Solar system
through this vibrational geometry which rewrites consciousness and
dimensional expressions into the next Creation.
We have High-level escorts as we pass through the edges of this
vibrational barrier; like tugboats guiding a giant barge through lock
systems. My Team expresses these Galactic structures as giant photonic

(pure Heart-of-Source light) octahedrons within multiple torus fields. Each
Cosmic Stargate flow is threaded to a torus field with different functions,
preparing us for a dramatic shift in particle expression when we arrive at
the trigger point of the vibrational hot-spot within this massive Galactic
octahedron. Sometimes other geometries present which assist in rewriting
timelines and outcomes. All is purely photonic; the demand for order feels
autonomous within that structure.
Convergence of many Cosmic Stargates – Galactic and Universal – are
coming into play to shift personal trajectories as well as collective
unfoldments. Council meetings have been frequent; the eclipse shifts are
deeply tied to the September Equinox and December Solstice outcomes.
September 2017: Palpable Unfoldments: Cosmic, Global and Internal
Reformations
This latest click in the combination lock includes the encodements from
the Trinity Stargate convergence, which activated *all systems GO* for the
highest trajectory on a collective level. Since the Trinity Stargate
convergence of the eclipse, Solaris has entered the edges of the *hot
zone* of dimensional-shifting geometries and photonic-encoded light.
September 2017: Cosmic Factors Affecting our Ascension: The List
Apply hyperdimensional logic to all of this; the cosmic perspective soothes
the Ascending Soul.
The Trinity Stargates opened the flows of direct Solar Cosmic Christ
frequencies from Source. This is an ongoing Solar rewrite on a stellar,
planetary and incarnate level. As the gates converged on Solaris (the
SUN) during the eclipse, it altered its prismatic effect, which in turn will
change the way form is projected on Gaia.
We use the SUN to project our consciousness into these denser realities.
When the SUN received the Cosmic Trinity encodements from the
stargate convergence, so did we. It is a vital step in projecting a more
crystalline form via our DNA and Solar heart Centers. It also effects Gaia’s
expression in form, as well as Solaris.
The Crystalline Grid is a sentient structure. It activated to full capacity
during the August Gateway, creating pathways to the interuniversal,

intergalactic, and interstellar Gateways. Thousands of crystalline
pyramids, crystalline structures, temples, crystal beds and etheric
geometries were activated – and continue to activate. You may see them
in your visions.
These ancient structures are encoded to activate in tandem with the
crystalline grid to usher in the Primary Timeline experience and the Divine
Christed HUman template. Some of these Solar-encoded structures
appear to be rising in visions; awakening to the clarion call of zero-point
photonic demands. These structures are not treating the SUN as a God.
The overarching prophecy, the higher vision, views the SUN as a direct
reflection of Source and the Solar aspect within.
Also in this article: Primary Timeline Access, Galactic Life Review, and
Gatekeepers shifting all focus to amplifying the New Earth Gateways.
September 2017: Consciousness-Shifting Influx: Overwriting
Realities
The key aspect of Primary timelines is that they don’t feel like timelines. It
is an unshakeable Now experience, unifying the multidimensional Self and
Source as a simultaneous awareness. They are encoded with the pure
Christed dynamics, and overwrite the denser experiences of past, present,
and future.
The boost from cosmic factors triggers our DNA to open to the new
experience. DNA creates personal, collective, and multidimensional
experiences in form. It becomes a photonic light receiver-generator.
We are still crossing the outer bands of this Galactic hot-spot. Galactic
Teams won’t be stepping down the Light as before after this year.
Gatekeepers, Gridworkers, and Lightworkers are now skilled enough to
receive and distribute the influxes. It is creating a Divine opportunity for
Wayshowers to embody the Christed merge of Higher and lower
expressions.
Cosmic factors are allowing the (much) higher vibration of the
multidimensional Self to be experienced right here, right now. It will
demonstrate what is occurring with planetary evolution, time dynamics,
and the Divine Christed HUman activation before physical timeline
bifurcation occurs.

October 2017: Becoming the Presence: Building New Landscapes
The direction was clear to Wayshowers: Achieve Embodiment of the
Christed /Crystalline/Unity state, and it will trigger massive acceleration for
those choosing Ascension.
Embodiment feels Avatar-like as the Higher Self steps forth through the
body vehicle and Lower Self consciousness. When we surrender to this
Divine Presence of Self, it rewrites our consciousness via our DNA. It
changes the way we feel, think, act and create.
You may have noticed the change in SUNlight since the Equinox; it has
that mystical quality similar to the eclipse. Remember changes in the SUN
reflect changes in the way in which we project our consciousness.
October 2017: Gatekeeper Journal: Update from the Councils of
Light
The change in SUNlight since the Equinox is visible and palpable. (I AM
surprised more people are not talking about it; I suppose this is a topic the
mainstream would like to avoid.) Solaris is transforming as the pure
photonic light within this Sacred container, encoded for Ascension, is
traversed.
To the lower reality it appears like a change in the quality of SUNlight. This
is a result of us crossing the border of this sacred geometry. We are now
in it, and the effect on consciousness grows increasing evident in the
lower realities. This area of highly-charged photonic particles creates
Divine order, and frees willing consciousness from denser realities.
October 2017: Geomagnetic Activation
With the bifurcation in progress, many of us are beginning to experience
the intended consciousness shifts which the Solar activity will create on a
global level. Many have seen the SUN flashing this year, both in vision
and external reality, and this activity is opening our Hearts to the more
palpable, consistent Now Presence.
November 2017: Merge Sequences and the Open Gateway: Meditate
to Activate

Remember the Solar component; Solaris has changed in frequency since
the September Equinox. This changes the way we project into these
realities, strengthens the power of pure heart centers, and allows our
Christed embodiment to change the grids and realities for all willing Souls.
We have unlocked the Gateways of Christed/crystalline DNA. The
resonance of your DNA is speaking to, and interacting with, the cosmic
consciousness of Gaia, Solaris, Galactic levels and Universal Creator
levels. DNA speaks to the cosmos through your heart; use your cosmic
microphone to broadcast pure LoveLight as we interact with the Cosmic
Stargates during this passage. Visualize and feel it; that is the key. Be
creative and light-ground it through art, word, and deed.
November 2017: Post-Choice-Point
For those emerging from the Light Tribe choice-point phase with the
unshakable core knowing I AM Divine Love, I AM Source, no matter what;
we are prepared to receive the consciousness-shifting, reality-changing
experience of embodiment. We open as conduits, as Avatars of the next
experience, infuse the collective and grids with that vibration, and let the
Higher Self/Higher Light aspects take over.
We are having a vivid experience of the journey from Creator, to Creation,
and back to Creator.
November 2017: December: Embracing Our Divine Destiny
The High-Vibe Tribe focus remains on embodiment during this
transformational passage. The Becoming phase has been somewhat
surreal this year with the timeline activity, and now we embrace Divine
Self-Realization as a collective. The ability to experience a complete
reconnection to Pure Source consciousness anchors absolute
unconditional love into these lower realms.
The catalyst for Divine revelation is the Pure Photonic Light, which is a
living consciousness. This Pure Living Light, combined with the influx of
the Divine Cosmic Mother frequencies, continue to be anchored by those
in service.
The Becoming: The NOW Embodiment Events

Do you see and sense the culmination of the unfoldments this year?
All of this is related to our experience of Ascension; as Solaris changes, so
does the crystalline core of Gaia, and HUman Heart centers aligned with
the intention of Divine Love. This is Pure Source consciousness reentering the Human experience in a new way. We are feeling it already;
the absolutely pure diamond-crystalline-photonic frequencies. Drink them
in, let the bliss rewrite your consciousness.
Location, location, location. The gentle glide of our Solar system into this
consciousness-shifting area of the galaxy hits a trigger point as we enter
the Solstice Gateway (December 21-25). The entire Solar system will
drop/lock into its destination by the first week of January. It will initiate a
series of shifts in solar plasma, and electro-magentic shifts in the SUN,
Gaia, and the hearts of first embodiers of the Solar Cosmic Christ.
The Wayshowers will anchor this new experience as first embodiers. This
is an act of service, as it assists with stability as Gaia’s core amplifies with
the Solar changes. In that heightened state of Unity Consciousness, we
will be able to quickly thread the new light through the New Earth grids
and HUman Heart collective. Yes, it widens the gap between realities. The
bifurcation of timeline experiences will be evident to most by end of July
next year, however that is not a concern.
Our very personal journey during this Seven Sacred weeks invites all
prepared hearts into transformation. The Solar Cosmic Christ activation is
a pathway to New Earth consciousness. Honoring the unique and deeply
authentic expression of the multidimensional Self, the Highest Self, and
Source is key to a consistent Christed expression.
The energetic shifts anticipated over the next few weeks are expected to
change our heart centers and reflect the changes in the SUN and Gaia.
Your Solar heart is your key. This new Light will be felt on a deeply
personal level, according to your intentions and trajectory for your
Ascension. Anxieties about preparedness may be relieved by holding a
clear, peaceful, grateful, loving container for the higher light and the
Ascension experience to flow through. It is a gradual process; breathe.
Recommendations for this passage were provided last week in the
Embracing our Divine Destiny article. As always, connect with the SUN as
often as possible to receive the light codes and assist your body, heart
and consciousness in receiving these upgrades with ease and grace.

Earthing allows the new light of Gaia’s upgrades to register on your
cellular structure and lightbody. Connect as a conduit between the SUN
and Gaia often. My whole body vibrates with bliss when I do this, the
codes are very stimulating to crystalline DNA.
Wayshowers, these Solar shifts are key to sustaining Embodiment of the
Christed Self. Prepare well, and join the Unity Meditations for code
exchanges and the co-creation of Divine Love, Peace and Ascension.
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers; connect with the Trinity Stargates, Solaris,
Gaia’s core, and the New Earth grids often. Pure photonic light can be felt
during Gatekeeping already; your crystals can assist in activating the Pure
Source-level templates for this next phase. As always, connect with the
interdimensional crystals; many of these off-planet crystals will be
activated with this Solar-system-wide shift.
High-Vibe Tribe Connections
We embrace and activate the Divine Empowerment of Unity
Consciousness, Now! Let us call forth the highest trajectories for our
collective and personal Ascension, as One.
Tuesday December 12: Honoring the 12-12-12 anniversary
Monday December 18: Gatekeepers open for the Solstice passage
(December 21-25)
Thursday December 21: Solstice (8:28amPT)
Saturday December 23: Cosmic Trigger; connect the SUN and stargate
of the heart.
Monday January 1: 2018 Gateway initiated & Full Moon (6:25pm)
2018 will feel like a completely different experience for many. New
creations are already in progress, we sense the excitement and mystical
quality in the heart. My visions are filled with Gateways; floods of
multidimensional Stargates are opening these pathways to the New Earth
experience. I love and honor this amplified time. This is my step-awayfrom-busyness passage, however reminders and a few special
announcements are available via the weekly Newsletter. Honor this
passage with the introspection, joy, love and celebration it deserves,
Beloveds. A blessed and brilliant experience to all.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

